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“Altamente teatral:” Subject, Nation, and Media in the Works of 

Virgilio Piñera 

 

Pilar Cabrera Fonte, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor: César A. Salgado 

 
 

This study analyzes Virgilio Piñera‟s concept of performance in relation to his 

representation of mass media products and technologies. The central argument is that 

Piñera‟s notion of theatrical representation connects fiction with politics in subversive 

ways, challenging assumptions of naturalness at different levels, from that of the 

gendered self, to the family and the nation. To support this argument, the study focuses 

on Piñera‟s representation of a variety of mass media genres as these inspire everyday life 

performances, mainly in Cuba but also in Argentina. While fictional models and 

sentimental narratives from the mass media most often convey oppressive conceptions of 

gender, family, and nation, the author‟s representation of the media‟s pervasive influence 

questions and denaturalizes those conceptions. Piñera stresses the disruptive potential of 

individual performance against the repetitive character of both the mass media industry 

and the social reenactments of its sentimental myths. His references to mass culture thus 



 viii 

destabilize structures of power, including stereotypes of both sexuality and gender. The 

analysis shows that Piñera‟s fictions exhibit important characteristics of queer aesthetics.  

The study comprises a time span of almost three decades, from the early 1940s to 

the late 1960s, and focuses on a selection of Piñera‟s criticism, drama, poetry, and 

narrative. Within those texts, special attention is given to references to photography, 

radio programs, romance novels, movies, and popular music. The organization of 

Piñera‟s texts in this study answers to both thematic and chronological considerations. 

Chapter 1 outlines the study‟s objectives and methodology, also providing a background 

on critical studies about Piñera. Chapters 2 and 3 deal with plays and short-stories written 

before the 1959 Cuban Revolution. Chapter 2 examines texts that represent both family 

and nation in relation to a variety of mass media genres, from Cuban “radionovelas” to 

Hollywood gangster films. Chapter 3 focuses on two narratives, written in Buenos Aires, 

that address posing and self-representation in relation to issues of sexuality, masculinity, 

and power. Chapter 4 deals with a selection of poems written, for the most part, after 

1959. In these poems, the literary use of photography stresses theatrical self-

representation, often in direct resistance to revolutionary reformulations of masculinity in 

the figure of the “New Man.”  
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Chapter 1: Virgilio Piñera, “altamente teatral” 

 

The novelist Abilio Estévez writes in a special issue of the Cuban magazine 

Unión dedicated to Virgilio Piñera and published in the spring of 1990: “Salvo los 

malintencionados o los rencorosos, no creo que nadie dude en la actualidad de su 

[Piñera‟s] significación en la literatura cubana (y esa frase también haría sus delicias)” 

(69). Estévez‟ words are particularly adequate because they state a simple truth while 

evocating Piñera‟s penchant for using and mocking commonplace expressions—

especially when overly lofty or sentimental. In the same publication, Antón Arrufat offers 

an interesting reflection on the role of the commonplace in Piñera‟s literary style:  

Muy joven comprendió [Piñera] que el mundo que tenía que contar sólo 

podía expresarlo en un género de cháchara casera, parodia y franqueza, 

para convertirlo en „creíble‟ . . . Y es significativo cómo Piñera ha logrado 

salvar esta contradicción: convertir una materia narrativa inusual en un 

lugar común. (Arrufat 47) 

“Cháchara” is a frivolous conversation, according to the Real Academia Española. 

Arrufat is right in noticing the conjunction of the commonplace and the unusual in a 

literary style that can be bitingly frank even as it is parodic and frivolous.  

Virgilio Piñera believed that the writer‟s most important task is to create images 

that surprise the reader, revealing to her the hidden aspects of the human world. He 

deemed Franz Kafka the most accomplished creator of literary images that provoked that 
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particular sort of surprise.
1
 In his desire to surprise the reader, Piñera created a literature 

of great diversity. He produced masterpieces in all the literary genres that he cultivated 

(poetry, narrative and drama) successfully combining elements as diverse as Greek 

mythology, Santería, and pop culture. In spite of this formal diversity, his writings 

revolve around a few recurrent obsessions: the frailty of the human body, the 

pervasiveness of social exploitation, and the fact that human reality is shaped by art as 

well as by the media. 

Piñera is the author of plays that inaugurated the current of absurdism in Latin 

American theatre (“Electra Garrigó,”“Falsa alarma”). His poetry combines erudite 

references to Greek drama (“Las furias”) with poems dealing with simple everyday 

objects that are often humanized (“La murena,” “Rudo mantel,” “Solo de piano”). 

Towards the end of his life, in isolation, Piñera wrote numerous poems in French, as is 

fitting to a Baudelaire and Proust admirer. His narrative has been interpreted in reference 

to both sadism and masochism, given its frequent and cold depiction of mutilations, 

anthropophagic practices, and physical torture (“La carne,” “La caída,” La carne de 

René”). Both in his fiction and in his numerous essays on cultural criticism, Piñera 

relished on transgressing the dictates of conservative morality, and he often poked fun at 

both Catholicism and the Catholic Church.   

The present study seeks to explain the feature of Piñera‟s works mentioned by 

Arrufat, the peculiar twisting of the unusual into the commonplace (and vice-versa), from 

an angle not yet taken in other studies. Focusing on the multiple references to the mass 

                                                 
1
 Piñera explained his ideas about literary images meant to surprise the reader in his essay “El secreto de 

Kafka.”  
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media in the author‟s writings, I read Piñera‟s parody of diverse gender stereotypes as 

instances of queering in the realm of individual identities. This analysis reveals how the 

frivolous and the commonplace in Piñera‟s writings relate to a variety of mass media 

genres, from Hollywood films to “radionovelas,” including multiple references to posing 

and photography. The author‟s representation of the impact of mass media narratives on 

modern life amounts to a critique of patriarchal nationalistic discourses, as I argue 

throughout this study. 

Without any desire to put yet another label on an author who is justly appreciated 

for his unflinching originality,
2
 this research emphasizes aspects of Piñera‟s writings that 

resonate with the concept of camp. There is no single definition of camp, nor is it 

desirable to have one.
3
 Fabio Cleto develops the metaphor of camp as a diamond with a 

myriad faces, which correspond to the many different historical articulations of camp. 

The value of a diamond ultimately depends upon the norms set by a discerning 

community, and thus the risk of “potential neglect” is permanently inscribed in camp 

(Cleto 2). Piñera‟s wonderful diamond “delphi,” which suddenly and inexplicably 

plunges from universal esteem into the depths of a toilet, seems meant as an illustration to 

Cleto‟s point.
 4
    

                                                 
2
 In his 1960 article “Piñera teatral,” the author complains of critics who label his writings existentialist or 

absurdist.   
3
 Fabio Cleto suggests to “rethink the manifold variety of kinds of camp as a variety of re/presentations and 

historical rearticulations of the camp discourse, grounded in the varying modes of circulation of the 

elements (aristocratic detachment, theatricality, ironical distance, parodical self-commitment, sexual 

deviance, etc.) which have been over the years ascribed to „camp‟”(6). All of these elements appear 

prominently in Piñera‟s writings.  
4
 “Delphi” is the name of the diamond that appears in the 1967 novel Presiones y diamantes. Censors 

suspected (with very good grounds indeed) that the name of the diamond was a reference to Fidel Castro. 
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In spite of the lack of a stable definition of camp as a literary practice, there are 

important reasons to emphasize the characteristics of the Cuban author‟s production that 

match notable traits of camp. In the first place, Piñera‟s representations of subjectivity in 

his fiction and poetry yield a vision of the self as constituted by theatrical acts. This 

vision is in agreement both with a fundamental trait of camp and with the insights of 

queer theory—indeed, camp has been conceptualized as an expression of queer 

aesthetics. Secondly, this perspective contributes to situate Piñera in relation to a literary 

tradition that subverts gender and sexual normativity through parody. In this regard, the 

figure of Oscar Wilde and his writings constitute a decisive and overlooked influence on 

the Cuban author. The analysis of Piñera‟s representation of the theatrical construction of 

the gendered self also helps to make visible his connections with other literary figures in 

the Spanish-speaking world whose work has been interpreted as camp. Manuel Puig and 

Pedro Almodóvar are two of the most famous names that immediately come to mind. 

More than a reflection on Cuban “choteo”—the “hábito de irrespetuosidad” resulting 

from “una repugnancia de toda autoridad” (Mañach 19)— Piñera‟s use of parody must be 

seen within this wider context. And finally, Piñera‟s expressed intention of unsettling the 

divide between high and low culture and his consequent engagement with mass culture 

also reflect central characteristics of camp production.  

Camp traits appear in Piñera‟s writings since the late forties. By the late sixties he 

was certainly familiar with the term. One of the characters in his 1968 theatre play “Una 

caja de zapatos vacía” describes as current objects of interest for most people “la pintura 

Pop, la literatura Camp, la música concreta, y, por supuesto, los Beatles” (134). This 
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reference provides good grounds to assume that Piñera was familiar with Susan Sontag‟s 

“Notes on Camp,” published in the U.S. in 1964. It is also quite possible that Piñera had 

read Christopher Isherwood‟s novel The World in the Evening, in which the term camp is 

discussed and exemplified. This novel was published in English in 1954. In an article 

about pornography appeared in 1956 in the magazine Ciclón, which Piñera edited in 

collaboration with José Rodríguez Feo, Cuban author Calvert Casey refers to Isherwood. 

Casey writes about the circulation in the U.S. of important authors, such has Faulkner and 

Isherwood, in cheap editions meant for an uncultivated public (Casey 58).
5
      

The influence of Oscar Wilde probably constitutes the most important source of 

expressions of queer aesthetics in Piñera‟s writings. Indeed, several theorists argue that 

both Wilde‟s writings and the experience of his trials constitute points of departure for 

the development of camp, understood as an expression of queer aesthetics. Arrufat, who 

was a close friend of Piñera, has noted the influence of Wilde‟s Portrait of Dorian Grey in 

Piñera‟s 1952 novel La carne de René. Arrufat stresses the obsession with portraits as a 

common theme in Wilde‟s writings and La carne (Arrufat 46). As the present study 

shows, Piñera‟s interest in portraits, particularly photographs, is widespread in his 

writings. This obsession reflects his interest in challenging traditional notions of 

selfhood.   

Sontag, who dedicated her “Notes” to Oscar Wilde, observes that the Irish 

author‟s appreciation for non-artistic objects (his china, a chair, a boutonniere) anticipates 

                                                 
5
 Casey refers as well to the detective novels edited in such “ediciones de bolsillo.” Incidentally, we should 

mention here that references to detective novels are very frequent in Piñera‟s writings. The protagonists of 

two of his novels (Pequeñas maniobras and Presiones y diamantes) love this type of fiction. Piñera seems to 

have enjoyed it too.   
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“the democratic espirit of Camp” (291). According to Cleto, as a characteristically queer 

manifestation camp can be seen as the impulse to cut transversally across a variety of 

dichotomies, notably the one separating high and low culture (23). Just as Wilde who 

“declared that a door-knob could be as admirable as a painting” (Sontag 291), Piñera 

proposes an aesthetics that cuts across the divide between high and low culture, or what is 

considered artistic and extra-artistic. In an article from 1947, he mocks artists of elevated 

aspirations, who tell themselves: “„[y]o deberé plantar la bandera del arte en aquel 

picacho. . .‟” (“El país” 139). Quite absurdly, these artists “deben buscar una materia 

previamente artística para sus creaciones artísticas” According to Piñera, they 

systematically leave aside both the common or lowly and the archaic or démodé—that is, 

anything that may seem like a commonplace (“El país” 139).  

The idea of the “banalzación de la cultura,” which Piñera discusses in an 

interview with Cuban newspaper “El mundo” in 1948, also entails the evocation of two 

opposite categories and the cutting across them that characterizes camp as a queer 

expression. In this interview, Piñera refers to his search for the “[e]quilibrio entre la 

cultura y el mundo bajo, el de los instintos” (Espinosa Domínguez 144). This equilibrium 

clearly implies, in his view, an attack on high culture through an emphasis on banality: 

“la vida sin simulación, sencilla y banal” (144). A famous remark reportedly made by 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante on Piñera‟s literature seems to acknowledge the latter‟s 

intentions of being banal. Carlos Espinosa Domínguez includes this remark in his book 

on Piñera as part of a commentary by Cuban author Pablo Armando Fernández: “Lo 

cierto es que Cabrera Infante no lo admiraba [a Piñera]. Recuerdo que en una oportunidad 
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me mostró un artículo de Virgilio en el cual, según él, había no sé cuántos lugares 

comunes. Calificaba la obra de Virgilio como literatura de lavandera” (219).
6
     

The remark attributed to Cabrera Infante has had considerable influence on 

Piñera‟s critics. One of the chapters in Teresa Cristófani Barreto‟s 1996 book on Piñera 

revolves around the idea of the author‟s literature as written for washerwomen. Cristófani 

Barreto writes in a compelling style, full of lyricism and theatricality. She begins the 

chapter asserting that “a literatura de Virgilio Piñera é aspera e seca e lanhada como mãos 

de lavadeira” (61).The repetitive movement of the washerwomen‟s hands on the clothes 

is similar to the recurrence of common expressions in Piñera‟s language: “Levar, trazer e 

bater a roupa são os verbos que justificam a existência das lavadeiras, mas que na pluma 

do dramaturgo onanista perdem o objeto das açõex originais e vão falar não mais sobre 

as coisas, mas sobre a liguagem” (61).
7
 Roberto Pérez Léon also recovers the expression 

“literatura de lavanderas” in a comparison of the syles of Piñera and José Lezama Lima: 

“En Lezama la erudición llega a categorizar lo formal. Virgilio escribió como hablan las 

lavanderas” (41).  

 Both Pérez León and Cristófani Barreto see the expression “literatura para 

lavanderas” as referring to the colloquialism of Piñera‟s discourse and to his use of 

                                                 
6
 It is important to recall here that in his novel Tres tristes tigres Cabrera Infante includes a parody of 

Virgilio Piñera‟s literary style, next to the parodies of other major Cuban authors: José Martí, Alejo 

Carpentier, Lezama Lima, and Lydia Cabrera. This constitutes a positive recognition of the significance of 

Piñera‟s writings.     
7
 There are obvious erotic connotations in Cristófani Barreto‟s juxtaposition of the description of the 

repetitive movement of washing and her reference to Piñera as “onanista.” This reference is inspired by the 

author‟s mention in his autobiography of his masturbatory practices as a young man. Cristófani Barreto 

thus stresses the underlying eroticism in Piñera‟s language. At the same time, she creates a queer tension by 

bending gender stereotypes through her extensive comparison of Piñera to a washerwoman.  
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“lugares comunes,” as mentioned by Pablo Armando Fernández. What critics have failed 

to stress so far is that the expression constitutes a specific reference to the language of 

“radionovelas.” Félix B. Caignet, author of the famous Cuban “radionovela” “El derecho 

de nacer,” coined the expression when he defined himself as a writer for washerwomen. 

According to Reynaldo González, Caignet  

[s]e declara “escritor para lavanderas” y, en una entrevista que me concede 

años después, agrega: “Ellas consumían los productos que mis programas 

anunciaban. Eran pobres y sufrían. Deseaban llorar para desahogar sus 

lágrimas. Yo estaba obligado a escribir para ellas y facilitarles lo que 

necesitaban, porque mientras lloraban por los dramas míos, descargaban 

su propia angustia. Entonces abrí la válvula del llanto.” (Llorar 39)  

If the notion of “escritura para lavanderas” provides an interpretative key to approach 

Piñera is not only in reference to his colloquialism but as an indication of the influence of 

mass culture on his writings. In the impoverished community in which Piñera grew up, 

the radio constituted a fabulous novelty. The writer‟s brother describes the arrival of the 

first radio to their home: “Nosotros no vinimos a poseer un radio hasta 1935, y eso 

porque mamá se lo ganó en una rifa . . .Era un aparato marca Zenith, y cuando lo llevaron 

para la casa fue toda una fiesta. Los vecinos fueron a felicitarnos y algunos iban con 

frecuencia a escucharlo” (Espinosa Domínguez 56). Piñera uses the commonplaces of 

“radionovelas” in a parodic way. Caignet profits from exploiting the listeners‟ 

sentimentality; his “radionovelas” are meant to publicize and enrich the soap company 
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that sponsored his programs. Piñera‟s writings, by contrast, tend to stress how mass 

media fictions instill tolerance and oblivion regarding economic inequalities.  

In letters written by Piñera to Arrufat we find a couple of comparisons between 

literary and radial writing. In a letter from August 12
th

 of 1958, Piñera contrasts his 

penurious “vida literaria” with the prosperity he could have, had he chosen to write for 

the radio: “si en vez de elegir esta vida literaria hubiera elegido la de escritor radial, 

turiferario a sueldo del Estado o algo por el estilo, ten por seguro que podría permitirme 

el lujo de comprar un solar en la zona Post-Túnel, precisamente, al lado de la de Pepe.”
8
 

An earlier letter, from December 15
th

 of 1957, reveals Piñera‟s familiarity with B. 

Caignet‟s “El derecho de nacer.” In a merciless critique of Ramón Ferreira‟s “El color de 

este miedo,” he writes that this theatre play: “Es una versión „moderna‟ del El Derecho de 

Nacer de F.B.C. . . . Asunto: una jovencita sufre el complejo de que su padre es mulato, o 

mejor dicho no lo sabe pero lo intuye (no sé cómo lo intuye); a más de esto el padre de la 

jovencita es el hijo de la cocinera de la casa (Mamá Dolores). . . El acabose . . .”
9
  

Clearly, Piñera sees the commercial opportunism of radial writing as opposed to the 

uncompromising character of his own literature. Nonetheless, he is quite ready to use his 

obvious knowledge of “El derecho de nacer” to mock Ferreira‟s play. As the present 

                                                 
8
 The opposition between a penurious life dedicated to literature and the gains of the radio script-writer is 

also evocated in the 1958 play “Aire frío.” Oscar, an autobiographically inspired character, refuses to work 

for the radio station CMQ as a script-writer for a program financed by “galleticas de La estrella” (Teatro 

1960, 337).  
9
 Félix B. Caignet‟s radionovela “El derecho de nacer” recounts the story of a male child born outside of 

wedding lock. The child‟s mother belongs into the rich Del Junco family. Her father, Don Rafael, plots the 

murder of the newborn after an abortion becomes unviable. His daughter‟s nanny, a black woman named 

Mamá Dolores, saves the newborn and runs away with him. She raises him as her own, and names him 

Albertico Limonta. Albertico grows up to be a famous doctor, who unknowingly saves the life of his 

grandfather Don Rafael del Junco. At the end, Albertico discovers his kinship with the Del Juncos. 

Adaptations of “El derecho de nacer” have been made in Puerto Rico, Ecuador, Perú, Brasil, Venezuela, 

and Mexico. The latest version dates from 2001.     
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study shows, Piñera‟s rejoiced emphasis on the resonances of mass media romance 

beyond its proper audience (of “lavanderas”) is by no means a rare occurrence. Indeed, 

Piñera often mocks both national politics and religion by seeing them through the prism 

(or diamond) of mass culture.
10

     

Before returning to Piñera‟s views on self and performance, and to the challenge 

that these views represent within specific political contexts, we should review some 

important points about his life and about the critical literature about him. In other words, 

we shall address “su significación en la literatura cubana.”  

Virgilio Piñera was born on the fourth of August of 1912 in the city of Cárdenas, 

province of Matanzas, Cuba. His family belonged into the middle class: his mother was a 

teacher and his father a land surveyor. He had four brothers and a sister with whom he 

was especially close, Luisa. She inspired the character of Luz Marina in the play “Aire 

frío.” Due to the unemployment of the father, the Piñera family lived in increasing 

poverty since 1917, moving to different cities in hopes of finding viable sources of 

income, with little success. Virgilio went to high-school in the city of Camagüey, and 

then traveled to Havana to study literature at the university. According to Luisa Piñera‟s 

testimony, she and her mother made great efforts to finance his studies in Havana 

(Espinosa Domínguez 79-80). In the published fragments of his autobiography “La vida 

tal cual,”
11

 Piñera writes derisively about his life at the university. He dreaded the 

                                                 
10

 See below Rafael Rojas‟ discussion of Piñera‟s irreverent judgment of José Martí‟s novel Amistad 

funesta as a failed romance novel or “folletín.” 
11

 Fragments from “La vida tal cual” first appeared in Lunes de Revolución, in March 27
th

 1961. A slightly 

different selection of fragments appeared later in the special issue on Piñera published by Unión in Havana 

in 1990. Other autobiographical passages are included in Espinosa Domínguez‟s book on Piñera. 
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prospect of becoming a school teacher, and apparently for that reason he did not wish to 

graduate.  

According to his own testimony, Piñera had an early inclination for the arts. In his 

autobiography, he writes in a direct and dramatic paragraph, often quoted by critics: 

No bien tuve la edad exigida para que el pensamiento se traduzca en algo 

más que soltar la baba y agitar los bracitos, me enteré de tres cosas lo 

bastante sucias como para no poderme lavar jamás de las mismas. Aprendí 

que era pobre, que era homosexual, y que me gustaba el Arte. (“La vida” 

23)   

In another passage of the same autobiographical work, Piñera describes his sexuality, 

poverty, and artistic inclination as sources of an experience of “nothingness.” It is 

implicit in the passage that he will eventually learn how to represent this “nothingness” in 

his literary writing, through images:  

Claro que no podía saber a tan corta edad que el saldo arrojado por esas 

tres gorgonas: miseria, homosexualismo y arte, era la espantosa nada. 

Como no podía representarla en imágenes, la representé sensiblemente: 

tomé un vaso, y simulando que estaba lleno de líquido, me puse a apurarlo 

ansiosamente. (“La vida” 25)     

Piñera began his literary career in Camagüey. In 1935 he became the director of the local 

chapter of a national organization, “La Hermandad de Jóvenes Cubanos,” that sought to 

promote cultural activities in the island (Anderson 20). According to Thomas Anderson, 

the visit of the experimental theatre group “La cueva” to Camagüey around this time 
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inspired Piñera to write his first theatre plays. One act of Piñera‟s first play, “Clamor en 

el penal,” was published in the magazine Baraguá in 1937 (Anderson 12).
12

 In the same 

year, the Spanish poet Juan Ramón Jiménez included a poem by Piñera (“El grito mudo”) 

in his anthology La poesía cubana en 1936.
13

 After Piñera‟s arrival in Havana in 1938, 

José Lezama Lima became an important figure in his life. They became friends, and 

Piñera contributed several poems and a few essays to the literary magazine Espuela de 

Plata, founded and directed by Lezama. Between 1939 and 1941, this magazine gathered 

many important emerging writers and artists, who later continued to collaborate with 

Lezama in the magazine Orígenes.  

A rupture between Piñera and Lezama in mid 1941 led to the closure of Espuela 

de Plata later that year. Although the circumstances of the confrontation are not entirely 

clear, it is apparent that it was provoked by Piñera‟s discomfort with the increasing 

influence of certain Catholic contributors to the magazine. In a letter dated May 29
th

 of 

1941, Piñera expresses his disappointment to Lezama. He concludes this letter affirming 

that he continues to believe in Espuela de Plata but not any more “en su admirable 

director José Lezama Lima” (González Cruz 270). He accuses Lezama of being 

indecisive as a result of his upbringing in a “familia conservadora” (269). Piñera makes it 

clear that he sees Lezama‟s accommodating to conservativism as both a betrayal and a 

capitulation: “Una asimilación de la sociedad como fiscal y como adecuado ferrocarril de 

ancha vía para completar un periplo brillante te impidieron ponerte de mi lado (que era el 

                                                 
12

 The author did not consider his first two plays successful. “Clamor en el penal” was not included in the 

author‟s 1960 theatre anthology. The other early play, “En esa helada zona,” has never been published.  
13

 Juan Ramón Jiménez lived in Cuba between 1936 and 1939. He became a very important presence in the 

cultural scene of that country, and was very close to José Lezama Lima.   
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tuyo)” (269). This incident initiated an antagonism between the two authors that lasted 

for several decades and that marked both Piñera‟s literary career and his style. Indeed, the 

latter‟s colloquialism has often been interpreted as a reaction against Lezama‟s erudite 

and ornamented style.  

 After the closure of Espuela de Plata, Lezama and his longtime friend the priest 

and poet Ángel Gaztelu went on to found a new magazine: Nadie Parecía: Cuaderno de lo 

Bello con Dios. Anderson rightly points out that “Piñera must have seen the journal‟s 

overtly pious subtitle as both an allusion to the recent polemic and a symbolic blow” (27). 

Making a great monetary effort, Piñera also founded a journal, Poeta: Cuaderno 

Trimestral de la Poesía, which lasted for only two issues. Other former members of 

Espuela, among them the poets Cintio Vitier and Gastón Baquero, founded the journal 

Clavileño: Cuaderno Mensual de Poesía, to which Piñera contributed a few texts. In 

Poeta, Piñera published two editorials (“Terribilia Meditans I” and “Terribilia Meditans 

II”) that were critical of what he considered the stagnation of Lezama‟s formerly brilliant 

poetic style. Poeta included collaborations of former contributors of Espuela, including 

Vitier, and an essay by the well known Spanish philosopher María Zambrano. Its first 

issue commemorated the 100th anniversary of the birth of Stéphane Mallarmé.  

By 1944 the three magazines created after the rupture of Espuela had ceased to 

exist. That year Lezama founded the literary journal Orígenes with the financial support 

of José Rodríguez Feo. This magazine became extremely influential in the Hispanic 

world, publishing a great variety of authors until it closed in 1956. Besides Cuban writers 

such as Cintio Vitier, Lorenzo García Vega, and Piñera, Orígenes contributed to the 
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dissemination of high modernism in Spanish America, with the publication of texts by 

T.S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, and William Carlos Williams, among others.
14

  

In February of 1946 Piñera left Havana for Buenos Aires. He lived in Argentina 

during three consecutive periods: 1946-47, 1950-54, and 1955-58. During the first period 

he was the recipient of an Argentinean fellowship; during the second, he worked for the 

Cuban embassy, and finally, he was collaborating with editor “Pepe” Rodríguez Feo as 

secretary and correspondent for the literary magazine Ciclón—born as a result of a new 

rupture, this time, between Lezama and Rodríguez Feo (“La vida” 31). By the time he 

departed for Buenos Aires the first time, Piñera already had important publications. In 

1941, Ediciones Espuela de Plata published his brief collection of poetry “Las furias.” In 

1943 Piñera financed the edition of his poem “La isla en peso.” His first book, Poesía y 

prosa, appeared in 1944. In 1941 he had finished the theatre play “Electra Garrigó,” 

which was not staged until 1948, provoking a great deal of controversy among critics.  

In Buenos Aires, Piñera published two books, the novel La carne de René in 1952 

and the short story collection Cuentos fríos in 1956, besides numerous articles, poems 

and short stories in the literary magazines Sur, Anales de Buenos Aires, and Papeles de 

Buenos Aires. He recounts meeting Jorge Luis Borges, Ernesto Sábato, Macedonio 

Fernández, and other preeminent figures of the Argentinean literary scene. He affirms 

that these writers were excellent, and yet, “[s]in embargo de tantas excelencias todos 

ellos padecían de un mal común: ninguno lograba expresar realmente su propio ser. ¿Qué 

                                                 
14

 Anderson observes that the reduced number of contributions of Piñera in Orígenes (a total of eight texts) 

“has served to justify claims . . . that he was never a principal member of the group” (41). Undoubtedly, 

Piñera strived to maintain certain distance from both Lezama and the “origenistas.”  
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pasaba con todos esos hombres que con la cultura metida en el puño no podían 

expresarse?” (“La vida” 34). In the article “Nota sobre la literatura argentina de hoy” 

(published in 1947 in both Orígenes and Anales de Buenos Aires) Piñera analyzed this 

perceived impossibility. He named it “tantalismo:” the fascination with form in detriment 

of life or real (self) expression, which is approached only to be avoided. Altough Piñera 

was critical of Borges‟ “tantalizing” style the latter found Piñera‟s “Note” compelling and 

published it in Anales. 

In Buenos Aires, Piñera met the Polish author Witold Gombrowicz and became 

instrumental in the edition of the Spanish version of his novel Ferdydurke, originally 

published in Warsow in 1937. The Spanish version was published in Buenos Aires ten 

years later. In his prologue to this edition, the Polish author acknowledges the role of 

Piñera—“distinguido representante de las letras de la lejana Cuba, de visita en este país” 

(Gombrowicz 13)—in the novel‟s translation. Piñera‟s enthusiasm with Ferdydurke has 

to do with his recognition in the Polish author of the ability of “truly expressing his own 

self” which he considered lacking in the Argentinean authors. Like Piñera, Gombrowicz 

was resolutely against conservative morality and conventionalism. An idea on 

authenticity expounded by Gombrowicz in his prologue undoubtedly resonates with 

Piñera‟s own views on the self as related to theatrical representation.
15

 According to 

Gombrowicz:           

Cuando logremos compenetrarnos bien con la idea de que nunca somos ni 

podemos ser auténticos, que todo lo que nos define- sean nuestros actos, 

                                                 
15

 These ideas are particularly clear in the articles “Piñera teatral,” and “Los dos cuerpos,” from 1960 and 

1974 respectively.   
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pensamientos o sentimientos- no proviene directamente de nosotros sino 

que es producto del choque entre nuestro yo y la realidad exterior, fruto de 

una constante adaptación, entonces, a lo mejor la cultura se nos volverá 

menos cargante. (11)  

Gombrowicz‟ view of the self as defined by exterior reality, and the subsequent 

impossibility of being authentic, led him to stress what he deemed his “insuficiencia 

cultural” and his “dependencia de la esfera inferior”—that is, animal or instinctual (11). 

This emphasis was a form of affirming that such insufficiency and dependency was 

widely shared in society.     

 In 1955 Piñera began to collaborate with José Rodríguez Feo in the edition of a 

new and highly provocative literary magazine: Ciclón. According to an editorial note 

published in the first issue of the magazine, in January of 1955, the magazine aimed at 

erasing Orígenes: “Lector, he aquí a Ciclón, la nueva revista. Con él, borramos a 

Orígenes de un golpe . . . En cuanto al grupo Orígenes, no hay que repetirlo, hace tiempo 

que, al igual que los hijos de Saturno, fue devorado por su propio padre” (Pérez León 25). 

The figure of Saturn referred, of course, to Lezama. Ciclón thus inaugurated a new phase 

in the antagonistic relation between Piñera and Lezama. 

  The splitting of the Orígenes group and the closure of the magazine in 1956 

resulted from a dispute between Lezama and Rodríguez Feo. The latter, besides being a 

co-editor of the magazine and an active translator and critic, had a personal fortune which 

financed the publication. The dispute was caused by Lezama‟s publication of a highly 
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contentious article by Juan Ramón Jiménez, in the issue 34 of the magazine, in 1953.
16

 

The publication angered Rodríguez Feo and, according to his version of the events, took 

him by surprise (Pérez León 22). Lezama and part of the Orígenes group continued to 

publish Orígenes without Rodríguez Feo, until they had to close for financial reasons. 

The latter became editor of Ciclón, and Piñera, its secretary.          

Roberto Pérez León rightly emphasizes the ideological diversity welcomed by 

Ciclón in its short existence:
17

 “Ciclón constrasta con otras revistas a través de su 

polifonía cultural e ideológica. . . Se oye lo mismo a un religioso que a un ateo, a un 

idealista que a un materialista” (30). Piñera brought to the pages of Ciclón an open and 

provocative stance in regards to sexuality which contributed to stir controversy around 

the magazine.
18

 In its first issue, Ciclón published fragments of Marquis de Sade‟s One 

Hundred Days of Sodom, translated by Humberto Rodríguez Tomeu and accompanied by 

critical note by Piñera. Ciclón also published a passage from Robert Merle‟s Oscar Wilde 

ou la destinée de l‟homosexuel, as well as a brilliant critical note by Piñera on Cuban 

poet Emilio Ballagas. In that note, Piñera defended the right of Cubans to discuss openly 

the homosexuality of that poet, as well as how it inflected his writings.
19

        

                                                 
16

 In his “Crítica paralela,” Juan Ramón Jiménez attacks the Spanish poets Vicente Aleixandre and Jorge 

Guillén, responding to previous criticism by them. Lezama felt obligated to publish the article, even though 

Alexaindre and Guillén were also friends of Orígenes. According to Cintio Vitier‟s testimony, Lezama 

thought that “negarle a Juan Ramón, príncipe de la poesía castellana, las páginas de Orígenes, sería hacer el 

ridículo” (Pérez León 21).          
17

 Because of political turmoil in Cuba, the magazine suspended its publication in early 1957, to resume in 

1959, after the Revolutionary triumph, with only one issue.     
18

 Anderson refers to an editorial read in the Cuban radio which demanded the closure of Ciclón, deeming it 

“an immoral and pornographic publication” (72). 
19

 The article “Ballagas en persona” was a direct response to Cintio Vitier‟s presentation of that poet in his 

prologue to his edition of Obra poética de Emilio Ballagas, appeared in Havana in 1955.Vitier alluded to 

something in Ballagas‟ life that the latter perceived as a tragedy, but Vitier shrank from mentioning that 
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 Ciclón ended rather abruptly due to political turmoil in Cuba. However, a new 

and much larger publication followed after the triumph of the Cuban Revolution, Lunes 

de Revolución. Piñera, as many others who had published in Ciclón (among them 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante, who became Lunes‟ director) began to collaborate in the new 

cultural supplement. Pérez León observes that with Lunes, “el tono irreverente, 

imprevisible e iconoclasta que se disfrutaba en Ciclón” reaches a very high number of 

potential readers (35). Piñera had a weekly column in Lunes which he signed with the 

pen name “El escriba.” He published numerous critical articles throughout the existence 

of the magazine. 

 Chapter 4 of the present study offers an account of the censorship and protests 

that led to the closure of Lunes by Fidel Castro‟s government in the fall of 1961. In that 

chapter I also review the main circumstances that led to the banning of Piñera (as of so 

many other writers) from publication in 1971. In this introductory chapter, therefore, I 

should mention only a few important facts about Piñera‟s life in revolutionary Cuba. It 

should be stressed, in the first place, that Piñera returned from Buenos Aires and joined 

Lunes de Revolución with a great deal of enthusiasm regarding the triumphant 

revolutionary movement. In a statement reproduced in Espinosa Domínguez‟ book, 

Piñera expresses his adherence to the Revolution saying: “[e]legí la Revolución por ser 

ella mi estado natural. Siempre he estado en Revolución permanente. Yo, como miles de 

cubanos, no tenía lo que unos pocos. Se imponía la nivelación, „I have nothing to declare 

except Revolution‟” (Espinosa Domínguez 217). The English words parody a famous 

                                                                                                                                                 
such tragedy was his homosexuality. Piñera stresses in his article that Ballagas saw his “inversion” as “el 

pecado original” (“Ballagas” 199).     
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phrase pronounced by Oscar Wilde when he met custom officers at his arrival in New 

York in January of 1882: “I have nothing to declare except my genius” (Ellmann 160).   

 The above quoted words reveal that the cultural and moral revolution that Piñera 

had championed from the pages of Ciclón and, later, Lunes, seemed to him to be in 

agreement with Cuba‟s political revolution. Undoubtedly, Wilde constituted a symbol of 

sexual dissidence for Piñera. In his article about Ballagas, he refers to Wilde and Gide as 

examples of authors whose homosexuality is openly discussed in England and France 

(“Ballagas” 194). Using characteristic parody (and self-parody), Piñera also describes the 

passion for Wilde that existed in Havana‟s homosexual circles when he was a university 

student. He even coins a new verb: “wildezar”.
20

 It is highly ironic that Piñera would 

constitute an early victim of the homophobic zeal that characterized the Cuban 

Revolution in the sixties and seventies. In an operation against homosexuals, pimps, and 

prostitutes (“Operación Tres P”) in October of 1961, he was arrested and spent a night in 

prison. Being a well-known figure with important connections, he was quickly released. 

Carlos Franqui, director of the newspaper Revolución (of which Lunes was the cultural 

supplement), recalls the event: “[Piñera] Colaborador de Revolución, uno de los mejores 

escritores del país, integrado a la Revolución, polemista punzante, odiado de la burguesía, 

llevado al Príncipe,
21

 desvestido y vestido con las rayas y la P, como en uno de los 

cuentos del absurdo, que escribía Piñera” (282). 

                                                 
20

 Referring to an older homosexual friend from his years as a university student, Piñera writes: “De todos 

los nombres seleccionados por mi amigo para hacer su camino en la vida, el de Wilde era el que se definía 

por sí mismo; por otra parte, no era él sólo quien wildezaba . . . todos lo hacían furtivamente. Libro de 

cabecera de estos homosexuales era el Dorian Grey, y para recitar en veladas, La Balada de la Cárcel de 

Reading” (“La vida” 31).  
21

 “El Príncipe” is an old Spanish fortress which was then working as a jail. 
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 In spite of the contradictions that Piñera had with the revolutionary system from 

an early point, the government‟s emphasis on promoting culture and education 

contributed to the wider diffusion of Piñera‟s work during the sixties. Besides his 

numerous contributions to Lunes, during these years he also published his 1960 Teatro 

completo, the 1969 poetry collection La vida entera, and the novels Pequeñas maniobras 

and Presiones y diamantes, in 1963 and 1967, respectively. In the seventies, however, 

when the government had consolidated its cultural policies after the Soviet/Stalinist 

model, Piñera became completely marginalized and practically invisible. During the last 

years of his life he became once again very close to Lezama, who shared identical 

isolation (Anderson 113). Piñera died in Havana on October 19 of 1979.  

It took almost a decade before some of the manuscripts that he left behind were 

published. A collection of poems, Una broma colosal, appeared in Havana in 1988, 

followed, a decade later, by the compilation of poetry La isla en peso: Obra poética.  

Critical interest for Virgilio Piñera has also revived since the late eighties, and continues 

to grow. The following pages offer a succinct account of the critical literature on Piñera, 

emphasizing their connections to the topic of the present study. 

Two books on Virgilio Piñera published in 1989 focus on his connections with the 

aesthetics of the absurd. Raquel Aguilú de Murphy studies Piñera‟s theatre from this 

perspective. Carmen L. Torres analyzes the humor in the author‟s short stories from the 

point of view of the absurd, the grotesque, and the Cuban “choteo.” In a publication from 

2004, Family and Identity in Contemporary Cuban and Puerto Rican Drama, Camilla 

Stevens also uses Jorge Mañach‟s notion of “choteo” to analyze the author‟s 1958 play 
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“Aire frío.” The 1993 study La poética del límite, by Alberto Garrandés, delineates the 

poetics of Piñera‟s short stories in reference to a concept of alienation closely related to 

existentialism and the absurd.       

 All of these concepts (grotesque, absurd, and “choteo”) are important for an 

approach to Piñera‟s writings. The focus of the present study on the camp and mass 

media aspects of the author‟s writings aims, however, at showing his use of humor and 

parody from a different angle. If indeed many resonances of Sartre‟s existentialist views 

(fundamental to establish a notion of the absurd) can be found in Piñera‟s writings, those 

resonances are most often “banalized” through mass culture. “La realidad es nacer y 

morir,” the verse from a popular Cuban bolero sang by a maid in Pequeñas maniobras 

(277),
 22

  seems meant as a counterpoint to existentialism. The notion of “choteo” is 

certainly related to Piñera‟s “movement across” high and low culture.
23

 Mañach defined 

“choteo” as a basic characteristic of the Cuban, who “no toma en serio nada de lo que 

generalmente se tiene por serio” (Mañach 18). The notion of “choteo,” however, explains 

Piñera‟s humor only incompletely, since it does not specifically account for his 

engagement with the mass media or for his challenging of gender and sexual normativity. 

The notion of camp, by contrast, helps us situate those aspects of Piñera‟s writings within 

a frame that surpasses the national delimitation of “choteo.”     

                                                 
22

 The bolero was written by Arsenio Rodríguez, “el ciego maravilloso.” The entire stanza goes as follows:  

La vida es un sueño 

y todo se va 

la realidad es nacer y morir 

por qué llenarnos de tanta ansiedad 

todo no es más que un eterno sufrir 

el mundo está hecho 

sin felicidad. 
23

 See Cleto‟s description of camp as a queer expression, p. 23. 
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 It is remarkable that many of the traits that help us delineate Piñera‟s 

representation of subjectivity as queer in this study had already been identified and 

judged (quite negatively) by one of Piñera‟s first critics, and certainly the most influential 

one. In a review of Piñera‟s 1944 Poesía y prosa published in Orígenes in April of 1945, 

Cintio Vitier recognizes the high literary quality of the book and yet finds essential, 

indeed, ethical, faults in it. Vitier grants that those faults are the result of a phenomenon 

which is not only individual but also “social e histórico” (49). The emptiness (“el vacío”) 

that Piñera‟s writings express constitutes, at least partially, a testimony of “nuestra 

realidad espiritual” (50). As such, this testimony has a cathartic value and “una 

significación moral e incluso religiosa” (49). This higher signification will remain after 

the aesthetic body (“el cuerpo estético”) of Piñera‟s writings has fallen, “haya caído.” 

Such aesthetic body appears to Vitier to be “en parte híbrido y vicioso” (49). Vitier thus 

describes Poesía y prosa as a corrupt body which nonetheless has a soul that shall survive 

it. In this way, he seems to be attempting to exorcize the threat that he perceives in 

Piñera‟s writings. Because for Piñera, as Vitier rightly observes, there is no religious 

depth in human existence: “las criaturas están y nada más sobre una superficie siniestra 

de trivialidad” (48).  

 The “partly hybrid and vicious" literary body of Piñera finds other notable 

descriptions in Vitier‟s review. Piñera‟s voice comes “de lo vano y cóncavo de una 

máscara, de un resonador, no de un pecho desahogado y libre” (48). Hollowness and 

fakeness, “oquedad y falsía,” thus characterize not only the voice of the poet but also his 

chest (48). Vitier describes Piñera as a creature “destinada a expresar ese alucinante 
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infierno cuya esencia consiste en ser todo superficie” (48). This creature is also a travesty 

of sorts: he can only present himself disguised (“disfrazada”) with “alien despairs,” 

“desesperaciones ajenas” (48). Authentic feeling is not his attribute: if Piñera‟s book does 

express “ocasional ternura,” such occasional tenderness only weakens his poetic vision 

(49). According to Vitier, the element of the “cursi” (fake sentimentalism) is in fact quite 

persistent in his writings (48).
24

 

 At this point it will be useful to recall Jonathan Dollimore‟s summary of the 

characteristics “by which the dominant [heterosexist] culture knows itself” (under column 

Y) and their counterparts, under column “X” (15):  

X 

surface 

lying 

change 

difference 

persona/role 

abnormal 

insincerity 

style/artifice 

facetious 

narcissism 
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 Vitier uses Gómez de la Serna‟s definition of “cursi” as “todo sentimiento no compartido.” “Kitsch” is a 

very close translation of “cursi.”     
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Y 

depth 

truth 

stasis 

essence 

essential self 

normal 

sincerity 

authenticity 

serious 

maturity 

(15) 

 

Vitier inequivocally situates Piñera and his poetics under column “X,” while he clearly 

places himself and other creators of what he calls future “imperios” of poetic possibilities 

(50) under “Y.” Vitier invokes José Martí as the epitome of exalted moral and poetic 

values (column “Y”) (49). According to Dollimore, subversive strategies in the realm of 

sexuality can be characterized according to two representative and distinct forms: those 

that have reclaimed the values of “Y” (as André Gide), or those that have used 

“insincerity, inauthenticity, and unnaturalness” as “liberating attributes of decentered 

identity and desire” (as Oscar Wilde) (14). The latter strategy is the one that we find in 
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Piñera.
25

 Wilde “transvalues” the dichotomies “through perversion and inversion” (15). 

Indeed, this is exactly what Piñera does when, for example, he describes Fidel Castro as 

both a great national hero and Cuba‟s most accomplished theatrical figure in the 1960 

article “Piñera teatral.” 
26

  

 In 1957, Vitier gave a series of conferences that were compiled the following year 

in the volume Lo cubano en la poesía. As he states in an introductory note, the study aims 

at achieving “un conocimiento espiritual de la patria” that may contribute to the recovery 

of Cuba‟s lost political dignity. His analysis of Piñera in this study is rather short, and his 

judgment quite negative. Referring to the 1943 poem about Cuba “La isla en peso,” Vitier 

asserts that Piñera steals Cuba‟s essence, placing it at the (presumably lower) level of just 

any Antillean: the poet transforms his country “en una caótica, telúrica y atroz Antilla 

cualquiera” (480). Piñera reverses the work of previous “generaciones de poetas” who 

had given Cuba its individuality by singing its “misterios esenciales” (480). His visions 

of Cuba are as foreign as Aimé Cesaire‟s visions of Haiti and therefore “de ningún modo 

y en ningún sentido pueden correspondernos”(481). Piñera‟s poetic voice originates in a 

“pupila analítica y desustanciadora,” incapable of perceiving “el gnomon o número 

invisible de la forma” (480). Indeed, the poet substitutes knowledge for “el acto sexual” 

(481).  His vision renders “espantosa existencia sin esencia” (481). Vitier sees the lack of 

transcendence, order and spirituality in Piñera‟s representation of the world as something 
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 Alan West also makes this observation in his study on the ethics of redemptive failure in Piñera, 

comparing the latter author‟s strategy to Wilde‟s, in reference to Dollimore‟s scheme. 
26

 This article appears as an introduction to the 1960 volume of Piñera‟s Teatro completo.  
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worse than chaos, which positively destroys the country and gives it away “para festín de 

existencialistas” (480).  

  Vitier recognizes, however, that in the poem “Vida de Flora” “una desolada 

ternura nos detiene y nos sobrecoge” (481). He also observes that, especially in his prose, 

Piñera uses “imágenes, ideas, y piezas verbales previamente recortadas,” and that his 

writings possess “esa tendencia a la banalidad del rompecabezas” (483). Vitier refers to 

this puzzle-like quality in Piñera‟s writings as “pastiche” (483). The latter is a particularly 

accurate observation, which in a way prefigures my argument regarding the 

appropriateness of the notion of camp for the study of Piñera‟s writings. Indeed, the 

present study demonstrates that Piñera‟s engagement with the mass media entails a form 

of parody that is especially subversive in its treatment of sexuality and gender. According 

to one definition of camp, by Moe Meyer, “[b]roadly defined, Camp refers to strategies 

and tactics of queer parody ”(9).
 27

 As Judith Butler suggests, parody and pastiche are 

overlapping notions. She quotes Frederic Jameson‟s definition of pastiche, which she 

describes as “the imitation that mocks the notion of an original” (“From” 364). According 

to Jameson, “[p]astiche is, like parody, the imitation of a peculiar or unique style, the 

wearing of a stylistic mask, speech in a dead language” (“From” 365). Jameson 

distinguishes parody from pastiche. He considers the former to be a humorous imitation 

which preserves the notion of an original, whereas in pastiche such notion is lost, as well 

                                                 
27

 Meyer takes Linda Hutcheon‟s definition of parody as “extended repetition with critical difference” as 

his point of departure to define “queer parody”(9). Fabio Cleto agrees with the pertinence of Meyer‟s use of 

Hutcheon‟s definition, but argues against his exclusion of pop and Kitsch (as derivative heterosexual 

appropriations) of camp, which Meyer renders an originally gay phenomenon. Cleto rightly argues that 

“[i]n excluding the complex relation of camp to the phenomenology of pop and Kitsch, Meyer‟s 

straightened „queer‟ excludes one of the radical implications of the queer unsettling strategies” (19). Such 

implication is the destabilization of binaries such as original/copy, and homo/hetero.    
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as humor (“From” 365). Against Jameson‟s view, Butler rightly remarks that the source 

of humor in pastiche lays precisely in the discovery that the original already represents a 

copy (“From” 365). Piñera‟s use of “previously cut verbal pieces” is quite humorous, and 

his writings seek to destabilize the notion of original and natural selves. 

Vitier identifies and describes quite accurately some of the most salient traits in 

Piñera‟s style: his “desolada ternura,” his use of commonplaces and “cursi” elements, and 

his challenge of religious conceptions of both poetry and human life. However, the 

negativity of his judgment on Piñera‟s writings clearly calls for a reframing of his 

analysis. Indeed, a new generation of critics has debated his ideas. Such critics have 

stressed the importance of Piñera‟s aesthetic opposition to the dominant nationalistic 

discourse embraced by Vitier. In 2002, Antonio José Ponte described  the poetical ideal 

that Vitier opposes to Piñera‟s style as “es el sueño origenista: los sublimados primeros 

años de la República” (50). Ponte remarks that, unlike Vitier and most “origenistas,” 

Piñera “[s]e ahoga en esa atmósfera patriarcal de inicios de siglo” (50). With Piñera, the 

“origenista” dream becomes a nightmare. According to this writer, Cubans of Ponte‟s 

generation do not share the dream of the “origenistas.” They can, however, lose some of 

the fear of their nightmares through the realization (“anagnórisis”) that these nightmares 

are made of the stuff of Piñera‟s fictions: “„Si esto es puro Virgilio, caballeros‟” (51). 

Cubans today speak the language of that poet: “[c]omo personajes suyos hablamos en 

Piñera clásico. Hemos caído en la lengua de Virgilio” (52).    

 In Motivos de Anteo, published in 2008, Rafael Rojas analyzes different views on 

poetry and history among the members of the “Orígenes” group. Discussing Piñera‟s “La 
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isla en peso,” Rojas finds that the erotic images that according to Vitier “de ningún modo 

y en ningún sentido pueden correspondernos”(481) are in fact essentially Cuban: “¿Cómo 

es que esta cubanísima lujuria no puede correspondernos?”(334). Rojas rightly stresses 

the political implications of the eroticism in Piñera‟s writings: “La erótica de Virgilio 

Piñera está asociada a una desvalorización de la cultura cubana. Sus textos son burlas 

punzantes al espíritu poético y moral de la nación. De ahí que pueda hablarse de un eros 

irónico que, desde su escritura, mortifica el metarrelato de la identidad cubana” (334). 

According to Rojas, such “erótica de la desvalorización nacional” becomes particularly 

apparent in Piñera‟s unconventional readings of Cuban authors of the 19
th

 century. One 

such reading is of José Martí. As Rojas points out, Piñera compares a novel written by the 

father of the nation to a failed “folletín,” a turn-of-the-century romance written for an 

uncultivated public (336). The focus on Piñera‟s queer engagement with mass media 

romances in the present study illuminates from a different angle Rojas‟ important notion 

of Piñera‟s “eros irónico.” 

 Several literary critics have addressed the ways in which what Piñera describes in 

his autobiography as one of his “gorgonas,” his homosexuality, inflects his literary 

writings. The issue is particularly engaging given the fact that his writings do not address 

homosexuality in a direct fashion, with the notable exceptions of his autobiography and 

the article about Ballagas. Reinaldo Arenas‟ 1983 “La isla en peso con todas sus 

cucarachas” constitutes one of the first discussions of the subject. This article was 

reprinted in Virgilio Piñera: La memoria del cuerpo, a collection of critical reflections on 

Piñera edited by Rita Molierno in 2002. Arenas describes Piñera‟s most representative 
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characters as “cucarachas.” He explains their constant fear as a result of the homophobic 

persecution that Piñera experienced in Cuba as a gay man before, and especially after, the 

Revolution.  

In 1996 Teresa Cristófani Barreto published a critical essay on Piñera‟s writings 

followed by a detailed chronology that documents the writer‟s conflicts with the 

revolutionary regime. That same year, Ana García Chichester discussed the relations 

between homosexuality and the representation of grotesque bodies in the author‟s 

writings. In Poética de la frialdad: La narrativa de Virgilio Piñera, published in 1997, 

Valerio-Holguín stresses the postmodernist aspects of Piñera‟s narrations relating them 

with the aesthetics of masochism.    

 In 2001 Enrique Saínz  published in Havana an essay on Piñera‟s poetry. He offers 

good insights on the author‟s poetry, especially that written before the sixties. Saínz 

declines to analyze any references to homoeroticism. His stance is quite valid, for 

readings of Piñera‟s texts do not need to be about deciphering his sexuality, as Alan West 

remarks in his 1993 study on the “ethics of redemptive failure” in the author (95). 

Nevertheless, Saínz‟ position leads him to miss the full political dimension of a poem 

such as “Treno por la muerte del príncipe Fuminaro Konoye.” He quite rightly places this 

poem among “los mayores poemas políticos de la literatura cubana” (113). He does not 

explain, however, that the poem is not only about American imperialism but also about 

the trials of Oscar Wilde.         

 In an article compiled by Molinero, Jesús Jambrina finds “un registro 

abiertamente travesti” in several poems by Piñera, such as “Solicitud de canonización de 
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Rosa Cagí,” “Reversibilidad,” “Ma maitresse a moi,” and “La gran puta” (“„La gran 

puta‟” 314). In “Poesía, nación, y diferencias,” Jambrina also analyzes and debates 

Vitier‟s first appreciation of Piñera in his 1945 review in Orígenes. In the first book in 

English on Virgilio Piñera, published in 2006, Thomas Anderson combines a fully 

documented historical perspective on the author‟s life with the critical discussion of some 

of his narrative and theatre. Anderson‟s interpretations highlight both the homoerotic 

aspects of Piñera‟s writings and his representations of heterosexuality outside 

conventionalisms —as in the plays “La boda” and “El no.”    

  In a 1998 article on “La isla en peso,” José Quiroga raises an important question. 

He highlights the contrast between the figure of a writer who is “known as a „flaming 

queen‟ before and after the revolution” and “the repression of homosexuality in Piñera‟s 

texts,” which can be “profoundly disturbing” (“On the Weight” 276). Given the fact that 

“the critic who outs Piñera will find himself or herself squarely in the realm of a 

homosexuality written in terms of agony and sin,” Quiroga asks: “What do we learn from 

such a precursor?” (“On the Weight” 276). Quiroga‟s question becomes more intriguing 

when we consider that, while what he describes is quite accurate, it is also true what 

Rojas observes: “La literatura y la vida de Virgilio Piñera fueron siempre guerreras, 

agónicas, soliviantadas, en cada esquina, por la epopeya del yo . . . Hay en él un heroísmo 

de la autorrepresentación” (338). Is Rojas right in finding such “heroísmo de la 

autorrepresentación” both in Piñera‟s life and in his writings? Or is there in fact a split 

between the author‟s open life and his “repressed” or overly coded representations of 

homosexuality, as Quiroga argues?   
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The present study offers a possible answer to such interrogations through its 

emphasis on two distinct aspects of a quality of Piñera‟s writings which should be 

described as their theatrical character (“teatralidad”). In the first place, such theatrical 

character often expresses the heroism of the agony (the combat) that ends with the 

silencing of the transgressor but also with the fixing of his/her defiant gesture. This is 

especially apparent in representations of photographic posing. The censor, the eye of 

society, is thus captured and challenged within the picture. Secondly, the representation 

of agony and sin in Piñera‟s literature characterizes both homosexuality and the 

heterosexual narratives of mass media fictions. His movement across discursive 

representations of homo/heterosexuality constitutes a queer strategy, full of humor and 

parody.    

 The issue of the “teatralidad” or the element of performance in Piñera‟s writings 

(already present in Vitier‟s 1945 review) has continued to be discussed in recent articles.  

Whereas in the forties Vitier represents the theatrical quality of Piñera‟s poetic voice as 

symptomatic of emptiness and a transitory national crisis, both Rita Martin and David 

William Foster stress the theatrical aspects inherent to society. They emphasize the fact 

that Piñera‟s writings make visible those theatrical aspects which constitute an essential 

part of human life. 

In “Virgilio Piñera, contra y por la palabra,” published in 2009, Martin stresses 

the importance of performance in the author‟s poetic vision. According to Martin, Piñera 

envisions performance as a means for the subject to become aware of his/her “máscaras 

sociales y su parálisis” (51). In an article entitled “La representación del cuerpo queer en 
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el teatro latinoamericano,” published in 2004, Foster describes the body of the 

protagonist of “Una caja de zapatos vacía” as queer. Incidentally, the protagonist of that 

1968 play makes the reference to “literatura camp” mentioned at the beginning of this 

introduction. The protagonist of this play, according to Foster, is queer not by his own 

election, but as a result of the violence exercised on him by a machista system. In this 

system, the queer‟s deviance from the gender norm provides an opportunity for others to 

affirm their masculinity: “lo queer sirve para guardar el lugar del escarnio del que el 

poder no puede prescindir, pues, de una manera  directamente teatral, necesita, una y otra 

vez, hacer una representación dramática de su dinámica” (35). Foster‟s article provides an 

accurate description of Piñera‟s representation of the dominant heterosexist system as 

“teatral.”  

  In spite of the many engaging publications on Piñera since the late eighties until 

today, there is still much work to do in the area of literary studies about this author. Many 

of his writings from the seventies remain virtually unexplored. His best known works are 

complex and rich enough to deserve a greater variety of critical approaches. The present 

study makes a contribution to the field by demonstrating the author‟s consistent 

engagement with photography, movies, and a great diversity of mass culture products. 

The texts selected for this purpose cover a broad period of time, from 1941 to 1968, and 

include all the literary genres cultivated by the author: theatre, narrative, and poetry. This 

study also engages several of the essays and articles in which Piñera examines pertinent 

cultural issues. In this way, it contributes to illuminate the unity and coherence 
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underlying Piñera‟s writings. A particular notion of performance (“teatralidad”) is present 

in all the different texts examined in this study. 

  Piñera‟s views on selfhood are quite contemporary today. This study emphasizes 

that his depictions of the pervasive social imitation of mass media models illuminate 

current views of queer theory on the performance of gender. Such depictions reveal that 

the ideals “of „man‟ and „woman‟” in fact constitute, as Judith Butler argues, “theatrically 

produced effects that posture as grounds, origins, the normative measure of the real” 

(“Imitation” 21). Piñera‟s writings show how the tendency of melodramatic fictions to 

repeat worn out formulas mirrors the avid repetition of mass media fictional models 

performed by readers and spectators in their daily lives. The obsessive imitations 

portrayed by Piñera both reflect and contest the author‟s background, the system of 

compulsory heterosexuality
28

 within the Latin American context. It is against this 

background of forceful imitation that the act of posing takes its unique force in the 

author‟s writings. Posing, a conscious act of self-fashioning, constitutes the opportunity 

to submit to societal standards or to subvert them. 

In his book on photography, Roland Barthes refers to the thing or person 

photographed as Spectrum. Using this term, he emphasizes the theatrical aspect of 

photography:  

the person or thing photographed is the target, the referent, a kind of little 

simulacrum . . . which I would like to call the Spectrum of the Photograph, 

                                                 
28

 A compulsory system of gender is in place whenever there is a conception that a proper gender “is the 

rightful possession of each sex,” as Butler asserts reformulating Esther Newton‟s ideas in Mother Camp: 

Female Impersonators in America (“Imitation” 21).   
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because this word retains, through its root, a relation to “spectacle” and 

adds to it that rather terrible thing which is there in every photograph: the 

return of the dead. (9)       

One of the definitions of a “spectacle” listed in the second edition of the Oxford English 

Dictionary, is “[a] person or thing exhibited to, or set before, the public gaze as an object 

either (a) of curiosity or contempt, or (b) of marvel or admiration.” Barthes‟ idea of 

“spectacle” is close to Piñera‟s notion of “salida teatral,” which he explains in the article 

“Piñera teatral.” This article was published between March and April of 1960 in Lunes de 

Revolución, and was later reprinted as an introduction to the edition to the author‟s 

Teatro completo that same year. Piñera begins this text by situating the theatrical quite 

outside the expected space demarcated by the stage. He says referring to himself: 

“Confieso que soy altamente teatral”— a remark that gives its title to this study. 

Unfortunately, he continues, his status as a writer has kept him from doing “dos o tres 

„salidas teatrales‟ de gran aparato” (Teatro completo 7): 

La triste, limitada y caricaturesca literatura me jugó la mala pasada de 

encerrarme en su cárcel, dejándome paralizado para la comisión de esos 

actos en donde uno es el eje, el punto de mira; para esos actos en que la 

multitud lo mismo puede aclamarnos que lapidarnos. (7)                           

These “salidas teatrales” are thus acts carried out by a subject who is at the center of the 

public‟s view, “es . . .el punto de mira.”
29

 It is by her/his acts that the subject becomes a 

“spectacle.” In Piñera‟s conception, a “salida teatral” is bound to provoke radical 

                                                 
29

 As Piñera observes in his 1974 article “Los dos cuerpos”: “la palabra teatro procede de la palabra griega 

zeatron [θέατρον, from the verb θεάομαι, to view, behold] que significaba originalmente mirar” (301).   
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responses in the public, either contempt or admiration, the cheering or stoning of the 

performer—indeed just as a “spectacle” is displayed in order to cause either marvel or 

contempt.  

 Apparently, a difference between a “spectacle” and a coup de théâtre (or “salida 

teatral”) is that the latter seems to refer to a voluntary act, whereas there is an implicit 

form of violence acting upon “the person . . . exhibited” as a spectacle.
30

 A careful 

reading of “Piñera teatral,” however, shows that violence is inseparable from his concept 

of the “teatral.” In fact, the very word “salida” connotes the necessity of escaping—a 

“salida teatral” thus constitutes a particularly ingenious way to escape. If Piñera‟s 

“salidas teatrales” constitute momentous actions, if they (like a spectacle) result in 

marvel or contempt, cheering or stoning, it is because they are able to give visibility to 

different forms of transgressive self-representation—including the representation of the 

affeminate male homosexual or “pájaro.” 

The notion of theatricality in Piñera‟s writings has two closely related yet distinct 

aspects. It refers to the compulsive and widespread imitations of fictional models that 

underlie the dominant discourses of both heterosexuality and patriarchal nationalism, as 

well as to the acts of self-fashioning that subvert such discurses. Such acts of subversion 

are often expressed through photographical posing, alluding to a historical representation 

of homosexuality linked to the figure of Oscar Wilde. Regarding the link between Wilde, 

camp, and theatricality, Cleto righlty remarks:  

                                                 
30

 Barthes emphasizes the violence of portrait photography upon the person photographed, or “spectrum.” 

He describes his feelings while posing as “comparable to certain nightmares” (13). While only “love, 

extreme love” can set us free from the weight of (self-)images, by the action of photography “I am doomed 

. . . always to have an expression” (12).  
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Given the stereotypical merging of theatricality, male homosexuality, and 

the aesthetic sense whose discursive origins can be traced in Oscar 

Wilde‟s martyrdom, we can draw an hypothesis in which the origins of 

camp and those, by way of the Wilde trials of 1895, of the homosexual as 

“type,” identifiable because articulated on the effeminate Wildean 

theatricality, are inextricable. (Cleto 21)  

Piñera‟s fictions complicate the stereotype of the theatrical effeminate homosexual by 

stressing the posing and self-fashioning implicit also in the normative figures of the 

macho and the matriarch. Machos are represented as fully theatrical figures in a number 

of plays and stories. Piñera‟s representation of the theatrical quality of super-virile 

political leaders is particularly provocative, as we see with the figures of Juan Perón (in 

Pequeñas maniobras) and Fidel Castro (in “Piñera teatral”).
 31

 The plays “Electra 

Garrigó” and “Aire frío” particularly stress the self-fashioning of different characters 

after the stereotype of the suffering mother.
32

     

 Chapter 2 of this study focuses on texts that criticize the Cuban Republic through 

allegorical representations of the nation as a family. I discuss two theatre plays (“Electra 

Garrigó” and “Aire frío”) and two short-stories (“El álbum” and “Unas cuantas 

cervezas”) written between 1941 and 1958. Piñera‟s texts portray both family and nation 

as held together by sentimental fictions that circulate mainly through the radio and the 

movies. He stresses the imitation of gender models promoted by diverse mass media 

fictions, notably melodramatic films from the Mexican Golden Age (1936-57), Cuban 

                                                 
31

 These texts are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 of this study, respectively. 
32

 Both of these plays are analyzed in Chapter 2. 
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“radionovelas,” and popular Spanish plays and romance novels. Piñera‟s plays and stories 

discussed in this chapter address national violence and corruption through parallels with 

popular American movies. 

 Chapter 3 deals with the analogy established by Piñera between literary writing 

and both film and photography. Such parallel is essential for the author‟s subversion of 

traditional models of the self based on notions of interiority, depth, and continuity. I 

focus on two narratives written during Piñera‟s residence in Buenos Aires in the 1950s 

(the story “El muñeco,” and the novel Pequeñas maniobras). Both narratives contrast men 

situated in the antipodes of both social power and traditional virility, and who are related 

through a tacit homoerotic connection. The texts overturn this unequal status by 

displaying the macho posing for his supposedly weak counterpart, the 

writer/photographer. Posing in these texts shows virility as an exterior construction 

dependent upon gestures, speech, and costume. Once again movies, especially from the 

gangster genre, provide numerous models for imitation. I demonstrate the parallelism 

between Piñera‟s portrayal of Juan Perón and Fidel Castro as “highlly theatrical” figures, 

in “El muñeco” “Piñera teatral” respectively. In both texts, the initial contraposition 

between the powerful man of action and the weak man of letters is undermined through 

the emphasis on the former‟s posing.      

Chapter 4 traces the development of the topic of the trial of the sexually deviant 

subject in Piñera‟s poetry. The earliest poem, dating from 1946, has Oscar Wilde‟s 

posing and his trials as its tacit subject. In poems written after the triumph of the Cuban 

Revolution, the subject‟s posing for a photographic camera reflects the political struggles 
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surrounding the emerging conception of the New Man. Piñera, who had once expressed 

his support of the revolutionary movement rephrasing Oscar Wilde (“I have nothing to 

declare except Revolution”), came under political attack at the same time as 

homosexuality was proclaimed incompatible with the new morality. This chapter reveals 

the social indictment of a particular construction of manhood: that of the “pájaro,” or 

effeminate male homosexual. This indictment occurs in the midst of the formation of a 

new ideal of revolutionary masculinity, which is also addressed in Piñera‟s poems 

dealing with photographs. 
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Chapter 2. Cuban Family Pictures: Nation and Mass Media in Piñera’s 

Theatre and Short Fiction 

Milagros, la muchacha cubana, se desliza por su drama, en la pantalla 

de la televisión. Es el gran dramón cubano. Dramón que vuelve, que 

siempre está ahí. Milagros por entrega diaria. Milagros por el folletín. 

Ella busca, se angustia. Milagros es la angustia cubana. 

 
     Lorenzo García Vega 

 

In his memoir Los años de Orígenes (1978), the poet and narrator Lorenzo García 

Vega irreverently compares Cuban history to a serial melodrama, something like the 

endless variations of the “radionovela” “El Derecho de Nacer.”
33

 He is particularly 

unforgiving of the views and morals of the cultivated and elitist Orígenes group of 

intellectuals, gathered in the forties and fifties around José Lezama Lima. García Vega 

suggests that the origenistas’ disdain for mass culture blinded them to the reality of their 

own immersion in a melodramatic national culture. To highlight this fact, he compares a 

passage of Lezama Lima‟s 1966 novel Paradiso to a popular Cuban radio program fixated 

on “[la] lucha del bueno contra el malo” (135). Indeed, in García Vega‟s portrait of 

Cuban culture, melodrama unites Cubans of different generations as the audience of an 

endless soap-opera, with a trite sentimental plot engulfing and distorting national history. 

Because they proliferate in poor regions such as Latin America, García Vega refers to the 

                                                 
33

 “The right to be born” is the most famous Cuban (and perhaps Latin American) “radionovela” of all 

times, and practically the first one in its genre. It was written by Cuban author Félix B. Caignet, and it 

premiered in the Cuban radio in 1945.  
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serial melodramas of “radionovelas” and T.V. soap-operas as “[los] sueños del 

tercermundillo,” and “[los] sueños de la sub-cultura” (73).
34

  

García Vega‟s analysis is generally very compelling. However, the study of 

Virgilio Piñera‟s writings in this chapter reveals an important omission in the former 

author‟s meditations: in contrast to the other origenistas, Piñera (an outsider and yet a 

fundamental contributor to the Orígenes group from its inception) was greatly attentive to 

the “dreams of the sub-culture.” His writings capture the repercussions of serial 

melodrama in Cuban political and erotic life, and he is also keenly aware of the points of 

contact between consumerist culture and the serious literary project that he is pursuing. 

The following pages show the progression throughout more than a decade of Piñera‟s 

literary exploration of the relations between mass culture, erotic desire, and Cuba‟s 

precarious republican life. This analysis will allow us to better appreciate a much 

overlooked political dimension in Piñera. My study also reveals that Piñera‟s serious 

engagement with mass culture makes him a fundamental precursor of younger Latin 

American authors such as García Vega himself. 

 In this chapter I examine two dramatic and two narrative texts—the theatre plays 

“Electra Garrigó” (1941) and “Aire frío” (1958), and the short-stories “El Álbum” (1944) 

and “Unas cuantas cervezas” (1951)—that address the impact of mass media fictions and 

technologies on family life. My interest lies in the role that Piñera attributes to different 

                                                 
34

 Although these “Third World dreams” were initially tailored for the consumption of the workers of a 

capitalist factory, argues García Vega, their influence also permeates socialist Cuba: “En Cuba no ha 

cambiado el folletín de las novelas radiales y televisadas. Sólo que el folletín se ha vuelto insoportable: 

luchas de Túpac Amaru, el Zorro contra los ricos, o Robin Hood como precursor del marxismo” (100). 
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forms of both foreign and Cuban mass media in the process of shaping identity at the 

individual and national levels. Most entertainment products consumed in Cuba during the 

forties and fifties were love melodramas disseminated in print media, radio or T.V., and 

the more risqué erotic stories represented in Mexican movies, Hollywood, and domestic 

film production. The predominance of love plots combined with domestic settings in 

Piñera‟s texts frames the writer‟s engagement with mass media as a revision of the 

“erotics of politics” in Cuba.  

  I borrow the term “erotics of politics” from Doris Sommer‟s study of 

foundational 19
th

 century Latin American romances (6).
35

 In the narratives studied by 

Sommer, the depiction of a supposedly natural, unstoppable desire among male and 

female protagonists intertwines with the necessity of consolidating political projects and 

unifying the national state. Sommer argues that “heterosexual passion and hegemonic 

states function as a mutual allegory, as if each discourse were grounded in the allegedly 

stable other” (31). Her concept of allegory does not imply exact correspondences 

between two separate levels of meaning. Sommer approaches allegory as dependant upon 

a process in which meaning is constructed dialectically through the alternation of 

discourses of love and politics in “an interlocking, not parallel, relationship” (43). I 

follow Sommer in my analysis of the present selection of plays and stories as texts in 

                                                 
35

 Sommer stresses that her goal is “to locate an erotics of politics, to show how a variety of novel national 

ideals are ostensibly grounded in „natura‟ heterosexual love and in the marriages that provided a figure for 

apparently nonviolent consolidation” (6). She uses the term romance as “a cross between our contemporary 

use of the word as a love story and the nineteenth-century use that distinguished the genre as more boldly 

allegorical than the novel” (5).  
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which the tribulations of domestic settings both reflect national affairs and allude to them, 

although not in perfect parallelism.
36

      

     Just as 19th century foundational fictions, the texts analyzed in this chapter 

address national politics through the representation of marriages and families resulting 

from heterosexual unions. For indeed, as Sommer remarks, French and English models 

were adapted in Latin America to exclude “the tragic—extramarital and unproductive—

love affairs that the [European] masters called romance” (16). The ideal of heterosexual 

union thus functions, according to Sommer, “as an image that looks like a wedding 

portrait” projected unto the future and urging “the narrative forward like a promise” (18). 

Comparing these foundational ideals of marriage to the wedding portrait in Piñera‟s 

short-story “El Álbum” (in this story a real photograph causes a group of people to spend 

their time in ecstatic contemplation until the verge of death by filth and paralysis), it 

becomes apparent that the goal of Piñera‟s intertwined depictions of family and nation 

seek opposite goals than those of his 19
th

 century predecessors. Instead of constructing 

fictions in which nation and heterosexuality reinforce each other‟s naturalness and 

desirability, Piñera contests and denaturalizes the discourses of both nation and 

heterosexuality.
37

  

                                                 
36

 In Family and Identity in Cuban and Puerto Rican Drama (2004), Camilla Stevens also follows 

Sommer‟s views on familial allegories of nation in her analysis of a selection of plays, including Piñera‟s 

“Aire frío.” Stevens rightly remarks that the playwrights in her study “encourage audiences to draw 

correlations between the two apparently distinct narratives of family plots and the discourses of national 

identity” (6). 
37

 Although the plays and stories here discussed antecede by several years the period known as the Latin 

American Boom, they are representative of a tendency described by Sommer: “the great Boom novels . . . 

rewrite, or un-write, foundational fiction as the failure of romance, the misguided political erotics that 

could never really bind national fathers to mothers, much less the gente decente to emerging middle and 

popular sectors” (27). As many Boom novels would later do, Piñera‟s texts make apparent class and race 

divisions in the national community through his portrayal of the conflicts between male and female 
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  In the analysis of the present selection of national allegories by Piñera, my goal 

extends beyond the study of the correlations between the family-centered plots and the 

national context. My analysis of Piñera‟s representation of the relations between the 

familial/national community and the (un)sentimental fictions in which this community is 

immersed seeks to unveil remarkable and subtle political stratagems of the author. In the 

first place, we find Piñera‟s construction of an image of the national community based 

upon performance: the nation as both the stage and the audience of competing 

representations.
38

 This view undermines authoritarian discourses at several levels. It also 

seeks to instill in the spectators/readers the notion of their own freedom to perform 

outside the trite plots of the most pervasive discourses.
39

  

Piñera‟s view of performance as constitutive of nationalist discourses stresses the 

political significance of apparently apolitical fictions. It also destabilizes discourses of 

both individual and national identity based upon ideas of what is natural or original. This 

point leads to the second but equally important aspect that my reading explores: the 

different ways in which references to the world of mass media in Piñera may facilitate, or 

hinder, the representation of transgressive desire.  For indeed, in the measure that both 

                                                                                                                                                 
protagonists, as well as within the family. Unlike the Boom‟s most famous writers, however, Piñera also 

undertakes a criticism of compulsory heterosexuality.   
38

 Piñera‟s 1960 prologue to his Teatro completo, discussed in the Introduction and in Chapter 4 of this 

dissertation, constitutes a powerful presentation of the author‟s vision of a theatrical nation. The title of this 

prologue, “Altamente teatral,” has always been taken exclusively as a commentary by the author on his 

own person. I believe that it applies as well to his vision of Cuba.     
39

 My interest lies in the texts‟ own representation of the social impact of performance, that is, with the self-

reflective character of Piñera‟s plays and the theatrical quality of the short-stories. Stevens stresses the 

particular significance of the theatre play, as opposed to other literary genres, in the articulation of national 

discourses. This is due to “the collective nature of performance itself,” which “can encourage audience 

members to envision themselves as members of a community for the duration of the event, or beyond” (9). 

However, in the short stories here discussed we shall see that Piñera strives to create in the reader the sense 

of belonging to an audience represented in the text, thus honoring his famous claim of being a “highly 

theatrical” author. 
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heterosexuality and the family are denaturalized and shown to be the result of the 

imitation of different media-generated models of gender, topics of gender (as well as 

sexual) insubordination become almost transparent.
 40

 

Sexual deviance remains in these texts, however central, thinly veiled and 

unnamed. Indeed, Piñera‟s view of the nation illustrates Emilio Bejel‟s contention that in 

the Cuban case, “homosexuality forms an integral part, by negation, of the very definition 

of nation” (169). Bejel demonstrates that the ideal Cuban family delineated by José Martí 

in the national father‟s own romance novel—Amistad funesta, from 1885—appears as 

threatened by “the transgression of the established gender limits: [by] the „effeminate 

man
41

‟and the „manly woman‟” (27). The inadequacy of Martí‟s ideal gender roles (the 

virile patriarch and the abnegate mother
42

) are central in Piñera‟s representation of a 

collapsing Cuban family. These texts indeed call to rethink gender roles as well as the 

national regime of mandatory heterosexuality.    

The plays and short stories discussed below powerfully portray the effects of 

different forms of mass media on the lives of family groups that reflect the larger national 

community. The forms of mass media that appear in these four texts by Piñera include 
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 Piñera‟s writings are wonderfully illustrative of Judith Butler‟s main contention in “Imitation and gender 

insubordination.” Butler argues that sexuality and gender within a heterosexual regime are the effects of a 

series of performances “of those repeated gestures and acts that construct the apparent uniformity of 

heterosexual positionalities” (24). Homosexuality is included within this system as a permanent threat of 

disruption.   
41

 Bejel points out at some ambiguity in Martí defense of Cuban masculinity in the face of certain remarks 

in the American press concerning Cubans‟ “effeminacy.” Bejel explains this ambiguity in terms of Martí‟s 

desire to oppose American pragmatism as much as European decadentism. The resulting image of the 

Cuban man is one that combines the “virile warrior” and the “delicate poet.” Martí‟s ideal Cuban man 

“wants to distance himself. . . from the sexuality of the decadent Europeans that could lead to a rise in 

queerness supposedly contributing to sexual fragmentation” (14).   
42

 In Martí‟s model, the husband is “virile yet generous,” and “the center of phallic power.” The wife “must 

be loving, maternal, not very passionate (except in terms of national obligation and maternity), dedicated to 

her husband, sweet, and aware of her subordinate position to the man” (27). 
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radio programs (especially soap-operas) and films of different origins. I refer as well to 

certain forms printed media (serial romantic novels and a couple of published theatre 

plays) which made up the type of material that was commonly adapted to the radio.  

Photography also appears very relevantly in both “El Álbum” and “Aire frío.”  

The photographs described in these texts are charged with symbolic meaning, and they 

are closely related to Piñera‟s depiction of the sentimental fictions massively consumed 

in Cuba. In his Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes meditates on a characteristic of 

photography that indeed links photos to other mass media expressions in Piñera‟s texts: 

portrait-photographs entail performance in the act of posing for the camera (13-14). 

Furthermore, as Barthes emphasizes, photographs represent death as well as modern 

society‟s numb familiarity with it. This numbness, as we shall see, is a recurrent topic in 

Piñera‟s literary engagement with photography. But whereas Barthes sees real 

photography as a form of “asymbolic Death” (92),
43

 Piñera‟s literary rendering of 

photography symbolizes such issues as sacrifice, resurrection, and dis/obedience.  

Although Piñera relishes in bringing references to mass culture into his literature, 

he does not always transcend “the nausea of replica,” as Susan Sontag asserts that Camp 

sensibility does (Notes 290). His obsession with the topics of duplication and repetition in 

mass media culture reveals a great deal of anxiety. As I argue in this chapter,   

Piñera‟s anxiety of repetition amounts to a critique of normative ideas on sexuality and 

gender. In the following pages, I stress on the one hand the role of repetition in forcing 
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 Barthes suggests that “[p]hotography may correspond to the intrusion, in our modern society, of an 

asymbolic Death, outside of religion, outside of ritual, a kind of abrupt dive into literal Death. Life/Death: 

the paradigm is reduced to a simple click, the one separating the initial pose from the final print” (92). 
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hegemonic identities. The qualities of monstrosity, silence and marginality, on the other 

hand, mark the sites of articulation of non-normative identities.  

 

2.1 The Fluid Body of Electra Garrigó  

Bringing the Greek tragedy of the House of Atreus to Cuban soil and current 

times, “Electra Garrigó” (1941) introduces Cuban theatre into an essentially Modern 

tradition that rewrites Greek myth in a revolutionary artistic language.
44

 Drawing from 

avant-garde currents, Piñera combines elements from everyday life, Cuban folklore, and 

Greek myth, creating a world where a centaur coexists with radio broadcasts and where 

the characters at a certain point have doubles on stage. This play constitutes the first great 

rupture with the realistic tradition in Cuban theatre; as theatre scholar Raquel Carrió 

Mendía asserts, “[c]uando en 1941 Piñera escribe „Electra Garrigó‟ nace el teatro 

moderno en Cuba” (872). Piñera is the first one to emphasize the originality of his play, 

stressing the often repeated fact that it was written before the release of Sartre‟s “The 

Flies” in 1943 and Ionesco‟s “The Bald Singer” in 1950. 

“Electra Garrigó” is written in three acts and recounts the main events of the myth 

as recorded in numerous plays since those by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides: the 

murder of Agamemnon at the hands of his wife Clitemnestra in complicity with her lover 

Egisto is followed by the murder of Clitemnestra by her son Orestes with the help of his 
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 Piñera writes referring to his choice of a Greek myth that he was “infectado por el „bacilo griego‟” 

(“Piñera teatral” 9). And he adds: “a semejanza de todos los escritores de mi generación, tenía un gusto 

marcado por los modelos extranjeros” (11). Modernist writers who cultivated Greek myth, notably James 

Joyce, Ezra Pound, and T.S. Eliot, were highly influential in Piñera‟s generation, formed in and around the 

cosmopolitan “Orígenes” group.  But in the post-Revolutionary context in which Piñera writes this 

prologue, the taste for such foreign models was often criticized.  
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sister Electra. Radically departing from the Greek sources, however, Piñera strips all 

heroism and distinction from the house of Agamemnon. 

Rather than a respected war commander, Agamenón Garrigó is a disoriented man 

who exclaims: “yo debo tener una tragedia como todos los humanos, una tragedia que 

cumplir, y se me escapa su conocimiento!” (19).
45

 “Agamenón de Cuba,” as he is also 

called, pronounces those words drunk, wrapped in a sheet and wearing a chamber pot on 

his head in imitation of a Greek helmet. Cuban Agamenón is further portrayed as very 

fond of beer—“es de generosa garganta,” Egisto euphemistically explains (55). 

 The portrayal of a ridiculous patriarch conveys the idea of the failure of the 

national order. In the 1960 prologue “Piñera teatral,” the author describes with operatic 

language the Cuban frustration in 1941: “Batista era presidente y la malversación, 

material y moral, daba su „re‟sobreagudo” (11). He adds that Cubans, unlike the Ancient 

Greeks, could not possibly believe in gods, since: “¿podíamos nosotros tener dioses 

cuando empezábamos por no tener hombres probos?” (13). Repeated indications to a 

situation of violence that is reflected on the family but encompasses the broader social 

order inscribe “Electra” in the realm of national allegory. 

 The combination of serious and humorous elements in this play was part of the 

author‟s way of “cubanizing” Greek myth, according to Piñera‟s 1960 prologue. In that 

text Piñera, echoing Jorge Mañach‟s characterization of “choteo,”
 46

 asserts that “un 
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 All the quotes from “Electra Garrigó” are taken from the revised and augmented 2002 edition of Teatro 

completo.  
46

 In his famous 1940 essay Mañach describes “el choteo” as the most salient trait of the Cuban character. 

“Choteo” refers to an attitude that “no toma en serio nada de lo que generalmente se tiene por serio”  (18). 

One of the most notable characteristics of “el choteo” is its ability “para ver lo cómico en lo autoritario” 

(27).      
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cubano se define por la sistemática ruptura con la seriedad entre comillas” (10). Even so, 

Raquel Carrió Mendía points out that “Electra Garrigó” constitutes  “la propuesta de 

integración de estratos diversos (lo „culto‟ y lo popular, lo nacional y lo universal) y una 

de las más serias reflexiones sobre la „cubanidad‟ realizadas en su tiempo” (873). The 

mass media, more than anything else, represents the popular element in this play, 

reflecting the workings of a veritable imagined community. 

The first appearance of mass culture is strikingly placed at the very opening of the 

play when the Chorus begins to sing its lines to the popular 1928 song “Guantanamera,” 

by Joseíto Fernández.  In his book on Cuban radio, Oscar Luis López quotes a passage 

from La música en Cuba where Alejo Carpentier directly connects the popularity of the 

song to the radio station that first broadcasted it: “hace poco, una estación de radio de La 

Habana obtuvo un gran éxito de popularidad con una canción de buen corte campesino, 

titulada „La Guantanamera‟” (López 143). Originally the song had changing verses, 

which denounced current problems, and an unchanging refrain. Several years later, in a 

version with verses by José Martí, “La Guantanamera” achieved the worldwide 

popularity which it enjoys today, when it is undoubtedly the most famous Cuban song 

and a national symbol of sorts. 

The fundamental connection of “La Guantanamera” to the radio, the medium that 

made it popular in 1935, was to become much more profound by the time that “Electra 

Garrigó” was first staged in 1948. According to López, “[e]n 1943 Joseíto Fernández fue 

contratado por la firma Crusellas para incorporar la Guantanamera a un espectáculo que 

se titulaba El Suceso del Día, que se radiaba por la CMQ [. . .] y cuya característica era 
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escenificar los sucesos de la crónica roja” (143). During the next fourteen years, the 

producers of “El Suceso del Día” (“The Event of the Day”) had exclusive rights over the 

song. For Piñera‟s audience in 1948 (and in 1958 during the second representation of 

“Electra”), “La Guantanamera” was more than a symbol of rural Cuba. It was 

inextricably linked to the popular radio program on criminal events and therefore had 

become, in López‟ words, “el símbolo de la tragedia y de la chabacanería” (144).
47

    

 Clearly Piñera did not find the “chabacanería” or bad taste of “El Suceso del Día” 

a good enough reason to consider choosing another melody for his Chorus‟ interventions. 

Quite on the contrary, the subversion of “high” cultural forms (such as tragic theater) 

with elements from mass culture was clearly a part of his literary project.
48

 The 

connection through “La Guantanamera” between “Electra” and the gory radio program 

most have been for Piñera a fortunate coincidence. After all, the sanguinary sensationalist 

events reviewed in “El Suceso del Día” resembles the raw events of tragedies.    

The Chorus in “Electra” differs from Ancient Greek tragedy in that it does not 

carry on a dialogue with the rest of the characters. Otherwise, its main functions are the 

same: to anticipate future events for the audience, to describe what takes place outside the 

stage, and to offer a moral stand. The Chorus is clearly on both Electra and Orestes‟ side 

against Clitemnestra and Egisto. It describes Electra as “mujer hermosa y bravía,” 
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 In 1967 Rine Leal seems to agree with López‟ characterization of “La Guantanamera” as a product of 

bad taste when he writes, praising Piñera‟s cubanization of the Greek myth, that this song represented in the 

play “una verdadera disección de la sensiblería nacional” (205). 
48

 In an interview published by the Cuban newspaper El Mundo on February 1
st
 of 1948, Piñera refers to his 

plans for a novel called El Banalizador—which never appeared. The description offered by the interviewer 

reads: “La tesis de la obra es que se precisa banalizar la cultura . . .  Se lanza desde ella un ataque a la 

cultura moderna, en el empeño de conseguir un equilibrio de fuerzas a base de la vida sin simulación, 

sencilla y banal” (Espinosa Domínguez 143). I believe that “Electra Garrigó” already represents the 

aesthetic idea that Piñera sketches in this interview. Mass media culture must constitute a part of what he 

calls the banal or trivial.  
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“inteligente, sensitiva y pudorosa” (3), while Clitemnestra is “infiel,” “madre adúltera y 

fatal” (23). At the beginning of the second act, the Chorus sings: 

 CORO. Ya una ciudad se dispone 

 a presenciar un ejemplo,  

 a ver derribar el templo 

 en que un tirano se impone. 

 No lo consienta, y corone 

 de Electra el triunfo la frente. (16) 

The tyrant who should not be tolerated is not Egisto (as in the Greek plays and in Sartre‟s 

“The flies”) but actually Agamenón, who in the first act forbids Electra to marry her 

suitor and to leave the house. As a result, Electra induces Clitemestra and Egisto to 

murder Agamenón. The Chorus describes Electra‟s ultimate intention as saving Orestes 

from sacrificing himself to his mother: “[Electra] a su hermano Orestes amante. . . /le 

anima a que no permita/un sacrificio banal/por una madre fatal” (4). The Chorus further 

equates the salvation of the two siblings through murder to the liberation of the city: 

  CORO. Asunto de sanidad,  

  salvación de dos hermanos,  

  rápido juego de manos 

  libertando a una ciudad. (25)  

In its subjection to a tyrant, the house of the Garrigó is an unmistakable reflection of 

Cuba. In 1941 the memory of the revolutionary movement (lasting from 1930 to 1933) 

that toppled Gerardo Machado was still fresh. According to historian Louis Pérez, in the 
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last years of Machado‟s regime emerged “an extensive political apparatus penetrating 

every aspect of Cuban social life, not only to arrest, torture and execute but to maintain 

surveillance over Cubans not in prison and over the thousands who were” (Cuba 256). 

Piñera was nineteen years old when he joined a clandestine opposition group in the city 

of Camagüey. He and some of his siblings took part in the massive opposition that in all 

the country fought Machado through strikes, demonstrations, and armed clandestine 

organizations.
49

   

The Chorus‟ reference to “el templo/ donde un tirano se impone” could apply in 

1941 to the government of Fulgencio Batista. A sergeant during Machado‟s regime, 

Batista began to exert power as an elected president in 1941. We should recall here, 

however, that in actuality Batista had ruled behind the stage since 1935, through the 

“puppet presidents and shadow governments,” as Pérez describes them, of José A. 

Barnet, Miguel Mariano Gómez and Federico Laredo Bru (Cuba 277). In a U.S.-backed 

political maneuver that took place in January of 1934, Batista overthrew Grau San 

Martín, whose one-hundred-day government represented many of the ideals of the anti-

Machado movement.       

By singing its verses to the popular “Guantanamera,” the Chorus presents its 

animosity against the tyrants as something popular and widely shared by a community 

that is implicitly one of radio-listeners. Government opposition indeed had a presence in 
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 Piñera recounts being arrested in 1931 “en compañía de mis hermanos, por una bomba que pusieron en la 

Escuela Normal de Maestros de Camagüey” (Espinosa Domínguez 63). Piñera‟s sister Luisa recalls 

attending clandestine meetings that took place in “un centro espiritista, La Pantalla . . . En casa dijimos que 

íbamos al cine, pues en ese tiempo ser espiritista, lo mismo que ser comunista, era la última carta de la 

baraja. La invocación de los espíritus, las pataletas y todas esas zarandajas no duraron más de media hora” 

(Espinosa Domínguez 62).  
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the Cuban radio. The news programs “Radiario Nacional” (from the station CMCY) and 

“El noticiero de CMQ” used to present editorials against Machado in the early 30s 

(Salwen 7-10). In 1940, CMQ began to air a comedy program called “La familia Pilón,” 

which always concluded “with the family seated around the dinner table discussing the 

tribulations of life in Batista‟s Cuba” (Salwen 10). According to Oscar Luis López, in its 

critical position towards the government: 

[d]estacaba el noticiero CMQ. Su característica era darle cabida a 

cualquier ciudadano que deseara protestar por cualquier cosa; bastaba que 

lo llevara por escrito con su firma. Inmediatamente lo leía el locutor, que 

solía introducirlo con una típica frase que llegó a ser muy popular: „Aquí 

tenemos un mensaje que dice así . . .‟ (115) 

Government critics in the radio were not exempt of reprisals. López recounts that CMQ‟s 

studio was once occupied by soldiers of Batista who destroyed its equipment (115).  

The Chorus both represents and addresses itself to a national community for 

which the radio constitutes reference, coalescence, and often a space of political struggle. 

The newspapers also figure in the play, inserting the private drama of the Garrigó house 

into a broader context. Thus in the second act Clitemnestra announces to Electra the 

suicide of the latter‟s suitor in the following words:             

CLITEMNESTRA.Vengo sencillamente a informar a Electra de lo que ya 

sabe toda la ciudad . . . El pretendiente se suicidó esta tarde a las tres. 

Todos los vendedores de periódicos de la edición nocturna lo pregonan 

por las calles. ¿No los escuchaste? (18) 
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The suicide of Electra‟s suitor constitutes a real event in the play. But just as the 

information of real events comes to the characters through the mass media, the fears and 

fantasies of Agamenón and Clitemnestra also involve mass media products—radio 

broadcasts, soap-operas, and movies. In a scene in the first act that marked the greatest 

breach of the realist tradition of the Cuban theatre up to that date, Agamenón and 

Clitemnestra each stage a melodramatic farce for the sake of their respective favorite 

children, aimed at convincing them to remain at the parental home. Clitemnestra plays for 

Orestes the role of the self-sacrificing mother—directly copied from the movies, as she 

explains. Agamenón next challenges Clitemnestra‟s performance with his own version of 

self-sacrificing fatherhood.   

 The mirroring, replicating character of the melodramatic farces of the Cuban 

parents is stressed by the use of black mimes who execute the actions of Agamenón and 

Clitemnestra while the latter remain immobile, with their backs turned to the audience, 

doing only the voices. The decomposition of a single character into several (black) bodies 

evokes the shadowy quality historically associated to film,
50

 but also has racial 

implications. Indeed, the same black actors who play the mimes also play the black 

servants of the Garrigó house. They do not simply mimic their masters; they mock them 

with open animosity.  

Four of the mimes are female; three dress as Clitemnestra‟s maids and one (her 

“double”) exactly as Clitemnestra. Likewise, three of the male mimes dress as 
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 Pirandello, for example, refers to the “shadow” of the actor on the screen: “The projector will play with 

his [the actor‟s] shadow before the public, and he himself must be content to play before the camera” 

(Benjamin 229).    
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Agamenón‟s servants and one as his double. Each Clitemnestra and Agamenón plays a 

farce in which they die after hearing the news that their favorite and beloved child (the 

one of the opposite sex) has died. The farces are played in order to exert a sentimental 

blackmail on the children in order to dissuade them from leaving the parental home. 

Two of the four different versions of the news of the fictitious deaths of Orestes 

and Electra come explicitly from the radio, thus reinforcing the radio‟s primacy in Cuban 

national life. Indeed, there was a keen sense of pride in Cuba for the early development of 

news programs in the national radio.
51

  One of Clitemnestra‟s black servants plays an 

“anunciadora de noticias” who informs with Clitemnestra‟s voice and the mime‟s bodily 

movement: “Ayer por la mañana, a la salida del sol, murió despedazado por las fieras 

Orestes Garrigó, el competente ingeniero de la Australian Iron Company” (12). 

Clitemnestra‟s double then lies on her bed and prepares to die: “En ese caso moriré yo 

también . . .  Me voy a cubrir con el manto. Cuenten en voz alta hasta diez, levanten el 

manto, me contemplarán absolutamente muerta” (12).  

The scene mocks that most salient of Latin American melodramatic stereotypes 

which is the self-sacrificing mother. Clitemnestra‟s representation of her own death also 

evokes the act of magic of a circus. While she lies on her bed calling for Orestes, the 

mimes make fun of her, circling around the bed and “simulando burlonamente el juego de 

la gallina ciega” (11). Adding to the comicality of the scene, Agamenón tries to surpass 

Clitemnestra‟s performance and exclaims: “Contad hasta cinco. Quiero demonstrar a 
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 In the article entitled “El primer periódico aéreo del mundo nació en Cuba,” appeared in the 1952 Álbum 

del cincuentenario, published by the Asociación de Reporters de La Habana, J. Benítez y Rodríguez claims 

that the news program “La Voz del Aire,” from 1933, was the first one in its kind in the entire world (60). 
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Clitemnestra que sólo contando hasta cinco, y no hasta diez, un padre puede morir 

perfectamente” (13).  Through his double, he stages his death after randomly deciding 

which of three different versions of the death of Electra he will take as true. The first of 

these versions comes, unsurprisingly, from the radio: “Agamenón- (Haciendo la voz del 

primer mensajero) ¡Se ha recibido por radio la noticia de la bella Electra Garrigó a manos 

del Pretendiente!” (13). The other two versions are delivered by mimes/messengers. 

After Agamenón‟s staged death, the parents and children remain still and have an 

exchange in which they interrogate fate regarding the future. Thus: “Orestes- ¿Morirá 

Clitemnestra Plá?,” “Clitemnestra- ¿Morirá Agamenón Garrigó?” Matías Montes 

Huidobro rightly observes that in this exchange, “hay algo de burla con las constantes 

interrogaciones, como si se tratara de un episodio radial que termina con preguntas para 

acrecentar el interés con respecto al próximo capítulo” (148). These dialogues indeed 

connect the melodramatic scene of the mimes with the rest of the play, which here is 

treated as a radio episode built upon the audience‟s suspense.       

 The importance of the radio in the play is quite apparent, but “Electra” also 

involves other forms of mass media. The mime scene follows immediately after a passage 

in which Clitemnestra manifests both her obsession with Orestes, pleading him not to 

leave the home, and her passion for melodramatic movies. Electra suggests that 

Clitemnestra‟s dreams are reproductions of those movies: 

CLITEMNESTRA. ¡Mira, a tal punto llega mi exaltación, con tanta  

fuerza padezco, que busco desesperada por todos los cines de barrio esas 

películas que cuentan la muerte de una madre por la partida de su hijo!  
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. . . 

ELECTRA. Y durante las noches reproducirás en tus sueños esas  

películas, ¿no es así? 

 CLITEMNESTRA. Sí. Lo reproduzco todo y mucho más. (45)   

The above quoted passage frames the mime scene both as a dream and as one of the 

parents‟ many “reproductions” of melodramatic movies—themselves fairly repetitive and 

full of stereotypes. Interestingly, Freud uses a similar expression, “reproduce,” for the 

idea of retrieving unconscious psychic material through hypnosis.
52

 Walter Benjamin 

relates film and the unconscious when he asserts that “[t]he camera introduces us to 

unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses” (237). In Piñera‟s 

play, movies and other mass media products straightforwardly constitute the stuff of 

dreams, and thus of Cuba‟s collective unconscious. 

The idea of “reproduction” in the play simultaneously relates mass media to 

unconscious psychic life and to the realm of sexual desire. For the text also emphasizes 

that the visibly incestuous affection of each Garrigó parent for their child of the opposite 

sex entails a form of repetition or “reproduction.” In a passage similar to the one on 

Clitemnestra‟s “reproductions” of filmic models, we find the idea of “reproduction” (here 

“multiplication”) related to Agamenón‟s passion for Electra. He reacts to her threat of 

eloping with her suitor by stressing the importance of the family for the city‟s survival. 

Electra dismisses the idea of the family as a mechanical form of multiplication: 
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 “[O]currences of premature sexual experience . . . which can be reproduced through the work of psycho-

analysis” (Aetiology 103).  
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ELECTRA. Nada te debo. El tema de la libertad no es un asunto 

doméstico. 

AGAMENÓN. ¿Y la familia? Si esta ciudad ha resistido durante milenios 

a sus enemigos, ha sido a causa de la unión entre las familias; las familias 

formando una inmensa familia. 

ELECTRA. Pura retórica. Además, llamas familia a tu propia persona 

multiplicada. Somos parte de tu mecanismo. Debemos funcionar según tus 

movimientos.  

AGAMENÓN- ¿Y la voz de la sangre? 

ELECTRA- Frases, nada más que frases. Al final deberé oponer mi sangre 

a la tuya. Mi sangre es un asunto mío. (39) 

Reproduction of mass media models and a form of disciplinary regulation of bodies 

(namely, “multiplication”) both appear at the service of the sentimental tyranny of the 

parents, who each demands that the child of the opposite sex relinquishes her/his love life 

in order to remain at home. Agamenón forbids Electra to leave with her suitor. 

Clitemnestra shows a similar determination regarding Orestes. She thinks that the murder 

of Agamenón will help her to retain Orestes. Right after her husband‟s murder, she 

exclaims: “Mi amado Orestes tendrá cuanto desee con sólo abrir la boca. ¡Eso sí: le 

exigiré celibato eterno! Me pertenece. No quiero que parta. No quiero que mujer alguna 

lo disfrute. ¡A mí será a quien adore, a quien haga sus sacrificios—sangrientos o no!” 

(23) Her determination to possess exclusively her son‟s “adoration” has clear incestuous 

overtones.         
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Most psychoanalytically inspired renderings of the myth of the Oresteia, such as 

the 1931 play “Mourning becomes Electra” by Eugene O‟Neill, emphasize the incestuous 

desires of Orestes for Clitemnestra and/or of Electra for Agamenón.
53

 Such versions 

portray the siblings as the victims of an unresolved Oedipus complex.
54

 In stark contrast 

with such versions, Piñera‟s characterization of the sexuality of the Garrigó family moves 

rather in the direction of Freud‟s abandoned seduction theory.
55

 The play inverts the 

Oedipal scheme by portraying the parents as those visibly possessed by incestuous 

desires for their children. Completing the reversal of the Oedipus theory, Agamenón feels 

rivalry and hatred towards Orestes, and Clitemnestra towards Electra.
56
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 Héctor Mendoza‟s “Secretos de familia,” which premiered in México City in 1991, recreates the Oresteia 

focusing on the topic of incestusous desire. In this play, Orestes is sexually obsessed with his mother. See 

María Sten‟s analysis of Mendoza‟s play in Cuando Orestes muere en Veracruz, pp. 87-91.   
54

 In the 1923 paper “The Ego and the Id,” Freud asserts that the Oedipus complex arises when: 

the boy‟s sexual wishes in regard to his mother become more intense and his father is perceived as 

an obstacle to them . . .   His identification with his father then takes on a hostile colouring and 

changes into the wish to get rid of his father in order to take his place with his mother (640). 

The resolution of the Oedipus complex entails the renunciation of the desire for the mother and the 

identification of the male child with either her or his father. The identification with the father consolidates 

“the masculinity in a boy‟s character.” Conversely, an identification of the girl with the mother after 

relinquishing the father as an object-choice results in the consolidation of her “femininity.” Freud also 

proposes that an underlying bisexuality in children causes the two versions of the Oedipus complex (object-

choice or sexual desire for either father or mother) to exist simultaneously in different degrees in the same 

person.         
55

 In his 1896 paper “The Aetiology of Hysteria,” Freud advances the hypothesis that “at the bottom of 

every case of hysteria there are one or more occurrences of premature sexual experience, occurrences 

which belong to the earliest years of childhood but which can be reproduced through the work of psycho-

analysis” (103). Parents and other family members are often responsible for the seduction or abuses of 

children. According to Jeffry Masson, “the abandonment of the seduction theory was the central stimulus to 

Freud‟s later discoveries” (188)—namely the development of the Oedipus theory. Several psychoanalysts, 

among them Masson, have questioned Freud‟s dismissal of his early seduction theory as a way in which 

“[t]herapists could . . .  remain on the side of the successful and powerful, rather than of the miserable 

victims of family violence” (xxiii).      
56

 It is important to notice the similarity between Piñera‟s portrayal of a reversed Oedipus complex in 

“Electra Garrigó” and his development of the exchange of roles between parents and children in the 1947 

short story “La transformación.” In that story, the parents begin to act as children and claim that their 

children are their parents. The children, Arturo and Olga, are trained by their parents to personify stiff and 

melodramatic gender roles: Napoleon (the boy) and “the statue of pain” (the girl). Notice also that the 

unfortunate boy in this story bears the same name that, in his autobiography, Piñera gives to the mould-

made inhabitants of his natal Cárdenas: Arturo. 
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According to Freud, what is at stake in the interplay of desire and identification in 

the Oedipal paradigm is the consolidation of “the masculinity in a boy‟s character” and 

“the child‟s feminine character” as well as their future homo or hetero/sexual choices 

(“Ego and the Id” 640). In Piñera‟s play, the inversion of the Oedipal complex by which 

the parents try to impose themselves as love-objects to their children imports the 

willingness to impose a heterosexist system. Indeed, the Pedagogue (a philosopher who 

teaches both Electra and Orestes) stresses that the city‟s gender/sexual regime is a major 

evil. The Pedagogue is a centaur, and his division into animal and human figures signifies 

a deviation from a norm which is implicitly one of gender/sexuality. The Pedagogue tells 

Orestes in the second act: 

PEDAGOGO. Esta ciudad tiene dos piojos enormes en su cabeza: el  

matriarcado de sus mujeres y el machismo de sus hombres. 

ORESTES. Pero, al menos, puedes, cuando ofenden tu parte de humano, 

meterte bajo tu caballo . . . . 

PEDAGOGO. Entonces me apalean la parte de caballo . . . (Pausa) No, no 

hay salida posible. (26) 

 The city‟s control cannot be escaped by stepping outside the normative categories of 

male/macho, female/mother. The different or animal part of the Pedagogue is physically 

punished, which indeed symbolizes society‟s stigmatizing of gender and sexual 

transgressions. The Garrigó parents‟ demand that their opposite-sex children reciprocate 

their passions lays the psychological foundations of a heterosexist regime based on 
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matriarchy and machismo. The author thus denounces the prevailing regime of hetero-

compulsive gender and sexuality, critically appropriating and subverting Freudian theory.   

The particular view of “reproduction” in the play refers to the role of mass media 

stereotypes in shaping individual psychic life. The play‟s depiction of Cuba‟s 

heterosexism as based upon the exhaustive repetition of fictional models, or 

“reproduction,” in fact overturns a deeply engrained prejudice according to which 

homosexuality entails love of the same, homogeneity, and thus repetition. As Jonathan 

Dollimore stresses: “The homosexual . . .  has been regarded (especially in 

psychoanalytical theory) as one who fears the difference of the „other‟ or opposite sex, 

and, in flight from it, narcissistically embraces the same sex instead. Difference and 

heterogeneity are sanctified, homogeneity is distrusted (249).” Furthering the play‟s 

ongoing reflection upon sexuality and repetition, Electra tells Agamenón that, for him, 

family constitutes the multiplication of himself. Thus in the Garrigó house, in contrast 

with the view summarized by Dollimore, the imitation of mass media models of 

machismo and matriarchy entails the homogeneity of heterosexuality.   

In agreement with the traditional psychoanalytical view on homosexuality, 

literary critics have often interpreted doubles as revealing the homosexual‟s attraction for 

“objects more like himself” (Rogers 19). The mime-doubles of the Garrigó parents, 

however, represent the compulsion to repeat the heterosexual models provided by Latin 

America‟s growing melodramatic industry.
57

 Indeed, by 1941 there was a solidly 

established Mexican industry that provided Latin America with movies made according 

                                                 
57

 For a discussion of the literary double in Piñera‟s writings see Gabriella Ibieta‟s “Función del doble en la 

narrativa de Virgilio Piñera,” and also my own “Significado del doble en Virgilio Piñera.” 
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to “una fórmula considerada de éxito, y su correspondiente fruición adicta,” as Reynaldo 

González observes (75). These movies brought to Cuba a veritable “desfile de madres 

sufridas” (González 75), thus Clitemnestra had innumerable filmic models of self-

sacrificing motherhood to choose from, some of them actually Cuban. Arturo Agramonte 

and Luciano Castillo emphasize “los elementos melodramáticos de la trama, abuela 

sufrida incluida” (30)
 
in the foundational production of early Cuban film, “La Virgen de 

la Caridad” (1930), directed by Ramón Peón. 

Julia Tuñón describes the stereotypical mother in Mexican movies as “un ser 

sufriente, que padece tormentos y dolores y que con frecuencia muere, eso sí, siempre 

reconocida su bondad” (174) —which is precisely the role that Clitemnestra plays for 

Orestes in the mime farce. Interestingly, on July 31
st
 of 1941 (the year when Piñera wrote 

“Electra”) a classic of maternal abnegation was released in Mexico: “Cuando los hijos se 

van” (“When the Children Leave”), directed by Juan Bustillo Oro. The movie featured 

the famous Sara García — a.k.a.“la madrecita del cine mexicano” —in the role of Doña 

Lupita. Raimundo, Doña Lupita‟s favorite son, composes a song describing her mother‟s 

pain due to his absence, straightforwardly comparing her to the Virgin Mary:  

Por esos siete puñales que tiene clavados la virgen María,
58

 

eres tú, madre mía, santa en tu dolor. 

  Como mi ausencia lloraste tu vida agotaste, penosa y sombría, 

  como aquella María, madre del Redentor.. 

                                                 
58

 The seven knives or “siete puñales” represent the Virgin Mary‟s “Seven Sorrows,” established under 

Pope Paul V in the 17
th

 century (Warner, Alone 202). The seven knives always appear piercing Mary‟s 

breast in the iconography of Our Lady of Sorrows.   
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As the movie unmistakably implies, suffering is the one condition that proves the 

saintliness of motherhood. Doña Lupita‟s name (after the Virgin of Guadalupe, Mexico‟s 

Holy Patron) provides the nationalistic tone to the movie‟s vision of motherhood. In a 

similar vein, Cuba‟s foundational film by Peón is named “La Virgen de la Caridad” after 

Cuba‟s Patron.      

Important as the Mexican film industry was in Cuba in the early forties, it was not 

the only source of melodramas in the island. Cuba had in those years its own nascent 

industry of radio soap operas, initiated precisely in the same year of 1941 when RHC 

Cadena Azul began to air the program “La Novela del Aire.” 
59

 Félix B. Caignet, author 

of the most famous Cuban (and probably Latin American) “radionovela” of all times, “El 

derecho de nacer” (1945), writes regarding his product and public: “[s]abía que aquel 

público escuchaba las comedias para llorar y yo tenía el propósito de servirlo a 

satisfacción . . . los pobres . . . carecen de conciencia de su propio dolor. Sin embargo, lo 

reconocen, lo palpan y lo sienten en las radionovelas” (Betancourt 301). Caignet‟s radio 

soap operas, and Cuban “radionovelas” in general, were written in the same spirit as the 

majority of Mexican filmic melodramas:
60

 their supreme end was to produce tears, not to 

denounce the social inequalities that they relished in portraying.        
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 Enrique C. Betancourt recalls in his book on Cuban radio and T.V. that this program was aired Monday 

through Friday at 8:30, and he adds, emphasizing its popularity: “Ese era el momento en que en la mayoría 

de las casas se acomodaban chicos y grandes „lo más cerquita‟ posible del radio-receptor, para no perder ni 

un momento de la interesante trama.” (287).  
60

 Reynaldo González points out that “los vínculos del cine latinoamericano con las radionovelas no dejan 

lugar a dudas” (74). According to that critic, Caignet invested the earnings of “El derecho de nacer” in a 

film company, Cuba-Mex, which converted radio soap-operas into movies (75). In Mexico, “El derecho de 

nacer” was produced as film in 1951, and twice as a “telenovela”: in 1981 and 2001.  
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Clitemnestra‟s repetitive performances of the self-sacrificing mother in fact 

weaken that stereotype. Judith Butler points out that the iterative character of the 

performances that lie at the foundations of the self always comport the risk of disruption 

(“Repetition”).
61

 Clitemnestra compulsively repeats the model of “Doña Lupita,” but she 

clearly fails. The existence in the play of Egisto, Clitemnestra‟s lover, reveals the 

shortcomings, even the hypocrisy, of her performance.
62

 Besides representing 

Clitemnestra‟s failure in her representation of saintly motherhood, Egisto introduces in 

the play a realm of mass media of quite a different origin. He is described as “muy bello 

y fuerte, viste todo de blanco, como los chulos cubanos” (5).
63

 In complicity with 

Clitemnestra, he strangles Agamenón using a sheet, thus exercising the strangling arts 

which he learnt in India.Egisto‟s I ndian learning is repeatedly stressed in the play, as in 

the following passage: 

ORESTES. ¿No aprendiste tú, Egisto, el arte de la estrangulación en la 

India?  

EGISTO. Muy cierto: hace unos años, vientos adversos empujaron mis  

naves hacia Calcuta. Un mes me bastó para aprender a estrangular 

elegantemente con los diez dedos de la mano. (28)  
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 Regarding the construction of the subject from a series of performances of identity, Butler observes that 

“there is always the question of what differentiates from each other the moments of identity that are 

repeated . . . the repetition, and the failure to repeat, produce a string of performances that constitute and 

contest the coherence of . . . [the] „I.‟” (“Repetition” 18) 
62

 Tuñón observes that in golden-age Mexican cinema the poles represented by Eve and the Virgin Mary, 

(the temptress and the self-sacrificing mother) sometimes apply to a single character; not simultaneously 

(as with Clitemnestra) but as successive stages in the life of a woman who either “falls” or is redeemed by 

maternal love (241-243).    
63

 In his dictionary of cubanisms, Sánchez-Boudy defines “chulo” as the man who “alardea de tener 

mujeres,” and Espina Pérez defines it as “rufián.” “Chulo” thus implies a sort of pimp. 
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Egisto is nothing less than a practitioner of Indian thuggee, which in 1939 had achieved 

unprecedented strength in the Western imagination with the movie “Gunga Din,” directed 

by George Stevens and produced by RKO Radio Pictures. Although many literary 

depictions of thugs existed since Philip Meadows Taylor‟s 1839 novel Confessions of a 

Thug,
64

 with the movie “Gunga Din” the subject entered famously in the realm of 

international mass culture. This Hollywood super production had great success 

throughout the world
65

 and is a referent that could not have been overlooked by Piñera.  

In her book on thuggery, Kim A. Wagner stresses that historians have not yet 

reached an agreement regarding this phenomenon. However, the legend of thuggery, “one 

of the most potent images of colonial lore and fiction,” is based on the notably distorted 

colonialist account according to which:  

[t]he thugs were a fraternity of ritual stranglers who preyed on travelers 

along the highways of nineteenth century India. Their unsuspecting 

victims were first deceived into joining the thugs and later at some 

secluded point strangled, plundered and buried, supposedly assuming the 

status of human sacrifices to the goddess Kali. Thuggee was said to be an 

ancient practice sanctioned by Hinduism and the thugs supposedly 

observed a plethora of religious rules; they relied on omens, performed 

rituals and spoke a secret language (1).
66
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 Among them, Kim A. Wagner mentions those contained in Eugene Sue‟s Le Juif errant (1844-45), 

Edward Bulwer Lytton‟s A strange story (1862) and Mark Twain‟s Following the Equator (1897) (2). 
65

 That is, with the significant exception of India where, according to Rudy Behlmer‟s commentary for 

Warner Home Video, the movie “was banned . . . for its obvious imperialistic attitudes and presentation.”  
66

 In fact, according to Wagner, “the religious beliefs of the thugs have received a disproportionate degree 

of attention” (143). During the interrogations of thugs conducted by British officers W.H. Sleeman and 
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The film “Gunga Din” is loosely inspired by Rudyard Kipling‟s poem of the same name. 

In the film, three British officers (one of them played by Cary Grant) fight an army of 

murderous thugs, worshipers of a bloodthirsty goddess Kali.
67

 Needless to say, British 

imperialists constitute for the good Indian servant Gunga Din a much more compelling 

society than that of the thugs. 

 The “existence and suppression” of the phenomenon of thuggee was construed by 

the British colonialists as a justification for their rule in India (Wagner 205). This view is 

reproduced in the movie “Gunga Din,” in which Sergeant Cutter (Grant) can joke with a 

thug:  “Her Majesty is very touchy about having her subjects strangled.” The 

representation of thugs in “Electra Garrigó,” as in other fictions, implicates the existence 

of their colonialist counterpart: modern, civilized, and white. The play thus conjures up 

the uncomfortable image of a primitive and dangerous Cuba subjected to a civilizing 

metropolis—namely Washington D.C.
68

       

In the national allegory that is the Garrigó house, the insertion of a Hollywood 

version of thuggery complicates the representation of violence, portraying it as an effect 

of primitive beliefs involving heredity, aggressive masculinity, and obedience to a 

bloodthirsty goddess. This of course constitutes a development of the question of 

                                                                                                                                                 

James Paton in the 1830s, what was merely “a vague or loose set of beliefs among the thugs” was 

construed as “doctrinal articles of faith” guiding their actions (143).   
67

 Behlmer reports in his commentary to “Gunga Din” that N.M. Durant, manager of RKO‟s offices in 

Calcutta, wrote a letter in December to 1939 to RKO‟s executives in which he warned them that the 

portrayal of Kali in the movie was offensive: “Kali is not and never has been a goddess exclusive to 

thuggery. Kali is a Hindu goddess and is commonly known as „the destroyer.‟  . . . to depict the goddess as 

being the peculiar deity of thuggery is not only misleading but likely to give offense to all orthodox Hindus. 

Kali is the mother goddess and, as such, is as real and reverenced by all good Hindus as the Virgin Mary is 

revered by Catholic Christians.” 
68

 It must be recalled that Cuba did not lose its formal neo-colonial status until as late as 1934, when the 

Platt Amendment, “the formal source of U.S. control over Cuba” (Pérez, Cuba 269), was finally abrogated.     
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“machismo/matriarcado” present throughout the play. Only that the Virgin of Guadalupe/ 

de la Caridad changes her face into an unexpected reverse: Hollywood‟s Kali.
69

 This 

terrible maternal figure explains Electra‟s goal of freeing Orestes from “un sacrificio 

banal/por una madre fatal” (4). Clitemnestra‟s identification with this version of Kali is 

further reinforced by moments like the one when she says of Orestes “¡A mí será a quien 

adore, a quien haga sus sacrificios—sangrientos o no!” (23) Also, when Clitemnestra 

appears shocked after witnessing the gratuitous murder of a young man by a soldier, 

Electra, surprised, asks her: “¿No me has educado en el culto de la sangre . . . ?” (7)         

In the play, thuggery also evokes Afro-Cuban religion. Although the murder of 

Agamenón clearly takes place (outside of the stage, as in Ancient Greek tragedy), it is 

expressed through the metaphor of the sacrifice of an old rooster. Clitemnestra compares 

Agamenón to an old and black rooster that must be killed by a young and white one, 

namely Egisto (22). Later, Orestes and the Pedagogue discuss the death of the “gallo 

viejo,” strangled by Egisto (25). The Chorus, on the other hand, sings to the 

“Guantanamera” melody the plain account of the facts: Agamenón was strangled by the 

two lovers with a sheet while lying on his bed (22).               

While the Indian thugs supposedly killed humans in sacrifice to Kali, only animal 

sacrifices were part of Afro-Cuban religious ceremonies. However, Fernando Ortiz refers 

to the existence in 19
th

 century Cuba of the extended but mistaken belief that the 

members of the male sect of the abakuás or ñáñigos performed human sacrifices in their 

initiatory rites (79). This belief appears in Cuban mass culture in the popular 1920 film 
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 Andrew J. Rotter writes regarding the Western representation of Kali: “If she is not killing men, the Kali 

of Western construction is making them do terrible things in their name” (533).  
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“La brujería en acción,” directed by Enrique Díaz Quesada. In this movie, a white maid is 

kidnapped by a black abakuá who intends to sacrifice her to the fictional god Boogos 

(Agramonte 23). According to Ortiz, the human sacrifices originaly performed in Africa 

were replaced in Cuba by sacrifices of either male goats or roosters (100).
70

 The audience 

of “Electra Garrigó” was likely to relate the sacrifice of a rooster to Afro-Cuban religious 

practices. That same audience was probably aware of both the traditional and mass media 

portrayals of the abakuá as a sect of ritual murderers, not so unlike the Hollywood thugs. 

Although brought to Cuba from Africa by slaves, the society of the abakuá did not 

remain an exclusively black group for very long. Ortiz reports that in this society 

“también „se juran‟ los mulatos y los blancos . . .  tanto que actualmente los morenos son 

minoría y dícese que los blancos son en ella los más numerosos” (79). Clearly, Piñera‟s 

white Egisto does not break a social pattern. Furthermore, the symbols of the black and 

white roosters (Agamenón and Egisto) may symbolize the national confluence of races 

into a form of ritual machismo. Indeed, Jossianna Arroyo emphasizes the abakuás‟ pride 

in strong virility: “El abakuá es una sociedad para „machos de verdad,‟ en la que no se 

admiten eronquibés (afeminados) o ankunis (homosexuales)” (111). Arroyo reproduces 

from Sosa Rodríguez the popular saying according to which “[p]ara ser un hombre no 

hay que ser abakuá, pero para ser abakuá hay que ser un hombre” (111).                

In a dialogue between Orestes and the Pedagogo, it is implied that the powerful of 

the City are as versed in the killing arts as Egisto himself:  
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 In his article “La „Tragedia‟ de los Ñáñigos,” Ortiz argues that the similarities between the religious 

ceremony of the “sacrifice” among the ñáñigos and Ancient Greek tragedy are due to a common origin in 

ancient practices from Egypt, Crete, Thrace, Eleusis, and other regions of the Aegean sea (79).    
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 PEDAGOGO. Primero [Egisto] te enseñaría a estrangular. 

ORESTES. Algo que tú no me has enseñado, y lo que es peor, que no 

podrás enseñarme . . .  En nuestra ciudad los gimnastas y los parlanchines 

forman la casta superior . . .  Con tu ciencia, ni yo mismo podría 

estrangularme.  

PEDAGOGO. Uno mana virtud y no sangre, aunque los Egistos digan otra  

cosa. (26) 

Strangling is, as suggested in the dialogue quoted above, an art of the “casta superior.” 

This “superior caste” probably did not include many black Cubans—that is, with the very 

significant exception of Fulgencio Batista, who was often called “el Mulato.”
71

 The 

indirect implication of Afro-Cuban religion through Indian thuggery may thus be a form 

of making Egisto a recognizable representation of Batista. The fact that Egisto intends to 

replace Agamenón, another tyrant, further suggests an analogy with the figures of both 

Batista and Machado. 

 The strangling rites characteristic of the Garrigó City determine the quality that 

Electra‟s body needs to assume in order to defeat Egisto and Clitemnestra. To 

Clitemnestra‟s request to strangle Electra, Egisto replies: “¿Crees que se puede 

estrangular a un fluido?” (35). Indeed, towards the end of the play Electra‟s body is said 

to have become “un fluido.” Nothing in the actress‟ appearance, however, reveals to the 

audience the change in Electra that the other characters describe as a physical one. 
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 For instance, the ex-Sergeant Batista is called “el Mulato” in Piñera‟s play “Aire frío”: “Tendremos 

Mulato para rato” (197). Argote-Freyre reproduces an observation made by Batista‟s son regarding his 

father: “His friends called him el indio [the Indian], and his enemies called him el negro [black man]” (4). 

“Indio,” clearly, from America and not from India. But perhaps Piñera intended a pun making Egisto, the 

Indian thug, a representation of “el indio” Batista. 
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Electra‟s transformation first becomes apparent to Clitemnestra who, after the murder of 

Agamenón, is afraid of becoming the next victim. Later on, Egisto and the Pedagogue 

confirm that Electra‟s body is literally out of control: 

PEDAGOGO. [E]ste palacio va a llenarse con un fluido nuevo que se 

llama Electra. Todo aquí se convertirá en Electra. [To Clitemnestra] 

¿Formarías tú parte de esa infinita multiplicación de Electras? 

CLITEMESTRA. Una infinita multiplicación de Electras [ . . .] Aquí todo 

es Electra. El color Electra, el sonido Electra, el odio Electra, el día 

Electra, la noche Electra, la venganza Electra  . .  ¡Electra, Electra, Electra, 

Electra, Electra! (35) 

Egisto warns Clitemnestra: “Esta casa cruje, amenaza volverse un revoltijo de material 

Electra” (35). Just as radioactive material, the “material Electra” imprints her?/its? 

destabilizing effect on everything that comes near— both objects and persons. Most 

significantly, Clitemnestra mistakes her beloved Orestes for his sister. After she realizes 

her mistake, she insists nonetheless: “No, tú no eres Orestes, eres Electra. Yo no soy 

Clitemnestra, soy Electra. ¿Ignoras que aquí todo es Electra?” (36). Electra‟s fluid body 

moves between the in/animated, but also between (or beyond) genders.   

The uncanny quality of Electra‟s body represents a contagious uncertainty that 

extends to most categories of identity. For the machista/matriarchal Garrigó City, this 

uncertainty represents the subversion of its polarized gender regime. Following this line 

of thought, Matías Montes Huidobro has observed that  Electra is really “[a]sexual, 

Electra no es hombre ni mujer: es monstruo cruel con la infinita crueldad de los dioses” 
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(158). In Montes Huidobro‟s interpretation, Electra “está destinada a luchar contra el 

machismo y el hembrismo,” because of her “asexuality” (151). According to him, 

Electra‟s rebellion does not destroy simply an oppressive sexual/gender regime, but the 

very foundations of the Cuban nation. Therefore, in his view, Electra is “anticubana” 

(154), and the destruction of machismo/matriarchy entails “la destruccion de los 

elementos tropicales de la cubanidad, verdadero castramiento” (154). Montes Huidobro‟s 

interpretation of Electra and of Cuban eroticism actually reveals the strength and 

pervasiveness of the machista/matriarchal construction that Piñera criticizes in this play.          

 I agree with Montes Huidobro‟s view that Electra represents rebellion at the 

national level, but I disagree with his negative depiction of that rebellion: the destruction 

of machismo/matriarchy is fortunately far from obliterating all possible sexuality (as he 

implies when he refers to “un verdadero castramiento” and depicts Electra as “asexual”), 

but in fact opens up new possibilities for it. And if it is true that Piñera‟s heroine destroys 

the old erotic foundations of Cubanness, it does not follow that she is “anticubana,” but 

rather that the national foundations need to be reformulated. I also depart from Montes 

Huidobro‟s view of what he considers Piñera‟s prophetic insight. For him, Electra‟s 

rebellion foreshadows the 1959 Revolution in its “[d]estrucción de la familia y de la fe, 

subordinación a un todo implacable, culto a una personalidad única, omnipresente” (158). 

Electra closing the door at the end of the play thus anticipates “[la]Cuba castrista cerrada 

a la luz por la fuerza de la monstruosidad” (160). Montes Huidobro ignores the fact that 

the 1959 Revolution did not abolish machismo and matriarchy, but rather reformulated 

them in the ideology of the New Man. 
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 Montes Huidobro‟s characterization of Electra‟s “asexuality” as a monstrosity 

falls into the traditional stigmatization of sexual transgression. In the photograph of the 

actress Lilian Llerena as Electra, in the final scene of the play, there are no visible 

physical makers of the change that is so dramatically described by the characters (Teatro 

1960, “Fotos de las obras,” 6). The moment that precedes the invisible transformation, 

significantly, is a scene of anagnorisis or recognition in which the play most resembles 

its Greek models. In that scene, Electra awaits the arrival of “el verdadero Orestes,” 

alleging that his brother has hitherto been a stranger to her. She finds out that Orestes is 

in fact “the real one” when he answers that what he must do is to kill Clitemnestra and 

then to leave the Garrigó house.  

 The recognition happens at the moment when the two siblings overcome their 

separation.  Electra describes the history of this separation as follows: “De ese nombre 

[Orestes] tuve un hermano al que muy pequeño perdí, por las intrigas sentimentales de 

nuestros padres . . . . Mi padre me tomó, y a Orestes su madre” (32). The motives behind 

this separation process illustrate Piñera‟s subversive rendering of the Freudian Oedipal 

scenario: the girl is “taken” (i.e. forced or seduced) by the father to love him and to be 

feminine; conversely, the mother seduces the son. The recognition of the matricidal 

Orestes as “the real one” entails more than his renunciation of his mother‟s love; indeed, 

through this decision he recovers freedom in the face of imposed forms of masculinity 

and heterosexuality. A similar freedom is achieved by Electra at that point. The Chorus 

recounts the reunion: “Ya se encuentran dos hermanos/ separados por un muro/ hecho por 

padres impuros/ contra secretos arcanos” (33). What “arcane secrets” does the wall hide? 
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Indeed the implied, but never explicit, subversion of polarized genders and normative 

heterosexuality.   

Electra‟s fluid body, with its “infinita multiplicación,” represents an idea “with a 

long history in philosophy, theology and psychoanalysis,” namely “the belief that sexual 

deviance leads to undifferentiation” (Dollimore 260). In spite of that long history, 

however, Piñera‟s characterization of Electra‟s body constitutes the specific product of 

the age of both nuclear physics and modern mass media. Her power to penetrate, 

transform, or contaminate other bodies resembles the phenomenon of radioactivity.
72

 In 

the years preceding Piñera‟s writing of “Electra,” fears and hopes around atomic energy 

were a well-established part of mass culture, patent in American movies such as the 1936 

“Invisible Ray,” and the 1940 “Dr. Cyclops” (Weart 67, 63).
73

 Spencer Weart also reports 

that in the late twenties and thirties, radioactive material was widely praised as a 

“transmutational wonder” (48), and the most fantastic implications were drawn from the 

fact that “rays could be used to alter creatures” (49). This is just what Electra‟s body 

does: it penetrates and transforms other bodies.
74

       

Impossible to harm or strangle, Electra‟s ubiquitous body also evokes a form of 

disembodiment characteristic of the mass media. Still, unlike her parents‟ melodramatic 

and stereotypical “reproductions,” Electra‟s “multiplications” are unexpected, out of 
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 See Chapter 4 for an analysis of nuclear and apocalyptic themes in Piñera‟s poetry. 
73

 In Universal Studios‟ “The Invisible Ray,” a deranged scientist ends up consumed by radioactivity 

(Weart 67). “Dr. Cyclops” (1940) tells the story of another evil scientist who sought “the cosmic force of 

creation” in a radium mine and used rays to destroy and reshape living matter (Weart 63).      
74

 In a monologue, Electra muses about light and its “violenta ondulación” (17). Light‟s “violent 

undulation” and its power (only light can give Electra “las armas que necesito”) evoke powerful rays, 

indeed, radioactivity. Electra sees her body as having light‟s properties. Practically immaterial, it can‟t be 

harmed: “Qué me podría penetrar?  . . .  La misma mano que entrara por el lado derecho encontraría su 

mano en el lado izquierdo” (17).              
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control, unsentimental. Electra‟s powers of physical transformation represent the end of 

the trite forms of self-representation on which her parents relied. The end of the tyranny 

of “reproduction” is symbolized by the departure of the servants/mimes in the third act. 

The servants help Orestes and Electra set the stage for the murder of Clitemnestra, 

bringing her a poisoned “frutabomba”
75

 on a silver tray, and then abandon the house 

while making mocking reverences.   

Clitemnestra once remarks regarding Electra that she is “una gran actriz” who 

“vive en el mundo sólo para representar” (17). Electra‟s body at the end of the play 

indeed symbolizes an unbound power of representation: Clitemnestra, Orestes, mirror, 

door or comb, Electra can become anything. At the end, alone, she somberly reserves to 

herself the unbridled but solitary power of self-representation by closing the door (“¡La 

puerta Electra!”38) 

The disintegration of the Garrigó house represents the radical erasure of Cuba‟s 

erotic and political foundations, which are seen as irreparably flawed.  There is no space 

left in the house for either Cuban or foreign sentimental fictions that may help reshape 

the national foundations. What is left instead is an unbound, nebulous, but powerful 

source of transformation and representation: Electra‟s body. She represents the possibility 

of a new beginning, but what this may be like is hidden behind the closed door, as an 

interrogation similar to that regarding Orestes‟ future as an exile.  
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 As Montes Huidobro remarks, the “frutabomba” or papaya is a symbol for the vagina in Cuban culture 

(146), thus her death represents her falling into “las redes de su propio sexo” (147). 
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2.2 Trapped Audiences: Two Versions of the Murder of the Cuban Family  

With Electra‟s final transformation (her “fluid” body out of control) the 

representation of the self escapes the familial/national paradigm of exhaustive repetition 

powered by mass media models. In contrast with the play, although following its same 

logic, the two short stories discussed in this section have paralysis and entrapment as 

central metaphors to convey a social critique. Strikingly different in their narrative style, 

“El álbum” (1944) and “Unas cuantas cervezas” (1951) both focus on the problem of the 

reception of mass media images and narratives. Audiences are in these cases unwitting 

victims of killing performances, actually murdering acts disguised as innocuous 

representations. The numbness or coldness these audiences manifest as they are 

“victimized” is bound to both amuse and shock the reader, even as the narrative itself 

expresses detachment and indifference. Indeed, both stories reflect Piñera‟s guiding 

principle in his 1956 short story collection Cuentos fríos of “exponer los puros hechos” 

(Cuentos fríos 7). Daniel Balderston rightly remarks that a “mezcla insólita de trivialidad 

y violencia” characterizes Piñera‟s “cold” style (“Lo grotesco” 174-75).  

The narrative means by which Piñera achieves emotional detachment could not be 

more different in these two stories. “El álbum” is an exuberant narration which 

simultaneously parodies the social chronicle, the romance novel, and the neo-baroque 

style so dear to Lezama.
76

 The story takes place at a guesthouse, a pretentiously decorated 

mansion with signs of deterioration. The narrator, a newcomer, is seduced into joining all 
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 In “Neobarroco y representación en „El álbum,‟” Eugenio Ballou discusses this story as a “parodia 

carnivalesca” of the neo-baroque style. He follows Frederic Jameson‟s notion of parody as a “género que se 

burla de las excentricidades e idiosincrasias de un estilo” (169). Here I use the term parody in the same 

traditional sense.    
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the other guests in one of the famous soirées in which the lady of the house exhibits the 

landlords‟ photo album. Her presentation of a single wedding photograph takes eight 

uninterrupted months. While the narrator enthusiastically reproduces the Lady-owner‟s 

descriptions, a few isolated remarks reveal the fact that the entire house is immersed in 

death, filth, and economic discrimination: the guests eat, sleep, and defecate on their 

seats. Detachment or “coldness” is thus achieved by how the narrator‟s interest shifts 

from the important to the trivial.  

  “Unas cuantas cervezas,” in contrast, is narrated in a minimalist style 

reminiscent of that of a movie script, often suppressing articles and prepositions. A third-

person narrator reports events that took place twenty years prior: an extremely wealthy 

gentleman (“hombre de aspecto distinguido” 157
77

) visits Far and his wife Mud and hires 

them to murder a family of mother, father, and eight children. The gentleman explains 

that his motive is revenge: during a ball, a daughter of the Azut family was invited to 

dance one more time than his own daughter. The nameless visitor requests an elaborated 

murder. The three of them cheerfully discuss several horrific plans of murder over 

coffee—hanging, hundreds of strikes with an ax, castration, and rape. They finally drown 

the family in beer inside a gigantic bottle, and they film the event. The choice seems to be 

based on the fact that the Azut father is in the business of beer-making. From the 

beginning of the filmed murder until the end of the story, the narration switches from the 

preterite to the present, intensifying the analogy with a movie script. The gentleman sits 
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 The quotations of “Unas cuantas cervezas” and “El álbum” in this section are taken from the 2006 edition 

of Cuentos fríos by Lectorum. 
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in a movie-director chair, Far operates the camera, and Mud fills the bottle with the beer. 

The agony and the filming take two hours, swiftly summarized in the narration.  

Twenty years later Far and Mud have become wealthy (thanks to their crime), live 

abroad, and are having a party. After the party, a young man and an old gentleman start 

the projection of the movie entitled “Muerte familia Azut” (“Death Family Azut”) in Far 

and Mud‟s living room. The gentleman reveals that he is the “autor intelectual” of the 

murder and that the young man is the only survivor of the Azut family— who was a baby 

at the time of the murder. The old gentleman has raised him, showing him the movie 

often since his early childhood. Far and Mud are unpleasantly surprised, but they are soon 

relieved to see that the young man finds the movie very funny. Far and Mud praise the 

movie as “deliciosa” and “refrescante,” just as if describing a beer. Finally the visitors are 

invited to spend the night at the house. Everybody is very tired after the party; the story 

closes with the observation “tomorrow will be another day.” The character representing 

the victims‟ side seems to flatly interpret the movie as a comedy. But the closing 

observation, if only vaguely, suggests a possible turn of events. Is he perhaps preparing 

for revenge? 

 The contrasting narrative styles of these two stories, exuberant versus minimalist, 

both accomplish a “cold” account of violent and important events, received indifferently 

by the characters concerned. The narrative differences evidently lie in the different media 

genres parodied by the stories. Whereas the combination of social chronicle, romantic 

novel, and neo-baroque style characteristic of the narrative of “El álbum” appears as 

traditionally Cuban, “Unas cuantas cervezas” reflects different foreign influences from 
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the world of film. The film within the story—with its theatrical setting, muted action and 

accompanying music—bears some resemblance with German expressionist film.
78

 

However, the overall plot involving crime as a lucrative enterprise, the idea of family 

honor, and the paid criminals Far and Mud, are all elements that evoke American 

gangster movies.
79

 In films such as the 1931 gangster classic “The Public Enemy,” based 

on the novel Beer and Blood, by John Bright, beer-making (the business of the Azut 

family and their murderer) clearly constitutes the very essence of criminal activity. Far 

and Mud are English names in the original, and they seem an attempt to point out and 

describe the reality of a far-away country— the U.S.? Cuba?  Significantly, several 

references to modern technology appear in the latter short story, linking the idea of 

modernization to both U.S. culture and cinema. “El álbum,” instead, reflects the 

pretensions of nobility typical of Cuba as a former Spanish colony. The characteristic 

note of the guest house is that of decadence, not of modernity. In spite of these 

differences, however, the coldness and numbness of both stories revolves around the 

suspended, yet life-like images of photography and film. 

 Pointing out the most salient difference between photography and film, Barthes 

gives us a key to understand the underlying similarity between the photograph of the 
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 The art director of the classic expressionist film “The Gabinet of Dr. Caligari,” Hermann Warm, 

remarked that in the setting of the film he was looking for a design “turned away from the real,” filled with 

“visionary, nightmarish” images (Scheunemann 137). The giant bottle of beer may be considered such a 

nightmarish image.      
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 In his prologue to the 2001 edition of his book on American Gangster film, Jack Shadoian describes 

certain defining characteristics of the genre which apply to Piñera‟s story, most notably: the representation 

of social and economic “self-advancement” as a “criminal process” (6), “the disintegration and destruction 

of the family, and on occasion the substitution of a „false‟ family” (7), and the representation of “the 

gangster as a kind of patron protecting the interests of capitalist enterprise, and Mafia families as guardians 

and caretakers of disappearing values” (16). The latter characteristic is expressed by the old gentleman‟s 

overwrought sense of his daughter‟s honor.             
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guest house owner, the Lady, cutting her wedding cake in the company of her new 

husband and guests and the movie “Muerte familia Azut.” According to Barthes, “[w]hen 

we define the Photograph as a motionless image, this does not mean only that the figures 

it represents do not move; it means that they do not emerge, do not leave: they are 

anesthetized and fastened down, like butterflies” (57). Trapped in a bottle, the characters 

of “Muerte” are as fastened down as butterflies; they are unable to leave the bottle or, 

therefore, the screen. Indeed, both the wedding photograph in the short story “El álbum” 

and the film “Muerte” represent entrapment. In “El álbum,” the idea of entrapment is 

emphasized by the presence of a painted door in the background of the room represented 

in the photograph. The Lady says to her audience of guests regarding this door: “Era una 

puerta falsa, quiero decir que era una puerta pintada, es decir, que no existía, ¿lo oyen? [. 

. .] Esto era lo que precisamente me llenaba de terror; ya que existen puertas, al menos 

que tengan salida; a cualquier sitio que fuere, pero que tengan salida” (47). All of the 

Lady‟s stories revolve around the scene in the photograph. The neo-baroque quality of 

these stories, with their huge number of characters and exhaustiveness of description, 

only makes more apparent her inability to move beyond the pictured scene—as if she was 

in fact trapped by an unreal door.      

In both “El álbum” and “Unas cuantas cervezas,” entrapment first happens within 

the object of exhibition and then extends to its audience. In the first story, the audience of 

guests attends the eight-month-long exhibition, oblivious of “los peligros del hambre y de 

la peste” (38). The presence of “la Mujer de Piedra” in that audience (an uncanny 

character who slowly turns into stone, dying towards the end of the exhibition) in fact 
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suggests that the real plague in the house is paralysis. The guests‟ blindness in relation to 

their own situation is paralleled by the fact that the photograph exhibited is an object that 

most of them cannot see at all. Only those who have paid for the best seats can see 

anything. In “Unas cuantas cervezas,” blindness appears as an emotional condition. The 

young Azut simply cannot perceive anything horrible in the spectacle of the murder of his 

family. This effect is achieved through repeated exposure: since he was a child, the old 

man has put “en su linda cabecita divertido film inundación mortal padres y hermanos” 

(159).  

The real agony filmed in “Muerte familia Azut” is received as art (and worse, as 

comedy) by the young Azut: “divertido film,” “cine hace prodigios” (159). The story thus 

constitutes a reflection about the psychological and affective dislocations that allow 

reality to be perceived as fiction. Marina Warner‟s reflections on the new realism of films 

like Mel Gibson‟s 2004 “The Passion of the Christ” and the production of the torture 

pictures at the Abu Ghraib prison are pertinent to describe the dislocation at the center of 

Piñera‟s story. Warner argues that the making of the Abu Ghraib photographs of torture 

“conveyed how the consumption of fantasy can denature us. They reveal the 

disappearance of act into image. In these trophy pictures, the subject‟s existence as a 

person vaporizes” (Phantasmagoria 353). Thorugh the repetitive and hyperbolic 

representation of pain, both photography and film can distort and ultimately extinguish 

the human implications of suffering as well as the spectator‟s ability to empathize with it. 

Warner sees the production of the Abu Ghraib photographs as symptomatic of a 

contemporary culture of “disembodiment,” best represented by recent trends in film and 
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T.V. that relish in the exhaustive representation of physical violence. In such 

representations “something twists and directs the audience towards unfeeling” 

(Phantasmagoria 351). In spite of the escalation of unfeeling representations of violence 

in the first decade of the 21
st
 century, we must observe that it was precisely during the 

fifties that “the brutalization of the audience [. . .] took on systematic form” in the genre 

of American gangster/crime film (Shadoian 8). Shadoian observes in relation to the 

reception of this genre that “[a]udiences have been known to laugh at the head-to-toe 

enactments of blood lust” (17). Indeed, in his 1951 short story Piñera was already 

reflecting upon the effects on the audience of the disembodied violence of film. 

Warner describes the tortured but somehow inhuman bodies of films like the 

“Passion of the Christ” as “image-flesh” and “cyber-matter,” endowed with “a form of 

angelic apatheia” (Phantasmagoria 352). The fantastic disease of petrification that takes 

over the flesh of a character in “El álbum” is an apt metaphor to describe a form of 

unfeeling or apatheia that results from the interaction between a photographic 

representation and its audience. Since both the photograph and the film constitute sites of 

unfeeling in these stories, the question arises of whether they should be interpreted as 

symbols for the “coldness” of the narratives themselves. Daniel Balderston seems to 

suggest an affirmative answer when he asserts that the painted door in the scene of the 

photograph in “El álbum” stands for a symbol of art: “[e]l arte es para Piñera esa puerta 

falsa, esa puerta desasosegante porque promete una apertura que no se produce” (“Lo 

grotesco” 177). Clearly the power of photography to awe, fascinate, and frighten in the 

story is the same as that of the painted door. Indeed, just as the Lady is terrified by the 
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door, another character featured in the photograph, Señora Dalmau, is known to have 

panic attacks when photographed (45). 

In an article written in 1947, Piñera criticizes the idea of literature as an obsessive 

form of evasion by labeling it as “tantalizing”—this adjective describes perfectly the 

enticing but ultimately false door in the story. For Piñera, “tantalismo” is a stylistically 

sophisticated form of evasion or denial against the lack of cohesiveness of the Latin 

American reality. Piñera declares that the best of Argentinean literature (by authors 

Macedonio Fernández, Oliverio Girondo, and Jorge Luis Borges) is merely “tantalizing,” 

and affirms that Latin American writers first need to transcend such “tantalismo” in order 

to reach the stature of Proust, Kafka, and Melville in their work.  According to Piñera, 

“tantalizing” authors prefer to orchestrate in their writing sophisticated forms of evasion 

rather that deal frontally with the “real”—the fruits and water ever near and visible but 

out of reach for Tantalus in the underworld, according to Homer‟s account of the myth. 

Piñera compares the neglect (“suplantación” or “escamoteo”-176) of the real in favor of 

elaborate narratives of evasion in Argentine literature to an act of concealment, adding: 

“[a]nte una producción espiritual [latino]americana
80

 siempre nos preguntaremos, no lo 

que el artista quiso expresar, sino lo que el artista quiso ocultar” (“Nota sobre la literatura 

argentina de hoy” 176). In a section of the article focusing on Borges‟ narratives, Piñera 

proposes the image of an excessively ornamented cake as a metaphor for tantalizing 

literature: “Imaginemos todavía un pastel del cual la ornamentada superficie de 

merengues y grageas se repitiera incansablemente, pero, ¿y la masa, esto es, el edificio en 
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 Piñera uses the terms “América” and “americano” to refer to Latin America and not to the United States. 

This is evident in passages where he contrasts the situation in “América” to that in the latter country. 
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sí, la verdadera arquitectura?” (“Nota” 176) Without a doubt, the tantalizing (wedding) 

cake figures at the center of the photograph in “El álbum”—written three years prior to 

the article.  

 Clearly, there is a difference between Piñera‟s “cold” narratives and the 

deadening, paralyzing, tantalizing art represented by a mostly invisible photograph and 

the film “Muerte” (the latter being as tantalizing as the photograph because it constitutes 

a brutal substitution of life by art, reality by representation). In all its emotional 

detachment and its mixture of violence and triviality, Piñera‟s “cold” style of narration 

does not aim at paralyzing the reader or dull her emotionally; rather, Piñera aims at 

distancing his reader from the numbed spectators/protagonists depicted in the stories. 

Piñera delineates his solution for how to escape tantalizing literature: 

hay que partir al fondo último de la conciencia y asentarse en una realidad 

muy real, que procurándonos cifras, llaves, conclusiones y respuestas, va, 

también, a otorgárselos al lector, para no dejarlo en la insólita, extraña 

situación de un mundo dado gratuitamente, y en el que, repetimos, siempre 

se preguntará por lo que el autor dejó oculto” (“Nota” 77). 

 Piñera‟s idea of the literary text thus emerges as something like a labyrinth with 

Ariadna‟s thread already available inside it; many layers of frosting on the wedding cake 

but with bread underneath: codes, keys, answers. He argues in favor of a middle point 

between transparency and gratuitous or indecipherable hermeticism. 

 For the reader of both stories it is obvious that some of the characters (the guests 

in “El álbum,” the young Azut) are wronged in some way and thus in need of retribution 
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or revenge. Their paralysis in fact represents their inability to act on this necessity. Many 

references in both texts point at problems in the broader social context, inviting the 

reading of the stories as national allegories. Given the fact that, as Balderston remarks, 

Piñera‟s stories lack “señales evidentes que indiquen al lector cómo reaccionar”, the 

outward narrative signs that could anchor an interpretation of Piñera‟s stories as social or 

national allegories usually seem superficial or trivial. As I will argue, the social criticism 

in these two stories revolves around two general topics: 1. economic/social inequality and 

2. heterosexist regimentation. Both issues become intertwined in the narratives, thus 

delineating a critique of what Doris Sommer would call the national “erotics of politics” 

(6).   

 It is not irrelevant that the picture exhibited in “El álbum” happens to be a 

wedding picture, nor that it constitutes the tantalizing center that holds together the 

community of the guest house. If the foundational fictions studied by Sommer allegorize 

national consolidation through the romantic alliance of men and women who represent 

different social sectors of the population, the wedding spectacle in “El álbum” has the 

opposite effect: it consolidates economic inequality and dispels the will to fight it. This 

occurs through a surprising mixture of religiosity and an exhuberance of stories that 

revolve around heterosexual desire. The combination is not innocent, for clearly in 

Piñera‟s context the Catholic Church was the preeminent institution that validated 

heterosexual marriage. Although Louis Pérez has remarked that, unlike other Latin 

American countries, the Catholic Church has had in Cuba a rather limited influence (To 
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Die 243-47)
81

 this does not mean that Catholicism was not a dominant cultural force in 

the island, especially among the urban middle class. The relevance of Catholicism for the 

writers of the Orígenes group makes Piñera‟s mockery of religion especially significant 

in a story that parodies Catholic Lezama Lima‟s proto-baroque style. 

 When the Lady and her husband enter the living room where the exhibition will 

take place, he carries the photo album “en sus brazos, como los sacerdotes llevan la 

Sagrada Forma en el cojín de terciopelo” (43). Just as the “photo-album” is represented 

as a sacred offering, the wedding cake is also characterized as a host when the Lady 

narrates how she offered a slice to a friend by saying words from the Mass consecration 

rite: “Querida, come de mi carne” (47).
82

 Indeed, the exhibition has a sacred character for 

the guests. The Porter sells the best seats to the wealthy guests, but the poor guests refuse 

to complain to the Lady because they are afraid of offending her with the knowledge of 

that “negocio sucio que manchaba la pureza de aquel acto” (36). The entire exhibition of 

the photograph is thus compared to a ceremony of religious communion, the most 

obvious effect of which is to appease the poor guests of the house. As the narrator reports 

while observing the guests: “La felicidad de aquella gente era absoluta, y ni la más 

categórica reparación social los habría satisfecho tanto como los satisfacían las 

explicaciones de la dama” (46).   
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 Pérez refers to a study published in 1959 according to which in rural Cuba “only 16% of all marriages 

were officiated by the Church” (To Die 245). Another study from 1938 indicates that “religion as such was 

practiced almost exclusively by women in the cities,” men considering that “the woman in the house was 

sufficient representative for the whole family” (246).  
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An allusion to Christ‟s words to his disciples during the Last Supper: “eat from my flesh and drink from 

my blood.”   
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Marriage as both symbol of national unity and the means to achieve it is thus 

presented in “El álbum” as a deceptive notion. And whereas in Martí‟s ideal Cuban 

family the man was “the center of phallic power” (Bejel 27) and a figure which should 

combine “the warrior” with the “delicate poet” (Bejel 14), the husband in “El álbum” is 

always silent and supremely bored (he falls asleep at one point during the album 

exhibition). His main function is to nod affirmatively when the Lady asks him 

“¿Recuerdas, Olegario?” or “¿No es verdad, Olegario?” Marriage in Piñera‟s portrait 

clearly does not lead men to become poets or heroes. 

The topic of hatred among families in “Unas cuantas cervezas” similarly 

undermines the idea that national unity both rests upon family relations and is 

comparable to those relations. Here, the criticized model of national unity is one which 

implies that solidarity exists naturally among almost identical families. Agamenón 

Garrigó proposes this view of the nation as a network of interrelated families in the play 

“Electra”: “Si esta ciudad ha resistido durante milenios a sus enemigos, ha sido a causa 

de la unión entre las familias; las familias formando una inmensa familia” (39). In “Unas 

cuantas cervezas,” the gentleman who pays for the murder stresses the similarity between 

his family and the Azuts: “Ellos son diez, incluidos padre y madre. Todos llenos de vida, 

de ilusiones, de cerveza. Nosotros, quiero decir mi familia, somos once, llenos también 

de vida, de ilusiones, de cerveza” (157). Similarity fails to produce unity; furthermore, 

similarity makes minor differences all the most significant, indeed unbearable: the fact 

that one family has eleven members, not ten, is taken as a scandal; that one daughter has 

been invited to dance one time less than the other is enough to justify mass murder. 
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The topics of economic inequality, corruption, impunity, and violence closely 

recall the period of Cuban history during which these two stories were written. Between 

the years of 1944 and 1953 the Partido Auténtico ruled in Cuba through the 

administrations of Ramón Grau San Martín and Prío Socarrás.
83

 Although this party 

opposed Fulgencio Batista and was considered a vehicle of the revolutionary causes of 

the thirties, its record of political achievement was disappointing. The shades of the 

gangster world in “Unas cuantas cervezas” echo the mixture of politics and criminal 

behavior common during this period, publicly known as “gangsterismo.” Louis Pérez 

describes this historical period as follows:     

Embezzlement, graft, corruption, and malfeasance of public office  

permeated every branch of national, provincial, and municipal 

government. The public trust was transformed into a private till. Politics 

passed under the control of party thugs, and a new word entered the Cuban 

political lexicon: gangsterismo. Violence and terror became extensions of 

party politics and the hallmark of Auténtico rule. (Cuba 284) 

To assure Far and Mud that they will enjoy impunity after the crime, the gentleman offers 

a simple solution: “yo me declaro autor del hecho” (158). Some people are plainly above 

the law.  

 Just as the cutting of the wedding cake is an extremely significant element in “El 

álbum,” the reason for the gentleman‟s revenge in “Unas cuantas cervezas” is important. 
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 Piñera lived for several years of the Auténtico period in Buenos Aires, between 1946-47, and 1950-54. 

“Unas cuantas cervezas” was actually written in Buenos Aires. However, he also experienced life in Cuba 

during the Auténtico rule. In “Aire frío,” Luz Marina compares politics in Cuba during these years to a 

story of Chicago gangsters.   
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The offense of having one‟s daughter dancing one less time than someone else‟s daughter 

is clearly ridiculous. It highlights the disproportionate importance given in the Cuban 

society to the pretentious ceremonies of the middle and high classes, rites that revolve 

around and legitimize heterosexual desire and marriage. 

 Not only is the failure of national union reflected in the impossibility of marriage 

and the family to bridge social differences: national turmoil and discontent are reflected 

in the relations between men and women. Balderston comments that the women in “El 

álbum” seek revenge on men; men in their stories appear as kidnappers, rapists, or 

suicidal blackmailers who want to force them into marriages of convenience (177). 

Indeed, most of the tales of heterosexual desire in “El álbum” highlight infelicity. 

Similarly, in “Unas cuantas cervezas” the chivalrous, gAlant masculinity displayed at 

elegant balls (such as the one during which the “offense” takes place) is brutally denied 

in the scene of the “beer bottle” drowning: while the mother refuses to climb on her 

husband‟s shoulders to avoid drowning, “las hijas, más modernas, se suben sobre sus 

hermanos, pero éstos, mucho más modernos, se suben sobre sus hermanas” (158). Unlike 

their father, the brothers are not willing to offer their shoulders to the females to try to 

save them; they step on their bodies instead. Their lack of concern for chivalry makes 

them “modern.”  

 In both stories, paralysis and entrapment reflect the flaws in the normative regime 

of gender/sexuality. In “El álbum,” the racial prejudices and moral limitations defining 

heterosexual relations are emphasized from the beginning. First Minerva, a character who 

prefigures the Lady in her endless gossiping, tells the narrator the story of a white woman 
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who runs away with her lover, a mulatto. Minerva describes this woman as a crazy whore 

(“una puta” with “mala cabeza”-39). Later on, the Woman of Stone tells the narrator that 

she once had an affair with “un carbonero que era un dios” (42).  The term “coal-seller” 

probably means that this man was black—not just from the lower classes. This 

“carbonero” runs away terrified when he discovers the Woman‟s paralysis: “Una noche 

descubrió que ya no tenía movimiento en el cuerpo, y lleno de terror abandonó mi lecho” 

(42). The Woman‟s disease of petrification seems caused by the rituals of the exhibition 

of “El álbum.” She dies during the exhibition, eager to absorb all of the Lady‟s words.  

In her analysis of this story, Valerio-Holguín points out at the ambiguity of the 

stone disease: “[l]a rigidez y la dureza son ambiguas ya que si por un lado connotan 

frigidez y muerte, por el otro, prefiguran la tensión preorgásmica y la erección fálico-

clitórica” (55). Indeed, the Woman of Stone‟s capacity to enjoy sex with her lover is 

(tantalizingly) substituted for the spectacle of “El álbum.” The exhibition is thus tacitly 

compared to a masturbatory ceremony performed though and facilitated by the discourse 

of the popular novels built around the topic of heterosexual desire.
84

  

Both comparing and opposing the masturbatory exhibition of “El álbum” to a 

different mediatic engagement of sexual desire, the narrator comments towards the end of 
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 In popular romantic narratives, the plots of heterosexual desire are invariably interspersed with detailed 

descriptions of the objects and clothing involved in the action. This style is parodied throughout “El 

álbum.” Take for example Minerva‟s description of her wedding dress, an anticipation of the Lady‟s 

descriptions:  

La saya era de campana con aplicaciones de tul blanco. La blusa era una preciosidad: 

tenía cinco vueltas de cinta con pespunte a mano . . . ¿Y el sombrero? . . . Era un 

modelito del invierno pasado, que Camacho, el sombrerero, no había podido vender. (39) 

Notice the similarity with a random passage from the romance  novel Sombras en su vida, to which Piñera 

refers in his play “Aire frío”: 

Se había puesto Aida un traje color verde mar de un tejido suave y fino, de corte japonés, 

con bordados de relieve en el busto. La falda, de hechura lisa, con dos pequeñas aperturas 

en los bordes, moldeaba las líneas perfectas de su cuerpo juvenil. (125) 
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the story: “Aquello sí constituía un espectáculo magnífico, y no esas insípidas sesiones de 

cine con su insoportable cámara obscura y sus inevitables masturbaciones” (48). As Ian 

Lumdsen explains, several movie theatres in pre-revolutionary Havana were typical 

places for gay encounters (and indeed movie theatres invited furtive sexual encounters in 

general). Lezama Lima leaves in Paradiso an account of a character who was evidently in 

search of what Piñera calls the “inevitables masturbaciones” inside the movie theatres. 

Lorenzo García Vega quotes the passage from Paradiso in which the hand of an unknown 

man “fue a posarse en el sexo de Alberto Olalla” (García Vega 30). With the narrator‟s 

casual comment on the masturbations in movie theatres, the reader is invited to compare 

between different ceremonies of erotic desire. On the one hand, there are the furtive 

encounters in front of the flickering images of the cinema; on the other, the eroticized 

contemplation of the fixed wedding image. The existence of alternative spaces of desire, 

of different audiences and performances, makes the entrapment of the guests all the more 

laughable and horrifying.          

To conclude I return to the surviving member of the Azut. I mentioned that the 

reader may suspect that his apparent nonchalance conceals a decision to take revenge on 

Far and Mud latent in the concluding sentence: “mañana será otro día.” Still, this 

character incarnates another important ambiguity. We read that the young Azut is a 

“mancebo bellísimo modales afinados, pleno ya de vicios encantadores” (159).  This 

refined young man represents the unexpected rebirth of the dandy amidst tropical 

gangsters. The narrator‟s equating of vice with charm, manners, and beauty indeed 

recreates the Cuban foundational distrust for European turn-of-the-century aestheticism 
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and its homoerotic implications; a distrust and rejection patent, for instance, in José 

Martí‟s recollection of Oscar Wilde.
85

  Is the young Azut‟s ability to respond exclusively 

at an aesthetical level necessary to adapt to the new times of real crime and violent 

movies? Is this ability something to be deplored? What seems most important is precisely 

that he incarnates these interrogations in the manner of Electra and Orestes Garrigó: as 

the survivor, full of uncertain potential, of a familial order irrevocably destroyed.    

 

2.3 In the “Altars of Horror”: “Aire frío,” Portraits, and “Radionovelas”  

The 1958 play “Aire Frío” deals with the troubles of the Romaguera family 

throughout a span of eighteen years (1940-1958) in which their lives are linked to 

political events and growing corruption, violence and poverty in Cuba. In the prologue 

“Piñera teatral,” the author says that he took his own home, parents, and siblings as main 

models for this play (27-29). The head of the Romaguera household is an abusive but 

increasingly weak patriarch, Ángel, who becomes blind towards the end of the play. Like 

Clitemnestra Garrigó, Ana, the mother, is a character fit to figure in what, in his poem 

“Solicitud de canonización de Rosa Cagí,” Piñera calls “los altares del horror.”
86

 Unlike 
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 Sylvia Molloy rightly remarks that, in spite of his approval of Wilde‟s artistic zeal, Martí was shocked by 

the latter‟s costume and appearance: “Wilde‟s physical person is another message offered up for decoding, 

a corporeal inscription of fin-de-siècle aestheticism with an obvious homoerotic subtext which, as such, 

puzzles Martí.” (“Too Wilde” 189)   
86

 Rosa Cagí‟s words accurately describe Ana‟s life: 

  Un hombre me juró amor eterno,  

  y su amor fue el infierno en la tierra. 

  Poseo en mi cuerpo más estigmas 

  de los exigidos por su Iglesia,  

  mayor cantidad de lágrimas 

  que las expresadas en centímetros cúbicos 

  en las planillas de las aspirantes a ser canonizadas,  

  mayor número de horas de insomnio, 
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Clitemnestra Garrigo, Ana Romaguera will figure in the “altars of horror” as a martyr 

rather than a bloodthirsty goddess. Ana seems to be the stereotypical mother who shapes 

Clitemnestra‟s movie-inspired dreams. After a closer look, however, we discover that, 

unlike contemporary movie portrayals in which suffering motherhood is uncomplicatedly 

saintly, Ana Romaguera‟s stubborn submissiveness appears as borderline perverse—

which is why the comparison with the more obviously transgressive Rosa Cagí seems 

appropriate.       

A poet son who leaves for Buenos Aires is clearly inspired in the figure of Piñera 

himself. His name, Oscar, is an inescapable allusion to Wilde still uncommented on by 

critics.
87

 Another son, Enrique, is the only one who lives independently in his own house 

and has a more or less stable income, but he contributes little financially to the household 

of his penurious parents. The only daughter, Luz Marina, is critical and outspoken. 

Working at home as a seamstress, she earns most of the money for the house; she even 

helps Oscar to publish his collection of poems. Throughout the play, Luz Marina 

complains about the scorching heat and dreams about buying a fan, but she is never able 

to gather enough money. Luis, a son who emigrated to the U.S., returns towards the end 

after losing his hearing as a result of severe food poisoning.         

Piñera described “Aire frío” as a  “pieza sin argumento, sin tema, sin trama y sin 

desenlace” (“Piñera teatral” 28). In fact, the play is rigorously structured. The first act 

takes place in 1940 and deals with the turmoil in the parents‟ marriage. Ángel is 

                                                                                                                                                 
  y en mis rodillas callosidades tan elocuentes 

  que mis amigas me dicen: 

  Rosa la genuflexa. (“Solicitud de canonización de Rosa Cagí,” Isla, 126)  
87

 See more on Wilde‟s importance in Piñera‟s poetry in my discussion of the 1946 poem “Treno por la 

muerte del Príncipe Fuminaro Konoye” in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.  
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infatuated with his fifteen-year-old niece; Ana knows it and suffers terribly but does not 

confront him until the end, after he ignores her pleads to give up seeing his niece. The 

scenes of the second act occur between 1950 and 1953. In this period, both Luz Marina 

and Oscar take steps to relieve themselves from the oppressive atmosphere of their home: 

Oscar leaves for Buenos Aires to pursue his literary career and, to her parents‟ 

dissatisfaction, Luz Marina marries a bus driver. The third act takes place between 1954 

and 1958. Oscar has returned from Buenos Aires without fame or fortune, and Luz 

Marina has conquered a certain measure of independence; still, family life remains 

basically unchanged and Fulgencio Batista rules the country after his 1952 coup. The 

mother‟s imminent death appears as the only prospect for drastic change within the 

family. The play‟s apparent lack of plot stems from the fact that in almost twenty years 

the family‟s oppressive poverty remains virtually unchanged.  

Considering that in 1973 Matías Montes Huidobro considered that “Aire frío” 

constituted “la obra más significativa del teatro cubano de dirección realista,” among “lo 

mejor del teatro de habla española” (173), it is surprising how little there is written about 

it. To Montes Huidobro‟s chapter in his Persona, vida y máscara en el teatro cubano we 

must add Camilla Stevens‟ discussion in her 2004 Family and Identity in Contemporary 

Cuban and Puerto Rican Drama as the most meticulous studies. Stevens convincingly 

reads the play as a national allegory in which the family exposes “in microcosm a 

national crisis” (89). She argues that the play‟s depiction of generational conflict is 

characteristic of a historical period in Cuban drama in which “the conflicting and stifling 

atmosphere of the family home” constitutes “a sign of the disintegrating Cuban Republic 
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and the need for redirection” (67). In the death of Ana Romaguera, she reads a sign of 

“the demise of the Cuban Republic” (95).      

Neither Montes Huidobro nor Stevens have sufficiently engaged the 

melodramatic fictions and other forms of media representation so influential in the 

family‟s life. As I argue below, it is mainly within this metafictional, media-saturated 

realm that national myths are exposed and contested. The realm of representations within 

the play comprises both the artistic and the mass-mediatic, ranging from 19
th

 century 

portrait to photography, from poetry and drama to radionovelas, including radio programs 

and advertisements. Besides serving as a link between the play and its audience, all of 

these multiple forms of representation prepare the articulation, through the staging of the 

family‟s picture portrait, of the play‟s closing metaphor of silent protest. The censored 

aspects of Cuban life (having to do with sexuality but also with feelings of unspeakable 

humiliation caused by both gender and class oppression) do then reach a form of 

expression, albeit in a negative form. 

 The ethical implications of representation are a central concern in “Aire frío,” 

beyond the author‟s meditations upon art, theatre and literature. In this play, 

representation implies a moral struggle regarding the affirmation of identity (primarily 

individual, but also national) in the face of oppression. Rafael Rojas remarks that in 

Piñera‟s life and writings one finds “un heroísmo de la autorrepresentación, la gloria 

íntima de una criatura inconfesable” (338). In spite of his apparent disregard for morality, 

argues Rojas, in the history of Cuban letters Piñera constitutes a “nueva rareza épica,” 

similar to a knight who fights a battle displaying his own body as a flag: “encarnando el 
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ligero estandarte de su propia persona” (338). The success of “Aire frío” with its Cuban 

audience may well lie in its presentation of self-assertion (or self-representation) as 

something both quotidian and heroic.  

Rojas‟ remarks on self-representation in Piñera can be related to a brief essay 

dating from 1974, “Los dos cuerpos,” in which the author discusses the self in relation to 

the theatre. He argues that daily life implies performance: everybody plays a variety of 

roles and must wear a number of masks. Ignoring the fact that one is constantly 

performing constitutes a risk for one‟s very humanity: “[p]ero, con muy raras 

excepciones, [uno] [no] sabe que está actuando.Y al ignorarlo, se encuentra en la 

coyuntura de convertirse en cosa, de cosificarse” (302). Through the representation of 

another, theatre reveals the true self, for theatre makes us aware of the self‟s unavoidable 

performance outside the stage: “Sé que represento en la vida un papel, y al saberlo, estoy 

en condiciones de valorar mi actuación. Y al valorarla, estoy dándole un sentido moral, y 

al dárselo, me salvo y justifico en cuanto hombre” (302). Thus, according to Piñera, 

consciously engaging life as a theatrical performance is the path to moral virtue.               

Clearly, Piñera‟s view on the self falls within the “queer ontological challenge,” 

which posits “a concept of the Self as performative, improvisational, discontinuous, and 

processually constituted by repetitive and stylized acts” (Meyer 3). The queer view of the 

self permeates “Aire frío” and is particularly patent in the depiction of Ana Romaguera. 

She does not engage in Clitemnestra‟s dream-like, melodramatic representations of 

motherhood—after all, “Aire frío” is a realistic play. However, an icon of patient 

motherhood dominates the Romaguera house, in the form of a reproduction of James 
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Abbott Whistler‟s 1871 painting “Arrangement in Grey and Black: Portrait of the 

Painter‟s Mother.” In the annotations of the play, Piñera refers to the painting as “La 

Madre,” which is how it was popularly known. “Whistler‟s Mother” decorates the left 

wall of the family‟s living and dining-room in the play‟s unchanging set.    

In relation to Ana Romaguera, the patient and religious mother in Whistler‟s 

painting
88

 introduces the notion of doubling or duplication—indeed, just as 

Clitemnestra‟s “reproductions.” The iconic character of the painting was already patent in 

its reception in the U.S. during the thirties, where it was taken as a representation of 

either universal or American motherhood, quite detached from its status as an 

experimental piece of modernist art (Sharp 88). Touring the U.S. as a loan from the 

Louvre, the painting became extraordinarily popular. The press described it as “[s]ymbol 

of the dignity and patience of motherhood” (Sharp 85). In May of 1934 the U.S. Postal 

Service issued a stamp reproducing it, in celebration of Mother‟s Day. In the play, the 

painting also functions as an indication of the relation between model/mother and 

artist/son, meta-textually pointing at Piñera‟s role as author of a play about his mother. In 

fact, Piñera may have taken the name for the mother of his play from James Whistler‟s 

mother, Anna.        

 According to Piñera‟s essay “Los dos cuerpos,” ignorance of the fact that we go 

through our lives interpreting numerous roles puts us at risk of becoming objects. Both 

Whistler‟s “Mother” and Oscar‟s comparison of her mother to a statue (“la estatua del 

                                                 
88

 In a letter in which she recounts the moment of posing as a model for her son, Anna Whistler, who was  

very religious, writes that “[i]t was a Mother‟s unceasing prayer while being the painter‟s model gave the 

expression which makes the attractive charm” (Toutziari 26) 
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sufrimiento” 365 
89

) portray Ana as a borderline inanimate object in a strict alignment 

with a prefabricated role. Towards the end of the play, the entire family poses for a 

photograph, shortly before Ana‟s death. This photograph constitutes the re-enactment of 

the pose of the silent and patient mother captured from the beginning in the painting.   

Besides “Whistler‟s Mother,” Ana‟s determination to be silent and to endure 

humiliations from her husband responds to other fictional models in the play. These come 

from the melodramatic mass culture consumed in Cuba during the forties. In the play‟s 

first act, situated in 1940, Ángel‟s infatuation with his fifteen-year-old niece Beba is 

deliberately compared to a similar situation in the theatre play “La malquerida,” written 

in 1913 by the Spaniard Jacinto Benavente. This implicit parallel is drawn when, in order 

to console Luz Marina after she argues with their father, Oscar invites her to see “La 

Malquerida” at the theatre. But Oscar‟s intention fails, for “La Malquerida” gives Luz 

Marina a way to address their father‟s infatuation indirectly. In her father‟s presence and 

with the intention of upsetting him, Luz Marina summarizes the argument of “La 

Malquerida” for their neighbor, Laura: “El padrastro enamorado de la hijastra . . .  ¡Qué 

cochino!” (301). And the conversation continues: 

LAURA. Y la madre, ¿se entera? 

LUZ MARINA. ¡Pues claro! Por una copla que canta todo el pueblo. 

 LAURA. ¿Qué hace la madre? 

 LUZ MARINA. Matar. 

                                                 
89

 The quotes of “Aire frío” are taken from the 1960 edition of Piñera‟s Teatro completo. “La estatua del 

sufrimiento,” just as “la estatua del dolor” in the short-story “La transformación,” represents an extremely 

influential stereotype of self-sacrificing femininity. The statuesque representation of moral and physical 

pain links this feminine stereotype to the statues of Christ in the homoerotic world of La carne de René. 
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 LAURA. Es muy triste. No me gusta. Esas cosas ya no pasan. 

LUZ MARINA. ¿Qué no pasan? Laura, hoy más que nunca. (Pausa) En 

esta obra es el padrastro con la hijastra [. . .] Podría lo mismo ser con la 

prima o con la sobrina. . . (302) 

“La malquerida” must have been very popular in Cuba at the time, for Luz Marina is able 

to tell the plot before seeing the play. In fact, Benavente‟s theatre was not at all alien to 

Cuban mass culture by the early forties. Iris Dávila refers to that Spanish author as 

broadly popular and a source of inspiration for radio scriptwriters:  

los libretistas del patio, al igual que amplios sectores de la población, 

estaban impregnados . . . de novelas por entregas y folletines oriundos de 

Francia; de la narrativa española catalogada de romántica y sencilla [. . .] y 

por descontado, de las calidades varias del teatro español, desde Lope de 

Vega y Zorrilla, a Benavente, pasando por Joaquín Dicenta, Núñez de 

Arce, Echegaray, y los amables hermanos Álvarez Quintero, que la propia 

radio había difundido cuando llevó el escenario a los micrófonos. (196)  

The adaptation of Spanish playwrights was common in Cuban radio since the early 

thirties (López 98-101). Oscar Luis López points out the influence of Spanish theatre in 

Cuban “radio-teatro”: “[e]l único defecto que puede atribuirse a estos iniciadores del 

drama radial es que, por su procedencia, estaban demasiado apegados al convencional 

teatro español” (100). “La malquerida,” therefore, was likely to be known to a good part 

of Piñera‟s audience. Luz Marina, however, makes a significant mistake when recounting 

the Spanish play: the mother in that play does not kill anybody, although she threatens to 
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do so at one point. Instead, she conceals the incestuous affair until the end. Silence and 

sacrifice are as important for the mother in Benavente‟s play, Raimunda, as they are for 

Ana Romaguera.  

 In “Aire frío,” Ana makes it clear that she has always been aware of her 

husband‟s many infidelities. Luz Marina recalls resentfully Ángel‟s frequent episodes of 

domestic violence: “Tu vida con él ha sido un infierno [. . .] Acuérdate: cuando éramos 

niños nos pegaba, te insultaba. . .” (292). Ana‟s knowledge of the love affair between 

Ángel and his niece does not change her submissive attitude: “Seguiré sufriendo en 

silencio,” she asserts. And just as another incarnation of “Rosa la genuflexa,” Ana asserts 

that she will plead on her knees: “le pediré de rodillas que Beba no vuelva a esta casa” 

(295). Luz Marina sums up the family‟s history while addressing her mother:  

LUZ MARINA. La historia de esta casa no es sólo los días de hambre, la 

falta de ropa, la luz cortada o los zapatos rotos. . . Es también el 

sufrimiento, la desesperación de tu alma. Desde que tengo uso de razón te 

he visto penando. Y algo peor que eso: disimulando. Que la familia no se 

entere, que los vecinos no oigan, que los hijos no sepan. (304) 

“Que los vecinos no oigan” is very much Raimunda‟s main concern in “La malquerida” 

when the incestuous affair is discovered: “lo que importa es acallar a tóos los que hablan” 

(204). In Benavente‟s rendering of a Spanish peasant accent, Raimunda also exclaims: 

“no quieo recordarme de náa, no quieo pensar otra cosa que en ver de esconder de tóos la 

vergüenza que ha caído sobre tóos nosotros. . . que no se vea el humo aunque arda la 
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casa” (201). A similiar notion of shame (“vergüenza”) forces both Raimunda and Ana 

into dissimulation and silence.
90

    

At the end of “La malquerida,” Raimunda is shot by her husband as she tries to 

prevent his escaping with her daughter, Acacia. When Acacia sees her mother wounded, 

she realizes that her love for her surpasses her guilty passion for her stepfather. 

Raimunda, with her last words, explains to Acacia the meaning of her sacrifice: “¡Ese 

hombre ya no podrá náa contra ti! ¡Estás salva! ¡Bendita esta sangre que salva, como la 

sangre de Nuestro Señor!” (209). The end of Benavente‟s “Malquerida” is striking in its 

assimilation of Jesus Christ‟s sacrifice to the image of the mother. The mother as a 

suffering Christ in fact corresponds to the influential Catholic vision of the Mater 

Dolorosa, who suffers in her own flesh her son‟s torments, and is represented as Our 

Lady of Sorrows with her breast pierced by seven swords (Warner, Alone 202). As I have 

mentioned above, this religiously inflected view of the mother is common in Mexican 

Golden Age film, as epitomized by Juan Bustillo Oro‟s “Cuando los hijos se van.”    

 In “Aire frío,” the image of the Mater Dolorosa contained in “La malquerida” is 

both suppressed and displaced, subverted by Luz Marina‟s mistaken (or wishful) 

rendering of the plot. Is this simply a case of poor recollection of Benavente‟s play on 

Piñera‟s part? Or does he play ironically with a plot alteration that his audience would 

have understood as a spoof of the passive suffering mother in Benavente‟s play? Either 

way through this “mistake” Luz Marina profanes the portrait of the self-sacrificing 
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 These mothers‟ idea of honor and their investment in silence brings to mind Federico García Lorca‟s 

tyrannical Bernarda Alba, whose command “¡Silencio!” closes Lorca‟s 1936 play.  
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mother; throughout the play, the desire not to submit to Ana‟s example of silent 

abnegation propels Luz Marina‟s actions.  

A second brief reference to mass culture in the first act of “Aire frío” points out to 

another play featuring the stereotype of the Mater Dolorosa. Laura, the neighbor of the 

Romagueras, is a housewife addicted to the radio. She brings to Luz Marina the news of 

the imminent meat shortage in Havana due to World War II conditions: “¿Ya sabes lo 

que dijo el radio? . . .  Que desde mañana faltará la carne en La Habana” (283-84). After 

a brief conversation Laura leaves: “Me voy a oír la novela de las nueve . . .  „Vidas 

cruzadas.‟ Está fenómena. Es mi único entretenimiento. Buenas noches” (284-85).  

The day following this conversation, when hearing about “La Malquerida,”  

Laura thinks that this may be a “radionovela”: “¿Es una novela? Por radio no la han 

dado” (301). Stevens suggests that Laura‟s confusion reflects Piñera‟s concerns, as well 

as those of “theatre practitioners” in general, with “the effects of 1950s invasion of radio 

and TV on the theatre” (228). She overlooks the fact that Laura‟s radionovela “Vidas 

cruzadas” has the title of yet another theatre play by Jacinto Benavente.
91

 In the Cuban 

context, Jacinto Benavente‟s plays belong to the culture of both the radio and the stage. 

“Aire frío” thus tends to blur, rather than stress, the line dividing traditional forms of 

theatrical experience from mass media forms of entertainment—just as Whistler‟s 

“Mother” constitutes both a massively reproduced icon and an experimental painting.  

In “Vidas cruzadas,” the heroine, Eugenia, sacrifices a good marriage to a man 

whom she loves in order to safeguard her purity and financial disinterest. She proclaims 
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 “Vidas cruzadas” has the subtitle of “Cinedrama en dos partes” and it premiered in Madrid in 1929.        
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that “la verdad sólo tiene un camino: el sacrificio, la verdad que nos mostró Dios en la 

cruz” (“Vidas cruzadas” 487). A single mother, Eugenia asserts that only God and her 

child can absolve her or condemn her for her sins (487). The play ends with the son‟s 

revelation of his highly symbolic name to the man whom he ignores is his father: “Soy el 

niño Jesús de mi mamá” (491). The “radionovela” “Vidas cruzadas,” just as “La 

Malquerida,” sanctifies maternal sacrifice and stresses the close ties between the Holy 

Mother and the Savior.    

 Surely the references to Benavente‟s plays constitute marginal elements in “Aire 

frío.” However, just as the portrait of Whistler‟s “Mother” hanging from the wall, these 

references point at the most salient sentimental myths shared by both family and nation, 

thus providing a cultural frame to Ana‟s motherhood. The evocation of the Mater 

Dolorosa also frames Oscar‟s reaction to his familial and national context: his book of 

poems is entitled “Versos profanos,” clearly a reference to the most preeminent of the 

Latin American Modernistas, Rubén Darío, and his Prosas profanas y otros poemas.  

 The relation between self-sacrificing mother and son, however, is relevant in Cuba not 

only through Catholicism but also for reasons related to the country‟s foundation.   

In To Die in Cuba, Louis Pérez discusses the importance of the idea of female 

sacrifice during the Cuban struggle for Independence: “The proposition of sacrifice 

expanded into an all-encompassing and self-implicating paradigm, as mothers and wives 

were called upon to motivate sons and husbands to serve patria even as they prepared 

themselves for the sacrifice of sons and husbands” (104). Pérez further remarks that 

“[t]he model of stoic bearing, of women discharging the duty of sacrifice as affirmation 
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of being Cuban, assumed prominence in the larger narratives of nationality” (107). 

Oscar‟s expressed belief that there is nothing sacred and that “[t]odo es profanable” (^80) 

constitutes an attempt to free himself from the moral demands of both family and 

nation—epitomized by the figure of his self-sacrificing mother. However, Oscar‟s artistic 

pursuit in fact reframes the idea of self-sacrifice as he finds himself enduring humiliation 

and suffering for the pain that he inflicts on both his mother and sister by failing to be a 

provider for the desperate family. He apologizes tearfully to his mother on two occasions: 

“Mamá, mamá, perdóname; no he podido ser como te hubiera gustado; he sido un mal 

hijo. Lo reconozco” (339); “Mamá, mamá, perdóname. (Pausa) Si supieras . . .  (Llora)” 

(369).    

In “Aire frío,” the idea of sacrifice appears related to both art and sexuality—a 

connection which recurs in Piñera‟s writings. At the beginning of the play, Luz Marina 

asks Oscar about his “amiguito,” a modernist painter who used to visit them often. This is 

a reference, if quite veiled, to the poet‟s homosexuality
92

—the other one being his name, 

Oscar. “Embarcó la semana pasada,” replies Oscar: “Pronto estará en París. Por su arte 

está dispuesto a pasar hambre y frío” (280). Trading Havana for the more culturally 

exciting Buenos Aires, Oscar imitates his friend. Forfeiting familial obligations in the 

name of art is difficult for Oscar, but he turns his bitterness into irreverence. He resorts to 

Catholic commonplaces to flaunt his disregard of sacred familial obligations. This habit 

becomes particularly apparent in a conversation with his parents and Luz Marina before 
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 Based on the similarities between Oscar and Piñera, Stevens asserts that “Oscar‟s exile in Argentina 

probably has [. . . ] to do with his repressed homosexuality” (93).   
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his departure for Argentina. Ángel reproaches Oscar for not having accepted a job as a 

scriptwriter for the CMQ radio station: 

ÁNGEL. Acuérdate de los episodios que te conseguí para CMQ 

patrocinados por galleticas La Estrella. Doscientos pesos al mes. 

LUZ MARINA. (Mirando a Oscar) Eso es verdad, y eso era una salida. 

Yo en tu lugar, hubiera aceptado  . . .  

OSCAR. Todos tenemos razón. Ustedes, porque yo los he sacrificado; yo, 

porque tenía que sacrificarlos [. . .] (Mira el reloj de muñeca.) Bueno, 

consumatum est [. . .]Voy a cerrar la maleta. (337-338) 

The last words of Jesus on the cross profanely frame a situation that Oscar clearly 

perceives in terms of self-sacrifice. The topos of self-sacrifice, then, establishes an 

inescapable connection between the artist‟s destiny and the melodramatic stereotype of 

maternal sacrifice pervasive in national and media cultures. This connection, quite 

apparent in the play, in fact casts a note of authorial irony over the figure of Oscar. 

Nonetheless, the contrast between Oscar‟s penurious practice of art and commercial 

culture (the serial program supported by a brand of cookies) introduces a critical stance in 

relation to the latter. Clearly, commercialist melodramatic culture influences even the life 

of the young and serious artist, but is not accepted without criticism. 

According to Cuban author Pablo Armando Fernández, Guillermo Cabrera Infante 

“[c]alificaba la obra de Virgilio como literatura de lavandera” (Espinoza Domínguez  

219). The expression alludes to Félix B. Caignet, founder of the genre of the radionovela 

in Cuba, who famously defined himself as “un escritor para lavanderas.” Contrary to 
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Pablo Armando‟s view, however, I believe that Cabrera Infante‟s remark is not meant to 

patronize Piñera; instead, it acknowledges the playwright‟s deep engagement with 

melodrama and mass media culture in general. Indeed, in his autobiography, Piñera 

compares life at his parents‟ house to a melodrama (Espinosa Domínguez 31).
93

 Although 

far from remaining uncritical of mass culture, Piñera blurs the lines between cultural 

manifestations considered high and low. An example of the tendency in “Aire frío” to 

give an everyday and mundane quality to art is seen in the affinity between the 

aspirations of Oscar and Luz Marina. As Matías Montes Huidobro points out, Luz 

Marina‟s desire to have a ventilation fan and Oscar‟s pursuit of a poetic career are 

mutually reflective desires since they both represent an escape from a suffocating social 

reality (84). Significantly, the passage which best illustrates the mirror relation between 

Oscar and Luz Marina‟s aspirations centers in the radio, accentuating this medium‟s 

ability to channel and feed off everyday dreams and illusions.  

Early in the first act, Luz Marina recounts to Oscar a dream that she had the 

previous night foretelling his departure for Buenos Aires: “Te ibas en un vapor y llevabas 

una linterna en la cabeza” (297). Oscar laughingly provides an interpretation to his 

sister‟s dream: “El poeta, con su linterna mágica, se aleja en busca del sueño” (297). Luz 

Marina resorts to the traditional Cuban “charada” to assign a number to an object in her 
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 Piñera describes as melodramatic the moments in his childhood when his father would endlessly 

reproach his silent mother: “la escena tenía, a pesar de su violencia, mucho de melodrama” (Espinosa 

Domínguez 31). Piñera goes on to recount how, lacking a response from his mother, his father would say 

the things that he thought that she could or should answer. In an original typewritten version of the first 

chapter of this biography located at Princeton‟s Firestone Library, Piñera goes on to ironically compare 

those family conflicts to Ancient tragedy: “De modo que teníamos allí, en toda su indescriptible grandeza la 

estrofa y la anaestrofa de la tragedia clásica” (.8). Espinosa Domínguez does not reproduce this latter 

passage. 
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dream (lantern) and asks Oscar to purchase a lottery ticket ending in that number. 

Immediately, both siblings find themselves acting out wishfully the scene of listening on 

the radio the announcement of the prize for Luz Marina‟s lottery number:  

OSCAR. (Imitando la voz de los niños que cantan los números en el 

sorteo.) Dos mil trescientos cuarenta y cinco: Cien pesos . . . Veinte y 

cuatro mil quinientos sesenta y siete: Cien pesos . . . 

  Catorce mil doscientos cuarenta y cuatro: Cien mil pesos . . . 

LUZ MARINA. (Da un salto, se pega a Oscar como si éste fuera el 

aparato de la radio) ¡Salió!  

OSCAR. (Con la voz del Presidente del sorteo) El 14, 244 premiado en 

Cien mil pesos. (299-300)                 

Both Luz Marina and her neighbor Laura play the lottery often, but the radio offers 

subtler ways to dream of a change of fortune; indeed, radionovelas were mediated 

narratives often organized around scenarios of dream fulfillment. In a scene from the 

second act, situated in 1952, Luz Marina refers to her favorite radionovela “Sombras en 

su vida.” The title is taken from a novel by E. Aguilar de Rücker published in Barcelona 

in 1949, number 117 of the “Pimpinela” collection of Bruguera. This collection featured 

sentimental novels mostly written by women and geared towards a feminine readership.
94

 

Just as “Vidas cruzadas,” the radionovela “Sombras en su vida” constitutes a mass media 

adaptation of a Spanish author. It recounts the story of a poor, beautiful, and virtuous 
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 Corín Tellado is the best known of the authors published in the “Pimpinella” collection.  
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orphan who at the end marries the rich man in whose house she works as a 

reader/secretary for his benevolent mother.
95

  

“Sombras en su vida” appears in the play as a fit title to describe serious events in 

the life of both family and nation. Luz Marina complains that because of the lack of 

electricity in the house she will have to miss “Sombras en su vida.” Enrique has been 

unable to pay the electricity bill worried by the imminent loss of his job in the wake of 

Fulgencio Batista‟s recent military coup. And further playing with Aguilar de Rücker‟s 

title, Luz Marina announces to Enrique that their father is becoming blind. Luz Marina‟s 

disinterest in the national upheaval triggered by Batista‟s coup appalls Enrique. She is 

much more concerned about missing the radionovela. As she tells Enrique, she does not 

believe that any change in the government will ease their misery: “¿Y a mi qué me 

importa si el Mulato [Batista] subió o si el Lindo [Prío] bajó? Para lo que van a darme. 

Los presidentes entran y salen y nosotros seguimos comiendo tierra” (246).     

 A scene situated two years before Batista‟s coup, in 1950, illustrates Luz Marina‟s 

radionovela-inspired dreams. She does not believe that she will marry a rich man, to be 

sure, but she certainly would want to believe it. One night, Ana, Ángel, and Luz Marina 

are recalling the past, and revisit the national crisis under Gerardo Machado in the 

thirties. Luz Marina says regarding the Machado era: “fueron nuestros tiempos heroicos. 
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 The title Sombras en su vida alludes to a “misterio” or “vergonzoso secreto” in the protagonist‟s life 

(149), namely her belief that at age sixteen she was raped while under the influence of a narcotic. But we 

learn at the end that the man who through complicated circumstances could have been the rapist is precisely 

the one whom at the end she marries, and that such rape never took place given the gentleman‟s “instinctive 

respect” (158) towards the unconscious lady.    
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No había comida, pero teníamos esperanzas” (329).
96

  Then, politics fading into romance, 

she begins to sing a love song: “Se fue para no volver, se fue sin decirme adiós” (329).  

At that moment there is a knock at the door, and a handsome and elegant stranger 

appears, asking for the Ramírez family. Ángel gives him directions and he rapidly leaves. 

Then Luz Marina exclaims:  

LUZ MARINA. ¡Qué raro! Ha sido como una aparición. (Pausa). Mamá, 

¿has visto nunca un tipo más distinguido? . . .   

ÁNGEL. Debe ser un político. 

LUZ MARINA. Sí, un político, pero de Inglaterra. ¿Cuándo has visto tú 

un político cubano con modales tan distinguidos? 

ANA. Podría ser un banquero. 

LUZ MARINA. Qué más da que sea esto o aquéllo. . .  Nunca será mío. 

ÁNGEL. Siempre me asombrarás, Luz Marina [. . .]  Ha pasado por esta 

casa como una exhalación, apenas si nos miró, y ya estás armando un 

drama. 

LUZ MARINA- Yo sé lo que me digo . . .  [. . .] Yo sé que a esa clase de 

gente, las ratas como nosotros, sólo las entrevemos entre dos relámpagos. 

(330-331)   

Since the defeat of the revolutionary movement of the thirties hope has left the national 

scene and, as we can see, it vanishes here once again for Luz Marina, under the guise of a 

soap opera hero. This man, who Luz Marina imagines as highly educated (“distinguido”), 
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 In the section devoted to “Electra Garrigó” I referred to the extended revolutionary movement opposing 

Gerardo Machado, as well as the young Piñeras‟ participation in it. 
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could not possibly be a Cuban politician. He could be English—thus representing 

European civilization as the very opposite of the Cuban reality. Clearly, what was lost 

after the thirties is hope in more civilized politics; thus, as a desiring subject, Luz Marina 

embodies the erotic/political fantasies of a possible (but currently failed) nation.  

In the following scene, situated three months later, she describes the political 

atmosphere in terms that evoke an American gangster movie: “Si el gobierno fuera más 

inteligente haría propaganda turística diciendo: „Habana, Chicago del Caribe: no se 

pierda las interesantes batallas campales entre gángsters” (341). Two distinct sources 

(European/Latin American radio melodrama and American gangster movies) thus shape 

Luz Marina‟s political imagination—as they would that of the play‟s audience in its 

premier of December 1962, at a time when the Cuban Republic and the Batistato were 

quickly becoming things of a remote past.    

 Instead of marrying a “distinguished” man (as does the protagonist of “Sombras 

en su vida”) Luz Marina marries a “guagüero” or bus driver. This decision represents her 

escape from hopeless waiting. Montes Huidobro interprets Luz Marina‟s choice as her 

final submission to patriarchy. Indeed, one can see that Luz Marina‟s words when she 

leaves her house (in a state of despair and in the middle of a fight with her mother) echo 

the advice given to her by Enrique: to grab the first man available. But Luz Marina 

applies Enrique‟s advice in a literal sense that transforms a potentially submissive act into 

one of rebellion. She does not simply marry at the first opportunity, as Enrique 

recommends; she leaves the house screaming that she is going to have sex with the first 

man available: “Me voy a entregar al primer hombre que se presente”(360). Before 
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leaving, Luz Marina responds irreverently to her mother‟s threats involving God‟s rage 

and the opinion the Father Confessor. 

 Luz Marina brings the “guagüero” to live with the family. Her parents are forced 

to consent, since she contributes necessary money to the home.  But for them, as Oscar 

suggests, this marriage is worse than Luz Marina‟s death (365). Marrying a “guagüero” is 

in fact a blow to the Romaguera‟s parents‟ “mulatez” (in García Vega‟s sense of the 

term
97

): it destroys both the family‟s illusion of belonging to the middle class and the 

image of sexual purity forced upon women inside family circles. In Stevens‟ 

interpretation of the text, “it is probable that the guagüero . . .  is black” (92-93). This 

may not be the case, but I do believe that in the play‟s context the combined effect of 

class and sexual prejudices results in doubts regarding a given person‟s whiteness, as 

García Vega‟s term “mulatez” suggests. 

 Luz Marina‟s marriage, as the target of superimposed prejudices, comes to reflect 

Oscar‟s transgressive sexuality. As with the ventilation fan and poetry, the siblings‟ 

desires are mutually reflexive in the sexual aspect as well, since both subvert dominant 

norms. Significantly, while arguing with Ana before leaving the house, Luz Marina 

complains that her parents disapprove of her weekly visits to movie theatres (359)—thus 

evoking the transgressive space of the movie theatre and its “inevitables masturbaciones,” 

as they are described in the short story “El álbum” discussed above. And yet, Luz 

Marina‟s marriage is not as significant in the play as the action that launches it, namely 

the explosive way in which she decides to throw herself into the streets “like scum”—
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 See the introduction to this chapter for García Vega‟s peculiar use of the racial term. 
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screaming to be heard by all neighbors—fulfilling the very Cuban expression: “Me boté a 

la calle”. . . “como la chusma” (369). 

 Luz Marina and Oscar comment her escape as a performance of sorts: “Fue algo 

de película” (362), “montaste un show” (363). This instance of out-of-stage performance 

is both theatrical and self-affirming, and in fact illustrates Piñera‟s ideas in “Los dos 

cuerpos” regarding the performative discovery of the self. Oscar‟s escape to Buenos 

Aires and Luz Marina‟s “botarse a la calle” constitute parallel acts of self-affirmation 

inasmuch as, according to Piñera, the final purpose of art is the construction of the self: 

“Jamás el verdadero artista habló de una misión que cumplir, pues: ¿no era él mismo 

dicha misión?” (“El país del arte” 140).   

After his return from Buenos Aires, Oscar remains an obscure poet, still incapable 

of helping out his parents financially. Luz Marina recognizes that marriage does not 

abolish her oppression (“[s]igo cosiendo, sigo viviendo en esta covacha, sigo viendo la 

misma miseria” 364). However, towards the end of the play Oscar attributes a heroic 

quality to the family‟s poverty: “No nos quitarán lo bailado” (370). The popular phrase 

means that past pleasures have been worth it in spite of any new misfortunes the future 

may hold. The family‟s dancing, explains Oscar, consists in having always lived in 

danger (370). Besides the perils of sheer poverty, that danger is clearly represented by 

both Oscar‟s and Luz Marina‟s transgressive choices. Therefore, the generational divide 

that Stevens emphasizes is in fact transcended by the notion that the need to improvise 
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personal solutions (“salidas teatrales”) in the face of necessity constitutes an enduring 

fact of Cuban life.
98

      

 Another insight that Oscar gains after his return involves a literary work of his 

authorship, “El filántropo.” This is in fact a well known short story by Piñera that he later 

transformed into a theatre play.
99

 “El filántropo” depicts an absurd scenario in which poor 

people are lured into virtual slavery in the hope of receiving one million pesos from a 

pseudo-philanthropist. Oscar recounts the story to an astonished Luz Marina. The fable 

retrospectively casts Luz Marina‟s lottery and radionovela dreams as life-wasting 

illusions. The moral of Oscar/Piñera‟s story is quite clear: the only possession of the poor 

is individual freedom; their modest heroism, the best possible protection of that freedom 

in adverse circumstances. 

 Oscar‟s praising of living in danger is not an apology of poverty, but of individual 

resistance to an oppressive social and economic order. Involvement in traditional politics 

is never considered as a means for genuine resistance, since they seem hopelessly 

corrupt. The much more modest alternative involves the affirmation of personal pleasure 

evidenced by both Oscar and Luz Marina. Enrique, on the other hand, unimaginatively 

playing by the rules, is, at the conclusion of the play, compared to an object. The 

comparison occurs during a conversation in which Ángel tells Oscar that he should learn 

from his brother: “Toma ejemplo de tu hermano Enrique: seriedad, contancia, amor 

propio . . .” Oscar replies: “Papá, dicho así, Enrique parece un frasco de medicina: 
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 My interpretation is closer to Montes Huidobro‟s view of Ángel‟s crazy plans to become rich and the 

dreams of Oscar and Luz Marina as continuous (and even hereditary). These characters‟ dreams in fact 

constitute individual responses to different forms of social oppression.    
99

 The play “El filántropo” premiered in La Habana in 1960, two years before “Aire frío.”  
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Estimulador de las vías digestivas, altamente operante, no forma hábito . . . ” (306). As 

we come closer to the play‟s end, then, the dichotomy between performative self-

affirmation and the commodification or “cosificación” resulting from ignorant repetition 

of prefabricated roles becomes clearer. Before turning to the final “poses” in the play, I 

would like to reconsider Ana‟s position within Piñera‟s scheme.      

 Initially, Ángel‟s affair with his young niece provides the occasion to illustrate 

Ana‟s stereotypical spirit of sacrifice: she suffers silently for the sake of her family and 

children. But a scene between Ángel and Ana reveals how her abnegation is tainted with 

guilt, as she is drawn to becoming Ángel‟s accomplice by listening to the confession of 

his adulterous passion. Ana is aware of her difficult moral position: too much 

understanding and confidence would transform her into a middle woman, a title that 

could only belong to “las mujeres que son capaces de engañar a sus maridos” (304). To 

solve her dilemma, Ana draws a line between what is admissible privately and in public: 

“Aquí, encerrada entre estas cuatro paredes, soy tu confidente” (316), but she refuses to 

perform her silent role at Beba‟s house. The same resigned silence has clearly different 

meanings according to the context. We thus can see that the divide that Piñera proposes 

in “Los dos cuerpos” between “cosificación” and self-affirming performance has a 

disquieting intermediate state—one which represents maximum oppression and minimal 

resistance: the living under lifeless appearance.  

 Photography appears as the most eloquent metaphor for Ana‟s intersticial position 

between life and lifelessness. In the last scene of the play in which Ana is present, the 

entire family is posing for a commemorative photograph of Ángel and Ana‟s 50
th
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wedding anniversary. She is already seriously ill. The family‟s pose is traditional (indeed, 

a 1959 photograph of the Piñera family is practically identical): the parents at the front, 

sitting in separate armchairs; the children standing in the back. The family takes an 

extremely long time to assume their pose. This prolonged time dramatizes the arrested 

instant of the photograph, its eternal or deadly quality, in contraposition to the successive 

time of experience. Once the photograph is taken, the group dissolves and gradually 

leaves the stage. In the kitchen, Luz Marina mutters to herself: “Cincuenta años, ¿de 

qué?, Dios mío, ¿cincuenta años, de qué?” (388). Her question, which closes the scene, 

stresses the allegorical relation between family and nation, for in 1958 the Cuban 

Republic was fifty-six years old.               

 In the play‟s last scene Ana is out of the stage, agonizing in her bedroom. Enrique 

(finally) appears with a fan to comfort her. While she is dying, the siblings argue about 

the place where her wake should take place. Enrique is pressing the others to accept that 

she be taken to a funerary home. He argues that the house is too filthy, small, and 

miserable to invite anybody there. Oscar and Luz Marina defend Ana‟s wish to have her 

wake at home. The miserable house (and we must remember that the entire play takes 

place in this setting) thus becomes the frame in which the display of Ana‟s body can 

become a meaningful protest against the circumstances of her life. As the curtain falls, 

the siblings are walking in different directions and the dispute is not solved.     

 The argument around Ana‟s wake closes the play, leaving at the fore the issue of 

representation. This is no longer the individual re/presentation of Ana‟s dead body, but 

rather the collective representation of the family, whose ultimate signification is the 
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nation. At the end of the play, the characters have to choose between concealment and 

authenticity. For the audience, which has been contemplating the unchanging scenario of 

the miserable house, the secret is uncovered. The entire play of “Aire frío” can thus be 

interpreted as the necessary preparation to saturate with life, meaning, and movement the 

death-still silence of a single evoked image, a tragic Cuban reinterpretation of Whistler‟s 

portrait of the artist‟s mother: the image of Ana‟s corpse at the center of her miserable 

house.  
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Chapter 3.Writing the Self and the Media of Revenge: Two Narrations 

from the Buenos Aires Period, “El muñeco” and Pequeñas maniobras 

 

Virgilio Piñera often described the connection between literary writing and the 

author with vivid references to the body and to physical struggle. Perhaps the most 

memorable passage regarding the issue is that in which he refers to writing as “una 

verdadera tortura.” In that autobiographical passage, the Cuban author introduces the idea 

of “escribirse uno,” „writing oneself,‟ followed by an intriguing comparison between the 

writer and the priest: 

Escribir simplemente es un oficio como otro cualquiera; en cambio, 

escribirse uno, he ahí el secreto. Tanto el sacerdote como el escritor son 

depositarios de los secretos de sus confesados. El primero se supone que 

los eleva hasta Dios; el segundo los lleva al libro donde siguen disfrutando 

su misterio, ya que la escritura los hace a todos irreconocibles. Para mí, 

escribir ha sido siempre una verdadera tortura. (Espinosa Domínguez 94) 

An equally interesting reflection on writing is found in the 1955 short story “El 

enemigo.” Written in the first person, the story constitutes a confession of sorts in which 

the narrator/protagonist describes his consuming feelings of guilt and fear. The fact that 

these feelings are both “ineffable” and unmotivated paradoxically makes them all the 

more intense (Cuentos completos 166).
100

 Literary writing constitutes a shield that 

protects the narrator/protagonist from guilt and fear because, according to his 
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 Unless otherwise indicated, I quote from the 1999 Alfaguara edition. 
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explanation, one writes both about “lo que vivimos” and “también lo que no vivimos” 

(Cuentos completos 167). The shield, however, ends up being perforated by the enemy, 

fear, “guerrero de horrenda cara” (167).The hole that the warrior makes in the shield 

constitutes the literary work, according to the narrator of “El enemigo.” 

Critic José Quiroga uses Piñera‟s comparison of literary writing with a shield in 

the above-mentioned short story in order to illustrate what he calls the author‟s 

“avoidance of the self” (“Fleshing” 172). He suggests that in his literary writings Piñera 

avoids, along with both “attention to style” and “the self” (172), the formulation of his 

own transgressive sexual identity.
101

 According to Quiroga, such strategy is apparent in 

“Piñera teatral,” the prologue to the 1960 edition of Teatro completo, in which the author 

achieves “the construction of a text that works by a series of veils, one that employs all 

the usual dichotomies deployed in nationalist discourse while at the same time angling 

them toward a sexual reading” (176). Indeed, the short story “El enemigo” lures the 

reader into contemplating the ultimately elusive essence of the first person narrator, a 

face that is in fact only another veil. The frustrated attempt at grasping the depth of the 

character takes place in the following passage, in which the narrator describes his habit of 

seeking refuge from his perennial fear by soaking in the bathtub: 
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 The clarification must be made, however, that in Piñera‟s autobiography, which was published 

fragmentarily during the author‟s life, he refers directly to his homosexuality. In “Fleshing Out Virgilio 

Piñera from the Cuban Closet,” Quiroga overlooks this fact. In a later article, he asserts that “Piñera 

decided to live his life openly as a homosexual while his texts only marginally dealt with homosexuality” 

(“Virgilio Piñera in The Flesh” 276). Quiroga undoubtedly sees Piñera‟s autobiography as an exception 

within the author‟s corpus. However, the fact that Piñera‟s highest literary aspiration was “escribirse uno,” 

„to write oneself,‟ forces us to be aware of the fact that all of his writings may engage both sexuality and 

gender as aspects of the author‟s interest in the issue of self-representation. The fact that this engagement 

often takes place marginally, or in a coded fashion, does not diminish its importance.      
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Ahora bien, aquí en la bañadera ocurre lo que en la cama: ya no soy más 

ni yo mismo ni mi miedo, he pasado a ser una suerte de objeto. Si un 

fotógrafo especial con una cámara especial lograse captar esa 

“especialidad,” mostraría a los asombrados ojos de la muchedumbre un 

pez singular jamás entrevisto por los pescadores, nunca registrado en los 

tratados de ictiología. Por supuesto, digo un pez usando un recurso 

retórico, porque si alguien me sacase del agua ya se las tendría que 

ingeniar para darme nombre. Con toda seguridad que al palparme sentiría 

que lo que sus manos aprisionan es una suerte de animal y de objeto: de 

animal, porque respira; de objeto, porque ni siente ni padece. (169) 

As we can see, what appears to be the narrator‟s deep self defies classification, flaunting 

the grasp of language although remaining within the visual scope of the “especial” 

photographic camera. Piñera‟s magical (or rather, science-fictional) concept of 

photography in this story has the virtue of conjuring up two opposite views of the self. 

The first one assumes that there is a deep and immutable self: the special camera would 

capture the narrator‟s defining emotion (fear), and therefore his very essence. The 

photographic portrait, however, also evokes a vision of the self as both discontinuous and 

engaged in performance: the “singular fish” in the photograph offers its very “especial” 

pose to the camera, one that will necessarily differ from other shots.   

   In “El enemigo,” Piñera challenges the possibility of revealing (or “capturing” 

„captar‟) the unique and deep self just as he plays with a magical way of enacting such 

revelation through photography. We can situate his strategy in the realm of the queer as a 
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cultural practice, for as Moe Meyer asserts, “[w]hat „queer‟ signals is an ontological 

challenge that displaces bourgeois notions of the Self as unique, abiding, and continuous 

while substituting instead a concept of the Self as performative, improvisational, 

discontinuous, and processually constituted by repetitive and stylized acts” (2). The 

animal/object that the curious photograph captures in “El enemigo” is related to the many 

instances in Piñera‟s texts in which non-human states cipher the characters‟ gender and/or 

sexual transgressions. The novel Pequeñas maniobras, which I analyze in this chapter, 

offers plenty of examples in this regard.
102

  

  The fact that the “especial” photographic portrait in “El enemigo” renders an 

image that defies classification is in agreement with the idea in the opening quotation 

from Piñera‟s autobiography: the writer‟s task is to bring “confessions” into the book in a 

way that preserves their “mystery” and that renders them “unrecognizable.” The 

“especial” photograph thus constitutes a metaphor for the act of writing in its relation to 

the self, an action which is comparable to the religious act of confession and yet subverts 

it. As I argued in my previous discussion of the play “Aire frío,” desecration and 

profanity are integral to Piñera‟s literary ideal. 

In the novel Pequeñas maniobras, the idea of either religious or ordinary 

confession has a preeminent place, which has already been discussed by critics, notably 

Thomas Anderson in the book chapter “The Signs of Sebastian.” What remains to be 
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 Thomas Anderson rightly observes that Sebastián, the protagonist of Pequeñas maniobras, constantly 

compares himself to all kinds of animals that “denote undesirable qualities such as insignificance, 

submissiveness, cowardice, disgust, and defenselessness” (212). Some of these qualities in turn correspond 

to the prejudices involved in the social construction of homosexuality: “The frequent use of „cobarde‟ to 

describe Sebastián evokes the most common name for a homosexual man, maricón, which is also used to 

denote cowardice” (212).       
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explored, however, is the role of photography in this novel in relation not only to 

confession, but more broadly, to Piñera‟s view of literary writing as a form of subverting 

oppressive conceptions of the self. The fact that the narrator/protagonist of Pequeñas 

maniobras finds a job as a street photographer is as relevant as his continuous and 

problematic attempts to escape from any form of confession. Indeed, Piñera‟s views on 

the purpose and effects of literary writing are linked to a particular idea of photography. 

 Discussing Piñera‟s belief that the goal of literature lies in the creation of images 

that surprise the reader (“la imagen por sorpresa”), Rita Martin stresses that “en la 

literatura de Virgilio, la imagen por sorpresa se encuentra no sólo en los múltiples 

cuerpos dobles y/o fragmentados que recorren su obra, sino en la conciencia de que la 

literatura se iguala a una cámara que enfoca su lente dentro de lo real que ha sido 

marginado o reprimido” (“Virgilio Piñera, contra y por” 42).  Pequeñas maniobras 

constitutes a privileged text for the study of the insistent and explicit connection that 

Piñera establishes between literature and photography. It narrates the conflicts around 

what, under different circumstances, may constitute the promise, threat, or opportunity of 

revealing the repressed or hidden aspects of the self. Furthermore, in this novel Piñera  

emphasizes the impossibility to distinguish the interior or hidden aspects of the self from 

the gestures or poses that the camera “captures.” Revelation thus becomes a matter of 

theatrical posing.
103
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 The Spanish verb “revelar” means both “to reveal” and “to develop” a photographic film. The 

association that we recurrently find in Piñera‟s writings between photography and revelations, either 

natural or supernatural, is implicit in the double meaning of the Spanish verb.  
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My goal in the following pages is to demonstrate that the “avoidance of the self” 

that Quiroga accurately identifies in Piñera‟s writings is only part of a subversive strategy 

which is completed by the author‟s depiction of the preeminence of performance in the 

shaping of individual identities. While photography constitutes a privileged form 

addressing the construction of the self through performance, other media are also 

relevant. In my interpretation of Pequeñas maniobras, I stress the great importance of all 

kinds of literary and fictional models, from Hollywood gangsters to romance and soap 

opera lovers, in the shaping of both the characters‟ gender identities and their attitudes 

towards heterosexual relationships. Indeed, even the famous eighteenth-century 

womanizer Giacomo Casanova, whose memoirs are Sebastián‟s favorite reading, figures 

in the novel as a model of virility and avid heterosexual desire—although mostly by 

inversion, as Anderson observes (200).  

Sebastián, the protagonist of Pequeñas maniobras, is a classic example of what 

Reinaldo Arenas describes as “cucarachas,” the terrified and persecuted characters often 

found in Piñera‟s fictions (“La isla en peso” 32). Arenas argues that these characters‟ fear 

originates in Piñera‟s experience as a homosexual “en una sociedad eminentemente 

machista” (33). He describes the cockroaches in direct relation to a vigilant power, which 

indeed turns them into virtual prisoners: “Sobrevivir es para nosotros—cucarachas—

esconderse, pasar inadvertidos, desaparecer del radio (o radar) implacable que ilumina el 

reflector al caer sobre la explanada o sobre el mar” (32). Arenas‟ image of the circling 

light surveying the prison or the ocean brings to mind the “field of visibility” that Michel 

Foucault describes in relation to the panoptic prison. According to the French historian, 
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the prisoner‟s knowledge of being constantly observed by an invisible guardian is crucial 

in the internalization of power, and thus in the formation of an idea of interiority:               

He who is subject to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes 

responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes it play spontaneously 

upon himself; he inscribes in himself the power relation in which he 

simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own 

subjection. (Discipline and Punish 203) 

The taking of a photograph, with its blinding flash (its “fogonazo”
104

), often appears in 

Piñera‟s texts as a metaphor for a form of disciplining action based upon the visibility 

enabled by the camera; an action which forces upon bodies the notion of their interior 

self. As with the nameless object/fish in “El enemigo,” the photographic camera thus 

reveals to the character his/her own ill or repulsive interior, which is in fact a projection 

of the norms and conceptions of hegemonic power. Such is the origin of the “cucaracha,” 

a term which Arenas appropriates and subverts.   

Taking what she calls Foucault‟s challenge to “the language of internalization” as 

her point of departure, Judith Butler argues that the interiority of the gendered body “is an 

effect and function of a decidedly public and social discourse” (“From Interiority” 363). 

In my reading of Piñera‟s narrations in this chapter, I emphasize how photography calls 

attention not only to the surface of the body, but also to the notion of interiority as it is 

both shaped and contested by different public discourses. The fugitive Sebastián differs 

from the rest of the characters in the novel mainly by the fact that he perceives the 
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 “Un fogonazo” is the title of a 1975 short story by Piñera in which photography plays a central role. The 

camera‟s flash, which gives the story its title, symbolizes both torture and death. 
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discursive sources in the construction of the self, especially as this process is linked to the 

repetition of fictional models of gender, sexual, and class identities. In “El muñeco,” the 

same emphasis on quotidian performance as a means to shape identity is taken to the 

realm of national politics.     

In the following pages, I contrast the figure of the self-debasing and humble 

Sebastián with one that is his opposite in many aspects: the President, central figure in the 

story “El muñeco.” The President of the unnamed country in the story is invested with 

almost absolute power. He is supposed to withhold hyperbolic versions of highly 

esteemed virtues, such as responsibility, respectability, and heroism. Not only is he, 

unlike the cowardly Sebastián, the incarnation of a traditional Latin American ideal of 

strong virility: he is in fact regarded as the model of patriarchal values, “el padre de la 

patria” „the father of the country‟ (116).
105

 The comparison of these two characters, 

situated in the antipodes of social power, allows us to see a complete picture of Piñera‟s 

ideas on the role of performance in the construction of the self. As I argue, these two 

narratives evidence that both the effeminate and the hyper-virile extremes in current 

models of masculinity are constructed upon a number of “stylized acts” (to borrow 

Meyer‟s expression); acts which involve mass culture and media, since gestures, 

costumes, and fictional models circulate through movies, photographs, novels, 

newspapers, etc.            

The two narrations discussed in this chapter, the story “El muñeco” and the novel 

Pequeñas maniobras, were written when Piñera was living in Buenos Aires. “El muñeco” 
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 When quoting from “El muñeco,” I use the 2006 edition of Cuentos fríos in Lectorum. 
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is dated in 1946, but it was published only in 1956, in the Losada edition of Cuentos 

fríos. According to Alan West, “[i]t was written over ten years (1944-1954)” (59).
106

 

Thomas Anderson, however, recounts that Piñera submitted the story to a literary contest 

in Sur in 1946. This was the occasion, in Anderson‟s account, of Borges‟ first encounter 

with the literature of the young Cuban author:
107

 

Piñera‟s first significant contact with Borges took place [. . .] shortly after 

Piñera submitted his story “El muñeco” (The Dummy) to a literary contest 

organized by Sur. The members of Sur, who correctly interpreted the story 

as a mockery of Juan Perón and Peronism, were understandably not 

willing to take the risk of publishing it. Borges, who was an anti-Peronist 

to the core, must have been impressed and delighted by the originality of 

Piñera‟s story, given that shortly after reading it, he extended two 

important invitations to the young Cuban author. (Anderson 50)  

The members of Sur were amply justified in their cautious rejection of the story. Federico 

Neiburg remarks that “[d]esde 1945, los integrantes de Sur estuvieron siempre en la 

oposición a Perón, del lado democrático.” The literary magazine did not publish any 

explicitly political texts. However, there were immediate reprisals from the regime in the 

main instance in which Sur was more openly oppositional. As Neiburg recounts: “Su 

mayor acto opositor [de la revista Sur] ocurrió en 1952 y consistió en no respetar la 
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 I have not been able to verify this information. However, as I will explain later, a later date for the 

conclusion of Piñera‟s writing of the story would entail suggestive possibilities for the interpretation of the 

text. 
107

 Alfredo Alonso Estenoz remarks that “[l]as circunstancias en las que Piñera y Borges se conocieron son 

algo difusas si nos atenemos a las dos versiones del cubano y al recuento de Thomas Anderson” (57). 

However, it seems clear that the first encounter did take place in the year 1946, when Borges published 

Piñera‟s short story “El insomnio” in Los anales de Buenos Aires.     
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disposición gubernamental que, con motivo de la muerte de Eva Perón, obligaba a seguir 

el duelo oficial” (74). As a result of the magazine‟s disregard for the official mourning, 

“[e]n una de las pocas ocasiones en que el régimen reprimió directamente a la oposición, 

Victoria Ocampo fue encarcelada a mediados de 1953. Permaneció 15 días en prisión 

junto a otras figuras de intelectuales renombrados” (74). The incident shows that there 

was a strict vigilance from the part of the regime over intellectual activities, especially 

the activities of those who were not on Perón‟s side, such as the intellectuals around Sur.   

 In 1955 Juan Perón was deposed as a result of the “Revolución Libertadora,” a 

military movement led by the General Eduardo Lonardi, and supported by the Catholic 

Church as well as by several political parties “desde comunistas hasta conservadores” 

(Neiburg 19). The deposition of Perón made possible, in the following year, the 

publication of the story in which Piñera poked fun at the “descamisado” (shirtless) 

leader.
108

     

In a brief interview appeared in the Cuban magazine Bohemia on September 

1963, Piñera talks about his novel Pequeñas maniobras, which was published in Havana 

later that year. He suggests that the novel could not be published earlier, in the decade 

anteceding the Cuban Revolution, for reasons of censorship. Piñera appears anxious to 

take a moral stance in relation to Sebastián, the novel‟s protagonist, whom he 

pejoratively describes as a “specimen,” an obvious product of the capitalist society of the 

past: 
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 Perón won the 1946 presidential election as the leader of the Labor Party, Partido del Trabajo, whose 

followers emphasized their working class status by calling themselves “descamisados.”  
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Esta novela, escrita entre los años 1956-1957, no pudo ser publicada. Si 

aquella sociedad producía tal espécimen como Sebastián, bueno hubiera 

sido que este espécimen, dado a la estampa, constituyera piedra de 

escándalo y sacara los trapos sucios. De cualquier modo, es un 

testimonio del pasado. Además, creo que interesará al lector del 

presente, pues este pobre diablo, a pesar de su cobardía, es un tipo vital 

que dice: “la vida me encanta, me imanta y me amamanta. . . ” Por 

último, diré que Sebastián empieza su vida en una casa de huéspedes y 

la termina (¿la termina?) en un centro espiritista. (Rodríguez Herrera15)          

In spite of Piñera‟s suggestion, censorship could not have been involved in his failure to 

publish this novel earlier in the same way as it happened with “El muñeco.” The novel 

lacks the frontal political attacks that we find in “El muñeco,” directed both against Perón 

and corrupt Communist politicians. I believe, however, that the author‟s commentary is 

inflected by his fear of the reception of the novel in the Revolutionary society. His 

insistence on the notion that Sebastián‟s character reveals the evils of the past aligns 

eerily with the views that, just a couple of years later, would become characteristic of the 

period of institutionalized homophobia in Cuba.
109

 The writer Samuel Feijóo, for 

example, declared after a visit to the Soviet Union that “homosexuality no longer existed 

there, since socialism was able to cure social ills and deviant behavior of that kind” (Bejel 

100). Clearly, in the interview Piñera wants to redeem cowardly Sebastián by referring to 

his vitality. He may also be attempting to downplay any current political implications in 
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 This period can be roughly demarcated between the years of 1965 and 1975 (Bejel 100-105). 
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the novel (namely, its addressing issues of both sexuality and gender) by emphasizing its 

humoristic character.    

At the time of the publication of Pequeñas maniobras, Piñera was regarded as the 

member of a generation (that of the Orígenes group) virtually trapped in the past and 

unable to live up to the heroic present. In his article “Hacia una intelectualidad 

revolucionaria en Cuba,” published in the magazine Casa de las Americas in 1967, 

Roberto Fernández Retamar writes that this generation (“la generación de 

entrerrevoluciones,”6) “[s]e abre a la vida entre los rescoldos de la abortada revolución 

de 1933, cuyas frustraciones van a ser su aire cotidiano, y será ya madura para cambiar 

cuando un grupo de jóvenes lleve la revolución al poder en 1959” (6). The idea that 

writers like Piñera and Lezama were incapable of changing (as Retamar suggests), or 

were simply giving a “testimony of the past” (as Piñera emphasizes in his interview) 

offered a measure of protection against Revolutionary censorship. It must be noticed, 

however, that “El muñeco,” which figured in the 1956 edition of Cuentos fríos, is 

conspicuously absent from the 1964 Cuban edition of Piñera‟s Cuentos. Most likely, this 

omission does not have to do so much with Piñera‟s criticism in the story of the old 

Cuban Communist Party as with the fact that the highly charismatic, virile, and 

photogenic President could be taken to allude to the Revolutionary leader. The omission 

reveals that the author‟s criticism of the exaggerated participation of the mass media in 

the construction of a political personality was very much current in Revolutionary Cuba.       
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3.1  Soul, the Witch, and the Rubber Dummy 

In the following pages I analyze notions of interiority versus exteriority, soul 

versus performance, in relation to the main characters of the stories. In this section I 

focus on “El muñeco,” to discuss the novel in the following one.  

The story “El muñeco” recounts the case of the President of an unnamed country.  

He is slowly turning into a dummy because of his excessive participation in public 

ceremonies in which he is filmed and photographed to exhaustion. With the intention of 

saving him, an inventor makes an exact mechanical replica of the President, a dummy 

(“muñeco”) that takes his place in public. Confused by the sight of the mechanical 

dummy, the President becomes convinced that the dummy is the real President while he 

is only a copy. The entire nation also believes that the dummy is the real President and 

vice versa. The dummy begins to rule the nation while the President ends his days in a 

toy store.     

“El muñeco” is narrated in the first person by Jonatán Fernández, who describes 

himself from the beginning as follows: “Una aclaración antes de comenzar: soy tan sólo 

un inventor de artefactos mecánicos” (97). Piñera immediately introduces the parallel 

between mechanical inventions and literature, as Jonatán continues: “Si me decido a 

escribir es precisamente porque no he logrado idear el artefacto que expresase los 

horribles hechos que paso en seguida a exponer. Si la literatura logra transmitirlos, 

pensaré que también ella es otro artefacto” (97). The story thus draws a precise analogy 

between literary writing and the re-creation of the self as absolutely physical or exterior, 
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indeed, of literature as portrait-making; in this case, the portrait is the President‟s dummy 

or android, Jonatán‟s main invention.  

  The present of Jonatán‟s narration is situated after the culmination of what he 

describes as “horribles hechos” (97). His recount of these “horrible facts” begins in a 

movie theatre, where he is watching “el consabido Noticiero Nacional” (97). As in the 

case of the play “Aire frío” and the short story „El álbum” (both discussed in the previous 

chapter), there are allusions in this story to the movie theatre as a place of relaxed 

morality. Here, the sexual nature of some of the transgressions that take place in the 

movie theatre is suggested with a sense of humor: the audience “proseguiría en la 

deglución de sus chiclets, chocolatines, y demás pequeños vicios propios de una sala 

oscura” (98).The screening in the National News of the President participating in five 

different public ceremonies pierces Jonatán‟s soul with horror: “mi alma se estremecía de 

horror” (98). There is a moment of confusion at the movie theater when Jonatán, shaken 

by the view of the President, accidently grabs a woman‟s thigh. This is the first of a series 

of comic errors involving sexuality in the story. Except for this first instance, these errors 

suggestively occur between the President and Jonatán. Alan West rightly remarks that, in 

spite of the resemblances between “El muñeco” and Mary Shelley‟s Frankenstein, the 

former‟s “slapstick quality distances it from that great work, being more a mix of Dr. 

Caligari and Buster Keaton” (63). Furthermore, authorial irony in relation to Jonatán‟s 

often expressed feelings of horror, as well as of love for the President, result in the 

humoristic character of the entire story.    
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Subsequent views of the President‟s photographs (as in a poster in which he poses 

as “el primer obrero de la nación” 98) increase Jonatán‟s horror, whose origin is not 

explained to the reader until later in the story. He tries desperately to obtain an interview 

with the President; first, by letting the presidential car roll over him, and finally, by 

bribing a member of the Communist Party, who lets him join in a visit of Party members 

to the National Palace. At the Palace, Jonatán disguises himself as a servant and hides in 

the President‟s private room, which is in complete darkness. There he chats with the 

President‟s paid lover, a “demi-mondaine” (as she is called in the story) by the name of 

Nina (106). Initially, Nina mistakes Jonatán for the President, and calls him by the 

diminutives of “Perucho” and “Peruchito,”—obvious allusions to the President as Juan 

Perón.   

There is a stark contrast between the formality of the solemn political ceremony 

taking place at the Palace and what goes on inside the private room. Nina complains to 

Jonatán that (although she receives good payment and gets to drink many martinis) it is 

difficult to work for the President because of his strange habits as a lover. She is 

particularly annoyed by the fact that the President must have sex with the lights off and 

wearing both his uniform and boots. Tired of waiting, Nina leaves. When the President 

walks into the room, he mistakes silent Jonatán for Nina, and begins to chase him around 

the dark room. The implicit homoeroticism of this new confusion becomes more apparent 

when Jonatán, always running, makes the following consideration: “[p]ensé con horror 

que ya los ojos del Presidente estarían acostumbrados a las tinieblas y que era muy 

posible que adivinase que no era Nina precisamente quien corría en redondo aquella 
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sombría cámara” (108). Is he horrified because the President will discover his error, or 

perhaps because the President‟s arousal has increased even as he begins to discover the 

truth? At this point in the story Jonatán compares himself to Christ, in a clear instance of 

Piñera‟s recurrent and profane comparisons of the artist to the Savior: “Sólo quedaríamos 

allí mi Presidente y yo, yo, un simple ciudadano, que parodiando osadamente al dulce 

Rabí de Galilea venía a traerle „la verdad y la vida‟”(108).
 110

 Jonatán‟s view of himself 

and his mission renders the literary project of portraying the self as a profane parody of 

religious salvation. This is of course in agreement with Piñera‟s comparison of the 

function of writers and priests as depositaries of the secrets of others.     

 Once the lights are on and the President recovers his solemnity, Jonatán explains 

to him the nature of his illness: the President is turning into a Dummy (“un muñeco”), 

made of either rubber or “papier maché” (111). As Jonatán makes clear, this illness has 

its origin in the President‟s constant posing for the cameras: “Es usted mismo, señor 

Presidente, una estrella de cine” (109), “¿cuántas veces, según cálculo aproximado, 

aparece su Excelencia en los Noticieros Nacionales?” (110). The President admits to 

Jonatán, albeit reluctantly, that he is aware of his “metamorfosis.” And he adds: “Le 

aseguro que el Presidente de M. está mucho peor que yo” (111). Jonatán then stresses that 

the “dummy” illness is the result of the exposure to audiences and, in particular, to lights 

and cameras: “Tenga en cuenta que [M.] es un Estado mucho mayor que el nuestro; hay 

mayor número de actos oficiales, y él está expuesto mucho más tiempo que usted al 
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 In Chapter 2 of this dissertation I discuss Oscar‟s ironic comparison of himself to Jesus Christ. In 

Chapter 4, I discuss the similarities between the barber Jesús, in the play of that name, and Piñera‟s 

presentation of the man of letters in his 1960 prologue “Piñera teatral.”     
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público y a la acción de las cámaras filmadoras. Tengo informes de que pasa días enteros 

bajo las potentes luces de los reflectores” (111). In this way, Piñera reformulates the 

traditional belief according to which the photographic camera can steal the soul.
111

 

 In Jonatán‟s rendition of the “muñeco” or “dummy” illness, the self appears split 

between the soul (site of an impotent consciousness buried in the depths of the person), 

and the dummy‟s exterior, mechanical performance: “Nadie, a no ser un actor, puede 

estar a gusto con su muñeco. El muñeco acaba por hacernos la vida un infierno; creemos 

estar a gusto, pero sentimos que es él quien manda y ordena; impotentes, asistimos, desde 

el fondo de nuestra propia alma, a esa tiranía vitalicia” (112). Jonatán‟s explanation of 

performance in fact prefigures Piñera‟s ideas in the 1974 essay “Los dos cuerpos.”
112

 In 

that brief text, Piñera argues that people turn into virtual objects, not simply through the 

daily use of “máscaras,” but because they ignore of the fact that our lives imply 

continuous, inescapable performance:  

El hombre tiene, si quiere preservar su existencia, que saber ante todo  

dónde se encuentra parado, y está nada menos que parado en el teatro de la 

vida. Si volvemos al origen de la palabra teatro, todo hombre tiene que 

saber mirar, mirar en torno y mirarse a sí mismo, en medio de las tinieblas 

que lo rodean. De no lograrlo, su cuerpo de carne y huesos permanecerá 
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 This belief has been attributed to so-called primitive peoples, especially American Indians. However, 

Marina Warner argues convincingly that “[f]ear of the soul-stealing powers of reflection and doubling 

flourishes in Graeco-Christian mythology [. . .] as richly, if not more so, than it does among 

„Indians‟”(Phantasmagoria 192). More than describing a fact, the insistent attribution by Westerners of the 

belief in the soul-stealing powers of photography to other peoples rather marks the latter‟s desire “for 

marking out indigenous peoples as superstitious, naïve, and undeveloped” (192).      
112

 I also comment this essay in Chapter 2, in relation to “Aire frío.” 
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en pasividad, como decía un momento, sin hacerla [la pasividad] activa 

por medio de su cuerpo-teatro. (302)  

In the essay, Piñera suggests that without awareness of the fact that we are situated in 

“life‟s theatre” our flesh-and-bone bodies become “passive.” Such passivity corresponds 

to the President‟s “dummy” condition. Jonatán‟s intervention is bound to bring to the 

President both awareness and an antidote: another dummy. This dummy thus symbolizes 

art or, more precisely, literature-as-portrait.
113

 By making the President‟s mechanical 

replica, Jonatán will return his freedom to him because: “El muñeco se saca con el 

muñeco” (112).  

 Jonatán explains that both movie and theatre actors regularly become infected by 

the “dummy” disease (“contraen el muñeco,” 111). However, they do not suffer from it, 

but rather “se lo asimilan enteramente” (111). This is because they contract the dummy of 

the character they represent (“digamos, de un idiota, de un sirviente, de un general, de 

una loca, de Napoleón,” 111) rather than the dummy of their own persons, like has 

happened with the President. However, Jonatán suggests that there is something else in 

the mental constitution of the actors that allows them to be comfortable with their 

“dummies.” The suggestion takes place during an exchange between the President and 

Jonatán. The President is furious because Jonatán has called him a movie star: 

-¿Estrella de cine? . . . El Presidente de un Estado es la antípoda de todo 

histrión. 
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 In relation to another narration by Piñera (the 1976 short story “El otro yo”), Gabriella Ibieta rightly 

remarks that the mechanical double in this story symbolizes the literary creation itself. The text can be 

considered as “una metáfora del proceso creador” in which “el señor X=el escritor, y el X mecánico=su 

alter ego¸personaje u obra” (990). 
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- Sí y no . . . [. . .] Concedo que el Presidente sea la antípoda del histrión: 

un histrión puede encarnar al Presidente, pero ¿un Presidente podría 

encarnar a un histrión? [. . .] Si lo hiciera pondría en peligro mortal su 

delicada estructura psíquica. 

- ¿La psiquis. . . ?—dijo vivamente interesado—Si es la psiquis no hay 

que andarse con juegos. (110) 

Evidently, the President‟s “delicate psychic constitution” (which is mocked, just as his 

very interest in the notion of “psyche”
114

) prevents him from becoming an actor, in fact, 

from accepting performance as a necessary part of human life—an acceptance or 

awareness which in “Los dos cuerpos” appears as essential to human life (as opposed to 

an “object”-like state: “cosificación,” 302).        

Relating Piñera‟s ideas in the essay to the story, it becomes clear that it is not his 

constant performing that threatens the President, but rather his inability to accept 

performance as a fundamental part of his self. This inability is euphemistically referred to 

as the President‟s “delicada constitución psíquica.” Paradoxically, what appears as the 

President‟s weakness (his inability to live with the fact of being the “movie star” of the 

National News) is a direct result of his power. Indeed, the notion that “[e]l Presidente de 

un Estado es la antípoda de todo histrión” means that the President of a State is expected 

to be the highest representation of values such as truthfulness, sincerity, and originality—

as opposed to the actor‟s imitative construction of a character. As Meyer observes in his 
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 Regarding the mockery of the President‟s concern for his psyche, it is important to remember that 

Piñera‟s essay “Freud y Freud,” from 1956, contains a good deal of skepticism in relation to psychoanalysis 

as a clinical practice: “El enfermo lo mira como áncora de salvación, el médico percibe buenas entradas, el 

público en general lo afirma. Pues bien, es probable que pasados cien años más los enfermos y los médicos 

de esa época futura no reciban beneficio alguno del psicoanálisis” (277).   
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introduction to Politics and Poetics of Camp, “the dominant order, [is] dominant precisely 

because it controls signification and what is represented by the privilege of nominating its 

own codes as the „original‟” (11). Being an actor thus represents the “antipode” of the 

President‟s power as the embodiment of originality and related qualities. Jonatán‟s 

mission entails the restoration of the President‟s access to the supreme value of 

nominating (and being) the original. 

From the reader‟s perspective, Jonatán‟s dummy is clearly a flawed solution, for it 

is bound to substitute the President‟s already deficient public performances for a 

completely mechanical and therefore absolutely insincere representation. There is 

unmistakable authorial irony in the fact that the President feels reassured in his status of 

original by having a mechanical double acting in his place. In fact, “El muñeco” 

illustrates the literary process of parody.  We must remember Jonatán‟s reference to 

literature as just another “artefacto mecánico,” which entails a parallel between writing 

and the dummy. Through the dummy, almost the exact replica of the President, Jonatán 

takes control over the latter, and in fact causes the entire national system to collapse. 

These events illustrate the description of the artistic process that Linda Hutcheon 

famously describes as “parody in the twentieth century,” namely instances of textual 

“parallels with an ironic difference” (5). Jonatán‟s dummy disrupts the established 

order—just as parody, in Hutcheon‟s definition, constitutes a “strategy of repetition as a 

source of liberation” (10).    

The President and a handful of his most preeminent friends who know the secret 

(including his wife, the Cardinal, a military person, and a mysterious “Condesa de 
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Hendaya”) are all fascinated by the dummy‟s fabulous resemblance to the national leader. 

Interestingly, what is supposed to be a technological achievement is discussed in terms of 

magic. Jonatán‟s explanation to the President of the effectiveness of the Dummy gives a 

new twist to the previously implied notion that cameras have soul-stealing power. He 

explains that he will work, as a witch, on the basis of analogies: “La bruja opera por 

analogías” (114).
115

 It is implied that to possess a copy of a person‟s image provides 

power over that person‟s soul.  

The President fully accepts the magical character of the enterprise. Later in the 

story he scolds one of his advisors who describes the process of making the Dummy as 

part of a witch tale: “No diga usted esa fea palabra „brujas,‟ señor consejero secreto, 

cuando tenemos la expresión atinada y exacta de „magia negra‟”(117). Barthes argues 

that after the invention of photography, the mythic theme of the double has paradoxically 

become less important, “as if we repressed the profound madness of Photography” (13). 

In this story, however, Piñera playfully revives the repressed mythical connections of 

photography, referring to its doubling powers in connection to both witchery and the 

traditionally disquieting art of making wax reproductions.
116

 

 Carried away by thoughts of “magia negra,” the President has the idea of making 

the dummy out of wax: “He recordado de golpe las estatuas de cera. El museo Grevin . . 

.” (117). Jonatán explains that wax is “una sustancia post mortem . . . el muñeco de cera 

                                                 
115

 Jonatán‟s insistence on analogy as his method of work may allude to the aesthetic ideas of the French 

Symbolist poets. Baudelaire was one of Piñera‟s favorite authors. Perchance Jonatán‟s insistence on the 

power of analogy echoes the Frenchman‟s famous verses: “Dans une ténébreuse et profonde unité/ Vaste 

comme la nuit et comme la clarté/ Les parfums, le coleurs et le sons se répondent” (46).   
116

 As Marina Warner explains, waxworks developed from funerary masks made out of wax. Mainly 

because of its forensic uses, wax condenses and symbolizes opposite notions, such as im/mortality, 

truthfulness and deceit (Phantasmagoria 23).    
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es un muñeco funerario: nada tiene que ver con la terrible vitalidad de los muñecos de 

goma” (117). However, the rubber dummy functions very much as a traditional wax 

statue, since both forms of replica play with the deceitful appearance of life in the 

inanimate. 

The funerary connotations of the wax dummy deserve commentary on two 

different levels. The first one is historical. I mentioned earlier that West states that Piñera 

worked on “El muñeco” until 1954, that is, two years before its publication. If this is 

indeed the case, then it is impossible not to see in the “funerary dummy” a reference to 

the embalming of Eva Perón‟s body in 1952.This embalming was undoubtedly intended 

as a means to exploit Evita‟s tremendous popularity beyond her death for the political 

benefit of Perón. The work of preservation on Evita‟s body was deemed miraculous, and 

entailed a display of technological expertise that resembles that of Jonatán‟s in the 

fantastic tale. As historians recount:  

Por propio pedido de Eva, según afirmará Perón, su cuerpo será 

preservado. El médico español Pedro Ara, profesor de la Universidad de 

Córdoba y agregado cultural de su embajada, es contratado para efectuarle 

un tratamiento de su propia invención, que conservará indefinidamente los 

tejidos, incluida la elasticidad de la piel. (Aguirre 134)    

The expectation and mystery surrounding the work of the Spanish doctor are also 

emphasized in historical accounts. At the “Confederación General del Trabajo,” Dr. Ara 

worked for eleven months, during which he “exigió absoluta privacidad” (Aguirre 136). 

In a press interview from June of 1953, Perón says regarding the corpse of his wife that it 
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had such appearance of life that he even “esperaba que se levantase y repitiera el milagro 

de la vida‟” (Aguirre 136). If the embalming of Eva Perón‟s body was not a historical 

referent for Piñera‟s allusions to funerary dummies, one has only to agree that the 

coincidence is indeed surprising. 

 Leaving aside the historical interest of the “muñeco funerario,” we must observe 

here that the mention of the wax figures and their funerary connotations brings to the fore 

the idea of the uncanny. In relation to “[t]he undoubted frisson provoked by waxworks, 

robots, dolls, animatronics, and digital imaging,” Warner discusses Freud‟s famous essay 

on the uncanny (Phantasmagoria 54). She agrees with E. Jentsch‟s idea that “the disquiet 

stirred by waxworks or automata arises from their ever protracted undecided state, 

between life and not-life” (53).
117

 Without necessarily subscribing to Freud‟s Oedipal 

explanation, Warner stresses that the uncanny effect produced by lifeless doubles 

“connects at the deepest level to the enigma of individual life itself, itself necessarily 

bound up with sexuality” (54). And she adds that “[t]he uncanny is an effect of doubling . 

. . when the subject represented does not exist . . . it is an effect of reflection without 

referent” (54). In “El muñeco,” the uncanny indeterminacy between life and lifeless adds 

to the story‟s reflection upon interiority and exteriority, soul and performance. In this 

case, the subject is inexistent not because he is dead (as in Warner‟s example), but 

because he is presented as existing solely through the repetitive acts that constitute his 

public performances. 

                                                 
117

 In his 1919 essay “The Uncanny,” Freud does not find Jentsch‟s idea convincing, and explains the 

uncanny in relation to the Oedipus complex.  
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In his discussion of “El muñeco,” Alan West rightly remarks that Piñera has a 

“fascination with doubles” that is present in many of his writings, including the novel La 

carne de René, and the 1976 story “El otro yo” (91). He compares the latter to Wilde‟s 

Portrait of Dorian Gray.
118

 Analyzing the role of the doubles in Piñera‟s narrative, 

Gabriella Ibieta also observes that in “El otro yo” (which constitutes a “metáfora del 

proceso creador”), the mechanical double replaces the narrator‟s self at the end, and thus: 

“[a]l identificar al producto creado con su creador . . . „el otro yo‟ resulta ser, como el 

arte, eterno” (991). Ibieta‟s observation makes explicit the parallel between Piñera‟s short 

story and Wilde‟s Portrait. In “El muñeco,” the relation between Jonatán and the 

President has clear erotic overtones which, added to the President‟s posing for Jonatán, 

are obviously reminiscent of Portrait of Dorian Gray.  

There are several indications of the erotic character of the relationship between 

Jonatán and the President. I referred earlier to the description of the movie theatre as a 

place of “pequeños vicios,” and comic erotic situations. Jonatán‟s desire to save the 

President from his dummy illness originates there, which suggests that his desire is akin 

to the erotic desire of movie fans who want to possess their filmic idols in someway. 

Indeed, West observes that “Jonatán wants to create an intimacy of mutual recognition 

[between himself and the President], rather than the false exploitative intimacy of the 

movie star image” (72).
119

 Thanks to the President‟s overabundant appearances in the 

National News (shown in movie theatres), Jonatán learns how to copy to perfection the 

                                                 
118

 West specifically stresses the resemblance between the two stories in terms of a desire for immortality 

(92).    
119

 West analyses the relationship between Jonatán and the President in terms of Hegel‟s concepts of Master 

and Slave. Although West demonstrates Piñera‟s familiarity with Hegel‟s philosophy, his approach misses 

the text‟s erotic implications.   
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President‟s smile, which is described as a mechanical gesture which originates in one 

corner of the lip and then travels towards the other corner. The President first pays 

attention to Jonatán, during the meeting with the Communists at the National Palace, 

when the latter replies to his presidential smile with an exact replica. Jonatán‟s creation 

of the dummy therefore culminates a process of parodic appropriation which begins with 

Jonatán as spectator of the President‟s performances in the movie theatre. The story thus 

reflects the spectators‟ erotically charged tendency to imitate movie stars so distinctive of 

the culture surrounding commercial film.
120

  

Jonatán comments that being able to use the informal “tú” with the President had 

been his lifetime fantasy (98). His initial desire for intimacy with the President has 

homoerotic connotations that are even clearer towards the end of the story. Jonatán 

recounts that while the dummy is performing during public ceremonies, he sits with the 

President in his private room drinking martinis—just as Nina had done earlier—and 

looking at a map of Istanbul. There are no further explanations, but this quick mention 

suggests that he and the President are planning a trip to the exotic East. Jonatán seems to 

have achieved the long-desired intimacy with the President and to have returned his 

freedom (mostly his erotic freedom) to the Father of the nation. The President, however, 

convinced of being a dummy, soon begins to sleep in a cage, and Jonatán‟s dreams end in 

disaster.      

                                                 
120

 In her book on Mexican Golden Age cinema, Julia Tuñón highlights the role of the movies in providing 

the public with stereotypes for imitation. As one of Tuñón‟s interviewees comments regarding the movies 

seen in her youth, during the forties and fifties: 

El cine era puro sufrir, puro llorar. Ahora las veo y digo: ¡Ay, Dios mío, cómo sufrían 

antes!, y era todo el estilo de la gente, porque de ahí lo copiaban. Los hombres querían 

ser como Pedro Infante, borrachotes y peleoneros y todo eso lo copiaban . . . la señora 

muy abnegada, porque así era Sara García y así eran todas las demás. (23)       
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 According to Meyer‟s interpretation, Dorian Gray‟s interiority is displaced to the 

canvas while Basil Hallward‟s homoerotic desire—fixed and “purified under the ideal of 

art”—becomes inscribed on Dorian‟s body, hence the young man‟s immutable exterior  

(“Under”87). Unlike Basil‟s, Jonatán‟s desire does not take the form of an inscription on 

the desired body. His duplication of the President‟s body is a way to steal him from the 

public and the cameras in order to enjoy his company intimately, in the darkness of the 

private room. Clearly this is not about idealization of desire but of its full realization. 

Unlike Basil‟s portrait of Dorian, Jonatán‟s dummy does not sever the President‟s interior 

self from his exterior one. It rather aims at dissociating the public and private existence of 

the President in order to appropriate the latter for Jonatán‟s homoerotic desire.  

The story conveys its erotic meaning through the indications that I have 

mentioned above, as well as through the connotations that posing acquired in Latin 

America after the three trials of Oscar Wilde. As Sylvia Molloy remarks, posing has a 

“transgressive and, at the very least, homoerotic charge,” for it “resorts to an exploitation 

of the public, in the form of self-advertising and very visible self-fashioning, that appears 

to make the spectator very nervous as to what goes on in private” (147). In “El muñeco,” 

Piñera is careful to stress the erotic connotations of posing. Jonatán explains that for the 

fabrication of the dummy, “el Presidente posará absolutamente desnudo para el modelista 

encargado de dicha reproducción.”
121

 Later, at midnight (parodying the witch-like 

character of the enterprise), the President appears naked in front of Jonatán and the 

                                                 
121

 It is interesting this momentary appearance of the person in charge of the physical creation of the 

dummy. The presence of this character puts Jonatán in the position of the intellectual, rather than physical, 

author of the dummy. The dummy‟s creation also requires the specialized participation of a “carista” or 

“face-maker.” This of course is linked to the topic of masks and social normalization in other works by 

Piñera, notably La carne de René and the poem “Un hombre es así,” which I discuss in Chapter 4.     
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presidential aids: “El Presidente apareció desnudo por una puertecilla secreta a las doce 

en punto” (117).  

The President‟s naked posing under Jonatán‟s direction and supervision reverses 

the power relation between them. From being the passive spectator of the “National 

News,” Jonatán now controls exactly how and when the President will pose. He explains 

to the President the few gestures that the dummy will be able to make: “el muñeco 

caminará tres pasos para delante y tres pasos para atrás. Para un Presidente es bastante” 

(114). They also discuss the President‟s nervous tics in order to incorporate them into the 

dummy. In this way, the narrative turns upside-down the idea, dating from the beginning 

of the 20
th

 century, that homosexual identity (in opposition to the heterosexual male) was 

characterized by “exterior excess . . . and interior lack” (Meyer, “Under” 76). The story 

shows, first, that the hyper-virile identity of the “father of the nation” is also constructed 

through exterior signs (such as gestures, albeit austere and repetitive); and second, it 

proposes that there is also an interior lack to this highly virile self. Indeed, nothing is left 

of the President after his exterior replica has been made: there simply is no interiority, 

and the idea of soul thus appears as pure “superchería,” superstition. 

Jonatán‟s overturn of the power relation between the President and himself has a 

clear parallel in the scenario that Piñera constructs in his 1960 prologue to Teatro 

completo. José Quiroga is right to emphasize the erotic connotations underlying Piñera‟s 

contraposition of himself to Fidel Castro in that text (“Fleshing” 175). There are two 

types of “teatralidad,” argues Piñera, one in life and one “en las letras”: Fidel Castro 

represents the first type; Piñera, the second. The author can thus present himself as a 
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spectator 
122

 (alongside with the Cuban people) of a national drama in which the 

politicians are the actors. The passivity and weakness that Piñera attributes to this 

position are only apparent, for the Cuban people (and therefore the author) have the 

characteristic virtue of using humor against the powerful, thus “entre nosotros un Hitler, 

con sus teatralerías y su wagnerismo, sería desinflado al minuto” (10).  

Piñera‟s description of Cuban humor in his 1960 prologue is similar to the parodic 

strategy by which Jonatán dominates the President. The President is not “deflated,” but 

he ends up in a toy store, where he expects to be torn to pieces at the hands of children. 

The same fate is met by anybody of any social status in the country, and later in the entire 

world. Jonatán‟s protests of being horrified by these events thinly veil the fact that the 

lower classes are actually achieving a deserved revenge. While all the powerful people 

decide to have their rubber dummies made, “[e]l pueblo, como sucede siempre, se 

abstuvo, y puede asegurarse que continuaba siendo la cosa caliente y palpitante de las 

naciones” (120). The overturn of the dominant position of the male, the “father of the 

nation,” also entails a reversal of power positions between the dominant classes and the 

lower ones.    

Given the story‟s engagement with issues of social power, West‟s interpretation 

of “El muñeco” in terms of Hegel‟s Master/Slave opposition provides good insight. 

However, his decision against “finding veiled references to his [Piñera‟s] homosexuality 

in his fiction, as if his work were merely a sexual roman a clef” (95), leads him to miss 

the fact that Jonatán‟s directing of the President‟s pose overturns power positions in 
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 Piñera argues that he writes about “aquello que me rodea en el momento en que vivo” (Teatro completo 

1960, 17). 
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unequivocally erotic terms. As Meyer argues referring to the times before Wilde‟s trials, 

“[p]erforming the insertor‟s role in penetrative sex was only one way to align with [. . .] 

idealized domination. It could also be achieved by controlling the model‟s body through 

dictation of the pose” (“Under” 89). Meyer rightly stresses that the opposition 

artist/spectator/insertor/inscriptee versus model/poser/insertee/inscriptee constitutes an 

“enactment of Hegel‟s master-slave metaphor” (“Under” 106). The polarization and 

power divide remain valid in Piñera‟s context since, as Bejel observes “[i]n Cuban 

society, homoerotic relationships are often based on the masculine/feminine binary” 

(149). “El muñeco” thus narrates a revenge of the oppressed that addresses both class and 

gender differences. 

At the end of “El muñeco” it becomes clear that literature (i.e. Jonatán‟s 

“artifact”) is no antidote to soul-stealing photographic exposure. Unlike the mass media 

representations of the President, however, Jonatán‟s duplicating ability is capable of 

overturning the established order. This in fact illustrates the power of parodic 

appropriation. Although Jonatán presents himself as the equivalent of a witch, and 

photographic cameras seem to be soul-stealing, the real opposition in the text is not 

between soul and body, but between rubber and flesh. The opposition interior/exterior 

turns out to be insignificant. In the realm of selfhood as pure exteriority represented in the 

text, the opposition lies between common people (who are the “hot and palpitating 

thing”), and the powerful, made of rubber. 

What Barthes calls “the profound madness of photography” (13), namely its 

ability to make us see ourselves outwardly, is the equivalent of the experience that the 
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dummy offers to the President. And this experience is what literature ought to offer, in 

Piñera‟s conception. Literature does not explore souls but offers gestures for 

contemplation; does not give accounts of interiorities but of performances—just as the 

portrait photographer “captures” poses. In “El muñeco,” as we shall see is the case also in 

Pequeñas maniobras, the difference between the artist and others lies in the former‟s 

willingness to disregard interiority as a mistaken belief akin to superstition. Comparing 

himself to a witch, Jonatán treats the President as the photographer who patronizes the 

gullible native in western accounts. Free from a “delicate psychic constitution,” the 

writer/photographer can fully accept that identity lies in performance. 

 

 

3.2  Blurred Photos, Spirits, Revenge  

The name of the protagonist of Pequeñas maniobras, Sebastián, is that of a 

Christian saint whose semi-naked body pierced by arrows has inspired an iconography 

traditionally associated with male homoeroticism as well as with masochism.
123

 Piñera 

may have also taken into account that Sebastian Melmoth was the alias that Oscar Wilde 

took after his release from prison.
124

 The novel is almost entirely narrated by Sebastián in 

the first person. He recounts a period of his life as a man of thirty, and finishes with an 

episode that takes place after ten years have elapsed. He focuses on the series of poorly 

paid jobs that he takes and abandons when he gets tired or runs into difficulties, and also 

                                                 
123

 Both Valerio-Holguín and Anderson rightly stress this fact. 
124

 I have already suggested that another of Piñera‟s characters which clearly reflects the author (Oscar, in 

the play “Aire frío”) owes his name to the Irish writer.  
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describes the different rooms and guest houses where he lives. Interestingly, the events 

surrounding his broken engagement are not narrated by him but by his fiancée, or else 

appear in the form of dialogue. Overall, however, the novel takes the form of an 

autobiography written by the fictional character. Sebastián repeatedly addresses the 

reader directly, mocking her expectations of having excited events narrated. Instead, we 

continuously read about Sebastián‟s desire of not being noticed and of escaping from all 

forms of confession. What does he fear to confess? Certainly, we will not know. 

Anderson observes that “[t]hough Sebastián concludes his memoirs without having 

revealed the source of his obvious inner turmoil, a careful reading of the novel suggests 

that his guilty conscience is a product of his homosexuality” (210). There are in fact a 

few indications to this effect. Where the stress undoubtedly falls, however, is in the 

problem of revealing one‟s interiority. 

 The first important reference to interiority, or the soul, in relation to “secrets” and 

confession appears already in the first chapter. Sebastián, always penurious, lives in a 

guest house whose keeper, Fernando, is close to dying. Fernando refuses to confess and 

take communion, and a couple of priests try to talk Sebastián into convincing Fernando to 

confess. Sebastián comments that Fernando has never married, and that “podría 

averiguarse el motivo” (131). His comment raises questions about the housekeeper‟s 

sexuality: is he a womanizer?, does he not like women?, etc. These are clearly the kinds 

of questions that interest the priests, who see Fernando as “lleno de secretos” (140)—and 

not only his own secrets, but also the secrets of those who have lived in the guest house 

in the last forty years.  
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Sebastián imagines Fernando‟s soul as hidden inside the housekeeper‟s body. The 

finger of the priest pointing at Fernando seems to examine that soul: “con un dedo 

avezado en descubrir y señalar [el cura] me muestra al encargado, y es como si ese dedo 

recorriera de arriba abajo el alma que se oculta en lo profundo de esa piel tempranamente 

apergaminada” (142). Clearly, although the soul is “hidden in the depth of the skin,” it 

manifests itself through visible signs on the body, signs that the priest is experienced in 

deciphering.
125

  

Later in the novel, the theme of the priest trying to force a confession recurs in 

relation to another character, Orlando, the brother of Elisa, in whose house Sebastián 

works as a servant. Unlike Fernando, who “[h]a lavado pisos durante treinta años” (131), 

Orlando belongs in the privileged class. Not only is Orlando a womanizer; he is in fact a 

“chulo,” that is, he exploits women sexually (both as lovers and by selling them to others) 

and makes his living from them. However, Orlando‟s class privilege allows him to be 

socially respected in spite of his moral trespassing, as Sebastián bitterly observes (177).    

Orlando is not simply the hyper-virile heterosexual male that critics like Anderson 

and Molinero associate with the figure of Giacomo Cassanova—Sebastián‟s favorite 

historical character.
126

 Sebastián describes Orlando very much as his oppossite: Orlando 

is “hombre de pelo en pecho—de esos pelos que me ponen los pelos de punta” (178). 

Regarding these manly hairs on the chest, Sebastián says: “me faltan los pelos en el 

                                                 
125

 The priest trying to examine Fernando‟s soul as he points at his skin makes apparent that “the soul is a 

surface signification . . . a figure of interior psychic space inscribed on the body”—which is how Butler 

describes Foucault‟s redescription of the language of internalization (“From Interiority” 362).   
126

 Molinero contrasts Sebastián, with his lack of interest in women, and Cassanova, “[e]l italiano que amó 

en realidad a las mujeres” (327). Anderson asserts that “Sebastián‟s boring, miserable, and ambitionless 

existence serves as an inverted version of the audacious exploits and amorous escapades of this legendary 

figure” (200).  
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pecho, sin ellos no es posible afrontar las situaciones” (178). In spite of this hyper-

virility, which in the novel is associated with a willingness to exploit the weak, Orlando‟s 

sexual tastes may not be restricted to women. Sebastián believes that Orlando is flirting 

with him when the latter asks “¿Te gustan mucho las mujeres?.” Sebastián reflects: “Me 

hago el tonto. Hay que tener cuidado con este pajarraco.” Then he answers: “Como a 

todos los hombres” (191). The word “pajarraco” in this context clearly refers to the 

homosexual.
127

  

 Given the suggestion of Orlando‟s bisexuality, it seems very likely that he owes 

his name to the sex-changing protagonist of Virginia Woolf‟s novel of the same name. 

Although critics have so far focused only on the obvious reflection of Piñera in the 

character of Sebastián, it must be noted that Orlando (who, like Sebastián and Giacomo 

Cassanova, is also the author of a book of Memoirs) has an ability to see the comic side 

of painful events that is a direct reflection of Piñera‟s belief that “no existe nada 

verdaderamente doloroso o absolutamente placentero” (Teatro completo 1960, 9). Also, 

Orlando‟s close relationship with his sister Elisa brings to mind another couple of 

siblings that are reflections of Piñera‟s biography, Oscar and Luz Marina in “Aire frío.”     

 Elisa suffers from unrequited love for his brother in law, a priest, Father José. The 

latter is in turn obsessed with obtaining a confession from Orlando in order to save his 

soul, taking it “a la presencia de Dios” (188). Orlando has described his abuses of women 

in all detail in his yet unpublished Memorias (“[m]ujeres enfermas, muertas, navajeadas, 

seducidas, explotadas, llorosas, histéricas, desfilan por esas páginas” 177), but this 

                                                 
127

 In the following chapter (really??) we shall see more of the importance of this word from the Cuban 

slang, “pájaro,” in Piñera‟s allusions to homosexuality.    
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literary type of confession is pernicious in the eyes of Father José, because it will damage 

Orlando‟s reputation (“[s]erá piedra de escándalo” -189) and, most importantly, does not 

imply repentance. To Father José‟s preaching on “la comunión de los santos,” Elisa 

responds that Orlando prefers “la comunión de los hombres” (189), and that the 

Memorias constitute Orlando‟s chosen way of “seguir viviendo después de muerto” 

(189). Unlike biographical literary writing, religious confession entails a surrender of 

one‟s soul. As Elisa tells Father José: “Orlando es un soberbio, pero no pretende tu alma; 

en cambio tú, pasas por humilde y quieres el alma de mi hermano . . . ¿Por qué no te 

dedicas, de acuerdo con tu humildad, a coleccionar moscas muertas?” (188).   

The above passage clearly echoes Piñera‟s comparison of the writer and the priest 

quoted at the opening of this chapter. There he affirms that “[t]anto el sacerdote como el 

escritor son depositarios de los secretos de sus confesados. El primero se supone que los 

eleva hasta Dios; el segundo los lleva al libro donde siguen disfrutando su misterio, ya 

que la escritura los hace a todos irreconocibles” (Espinosa Domínguez 94). Piñera‟s view 

of literature as a form of secular confession that, paradoxically, turns secrets into 

something “unrecognizable,” explains the very form of Pequeñas maniobras, its evading 

the type of sexual confession that it simultaneously—indeed, tantalizingly—seems to 

promise.
128

  

Anderson observes that “[t]hough Sebastián concludes his memoirs without 

having revealed the source of his obvious inner turmoil, a careful reading of the novel 

suggests that his guilty conscience is a product of his homosexuality” (210). He sees 
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 In Chapter 2 I discuss Piñera‟s reflections on “literatura tantálica.” 
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Sebastián‟s repeated declarations of being “cobarde” as implying homosexuality (212). 

That sexual implication is derived from the Latin American binary scheme of 

masculinity, in which the macho “de pelo en pecho” is at the opposite extreme of the 

effeminate homosexual. We have seen, however, that in Pequeñas maniobras the gender 

binary does not at all entail the heterosexuality of the macho, as Orlando‟s case shows. 

Although there are several subtle intimations of Sebastián‟s homosexual identity (as 

conceived in the Cuban context) in my view the sole instance in the novel that actually 

reflects homoerotic desire is carefully ciphered around a musical instrument.   

Although he hates churches and priests, Sebastián has the ritual of attending to the 

church of San Francisco in order to listen to the organ‟s music. He describes this music in 

unequivocally erotic terms, as an orgasmic shower: 

En cuanto al órgano, no tocaba ahora, el organista lo estaba ajustando y 

resoplaba por todos sus fuelles, primero débilmente como el moribundo 

que dicta sus últimas disposiciones, después, poderoso y triunfante como 

el orgasmo de un hombre ducho en las lides del amor. Por fin llegó la 

descarga, la música me empapó de arriba a abajo con su lluvia de notas 

altas y bajas, con sus graves y sus agudos. (164) 

Later in the novel, the re-apparition of the organ marks the moment when Sebastián 

decides to escape from Teresa, his fiancée, abandoning her in the same church of San 

Francisco on the day of their wedding. The moment is anticipated in a stretch of dialogue 

in which Teresa and Sebastián mock the suspicion of their family and friends that 

Sebastián will abandon Teresa—as he does in fact:        
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-Desde la puerta lo oigo, Teresa. El órgano me dice que no entre, que no 

dé semejante paso, que me perderé. 

-El órgano es un pájaro de mal agüero. Que lo toquen entonces, a dos 

manos, tu madre y Julia (240). 

Incidentally, it is hardly a coincidence that the Cuban slang term for homosexual, 

“pájaro,” accompanies the above reference to an instrument that, as we have seen, 

metaphorically represents the aroused sexual organ of “un hombre ducho en las lides del 

amor.” The suggestion that Sebastián‟s homoerotic inclinations have to do with his 

broken engagement is in this way ciphered in the narrative. But with what purpose does 

Sebastián‟s autobiographical writing bring secrets to the book, “where they preserve their 

mystery”? Could it be a form of achieving a form of secular “communion with men,” as 

Elisa says referring to Orlando‟s Memorias? And if so, what is the foundation of 

Sebastián‟s sense of community? He emphasizes the diversity of humans and the 

impossibility of communication: “[E]se pretendido parecido del hombre con el hombre es 

una de tantas condiciones para dormir a los niños” (162). He sees the world as a Tower of 

Babel, populated by “mil millones de personas que hablan sin entenderse, se miran sin 

reconocerse” (162). If Anderson is right in his assertion that Sebastián debases himself 

through recurring comparisons with animals (212), the fact is that this character 

paradoxically conceives the entire human world as in/human, that is, not constituted by a 

single species but by inexhaustible diversity: “Es escalofriante. Especies diferentes, una 

suerte de agobiadora zoología. Como si a los miles de millones de moscas que pueblan el 

planeta tuviéramos que darles nombres distintos” (162).  
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 According to Sebastián, in order to have a proper idea of the diversity of the so-

called-human world, it would be necessary “que cada uno de nosotros escribiera su 

propia novela” (162). These novels would be “tan confusas y borrosas como los hombres 

que las escribieron” (162); indeed, as blurred and confusing, and as frustrating for the 

reader, as Sebastián‟s own writing: “Lamento mucho que mi anodina vida no sirva para 

excitar al lector [ . . .] Desde la primera página él sabrá que a mí no me pasa ese tipo de 

cosas que son como un espejo donde todos pueden reflejarse” (255). The reader who sees 

himself portrayed (“retratado”) in many novels is in fact deceived by a hasty impression; 

he is also wrong to believe that the author “ha sabido plasmar en su personaje el alma de 

miles de seres humanos” (161), for in fact—argues Sebastián—the similarity between 

humans lies exclusively in what is the most superficial.  

If every man wrote novel, argues Sebastián, we would see that “la novela de un 

cobarde no se parecería en nada a la novela de otro cobarde, a menos que el parecido se 

establezca sobre lo más externo y superficial del problema: la cobardía misma” (162). 

Sebastián‟s literary confession thus intimates sexual deviance with precise references to a 

social construction of homosexuality (insinuated through his name, the word “pájaro” in 

connection to the homoerotic scene, etc.), while simultaneously challenging definitions of 

identity, necessarily based on traits held in common with others. If Sebastián‟s references 

to his own cowardliness allude to the social definition of the “maricón” (as Anderson 
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argues—212), Sebastián also refers to that trait as “lo más externo y superficial,” thus 

challenging that very social definition.
129

  

 Sebastián asserts that his writing (his life) is not as a mirror in which everybody 

can be reflected. Conversely, later in the novel he mentions that he cannot be reflected in 

other people‟s mirrors. His good-hearted, success-loving boss suggests that Sebastián 

takes him as an example (of perseverance), that is, as a mirror: “Mírese en este espejo” 

(287). Sebastián thinks the following:  

Si me decidiera a ponerme frente al gordo, supuesto que me parara con la 

mejor voluntad frente a su cara bruñida, redonda y lampiña, satisfecha y 

sonriente, ya le iba a dar un susto de padre y muy señor mío cuando él 

comprobara que sería impotente para reflejar mi imagen. (287) 

 Sebastián describes himself as a vampire of sorts. He is not reflected in mirrors because 

he is different from other people: thus, in his case, the mirror represents communion, 

traits and experience shared in common with others. Shortly after he leaves his 

employment with the good-hearted boss who wants to be “a mirror” to him, Sebastián 

begins to work as a street photographer. This is a logical continuation to the novel‟s 

ongoing meditation on writing as both portraiture and self-portraiture. Through the topic 

of photography, Piñera continues his examination of the issue patent in the metaphor of 

the non-reflective mirror: the uniqueness of the self and the (im)possibility of identifying 

with others.   

                                                 
129

 The Cuban concept of the “maricón” as cowardly undoubtedly reflects the turn-of-the-century definition 

of the homosexual subject “based on excess/lack”: excess of exterior mannerisms, and inner “lack of Self” 

(Meyer, “Under the Sign” 76). In this view, the exterior is a reflection of the inner self, even when that 

interior is conceptualized as lack.           
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 Sebastián emphasizes that being a street photographer is a modest job, foreign to 

both artistic aspirations and technical sophistication. He has a designated street in which 

he works (indeed, as a prostitute, or “cortesana en desgracia”—311), offering people who 

pass by to photograph them. Later, if they are interested, they can buy the prints at the 

photo business (“la casa” 310) that employs Sebastián among many others. The first 

description of one of Sebastián‟s photographs greatly resembles the photograph in “El 

enemigo,” mentioned at the opening of this chapter. Just as that photograph managed to 

capture a specific emotion (fear), this one captures impotence. Sebastián shoots a fellow 

photographer who is jealous of the former‟s success: “asesto la cámara en su cara y „fijo‟ 

su impotencia” (311). After taking this picture, Sebastián feels terribly guilty and thinks: 

¿Acaso estoy limpio de culpa? También mi tejado o. . . , mi cara es de 

vidrio. Esta acción quedará inexpiada hasta que yo no ponga la cámara en 

sus manos y le pida humildemente que tome una foto de mi cara. Como él 

soy un espécimen, un bicho raro. No rara avis sino bicho raro. (312) 

Just as in “El enemigo,” this photographic picture renders an animal which is impossible 

to classify, “un bicho raro.” And yet, the photograph fixes a well identified emotion 

(impotence)—in the same way in which the “cámara especial” in “El enemigo” could 

reveal fear. 

After taking the picture of his colleague leaves him shaken with guilt, Sebastián 

has two other encounters that clarify, and ultimately refute, his pejorative conception of 

himself as a “bicho raro” (but not rara avis, strange bird, or “pájaro raro”). Sebastián‟s 

experience as a street photographer is thus an educational one. The first of these 
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encounters is with a monstrous child and his grandmother. Sebastián immediately takes 

the child for a mysterious materialization of his inner self: “me comparaba con especies 

envilecidas cuando, así, de pronto, sin previo aviso, se me pone por delante un verdadero 

monstruo humano” (312). He dramatically invokes philosophers and psychiatrists to 

explain the mystery of this apparently preordained encounter. Sebastián resists taking the 

child‟s portrait because, given his uncontrollable convulsions, “la foto saldrá movida” 

(313).  

The child and the grandmother insist, however, in having the picture taken. The 

child screams: “¡Foto, foto! ¡Abuela, foto!”, but given the deformity of his mouth, 

Sebastián distinctly hears “¡Feto, feto!” (313). He finally takes the photograph, thinking 

with horror that the grandmother will lovingly put it in a golden frame. At this point, 

Sebastián‟s narration is interrupted (for the first and only time) by the angry remarks of 

three readers. The readers pity the child, and accuse Sebastián of being something worse 

than a physical monster: a moral one (315). They evidently have come to this conclusion 

by reading Sebastián‟s narration until this point. 

Sebastián‟s next client is an old man on the verge of death. Clearly, he is at the 

opposite extreme of life from the “fetus.” Every day for a period of two months, the old 

man asks Sebastián to take his picture in the same pose, pays, and leaves without any 

explanation. Sebastián describes the man‟s face while he poses as having an air “que 

parece decir: Consumatum est” (316). As in the play “Aire frío” when Oscar takes a 

momentous decision, Christ‟s last words are here parodied. The old man stands in front 

of the camera with his heels together and “cierta apostura militar . . . apoyándose en su 
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bastón, como si quisiera impedir que la tierra termine por tragárselo” (317). Nothing 

seems effeminate in the old man‟s pose, and yet Sebastián comments regarding his daily 

insistence in being photographed that he “actuaba como los pajaritos mecánicos de las 

cajas de música” (319). The relation between the bird (“pájaro”) and photography in this 

case may simply evoke the expression “¡mira un pajarito!,” traditionally used by 

photographers to make the person being photographed smile.
130

 The word also raises, 

however indirectly, the questioning of the man‟s sexuality (is he a homosexual—pájaro?, 

what kind of rara avis or “bicho raro” is he?). And this questioning is of course left 

unanswered, because an answer (no matter which) would entail the sort of confession that 

the entire narration resists. 

For the first time at this point of the novel (that is, very near its end), Sebastián 

uses the word soul, “alma,” inside quotation marks. The old man finally confesses the 

meaning of his daily posing to Sebastián. Although Sebastián normally hates to receive 

confessions as much as to give them, he listens to the old man with visible pleasure: “Por 

fin, hará cosa de diez días me abrió, como se dice, „su alma‟”(319). The old man tells 

Sebastián that he has worked all of his life, always having to do other people‟s wishes. 

Sick and close to death, he is giving himself the only pleasure that his body can tolerate 

(both sex and milk are now out of the question): being photographed always in the same 

pose, the one of his choice. “¿No le gustaría otra pose?,” Sebastián asks in one occasion, 

and the man responds impatiently: “Prefiero ésta” (319). The old man says that he loves 

                                                 
130

 Such is the explanation that Espina-Pérez gives of the expression “pajarito” in his Diccionario de 

cubanismos. 
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to compare the different photographic portraits of himself because between them “hay 

diferencias que sólo yo soy capaz de apreciar” (320). 

After narrating the encounter with the monstrous child, Sebastián had been 

scolded by the three readers. Both Sebastián and the readers compared the former‟s inner 

self to the monstrous “fetus.”  After the encounter with the old man, Sebastián addresses 

the readers again, daring them to explain the old man‟s behavior and clearly not caring 

for their possible explanations: “Perdonen ustedes, intelectuales refinados y analistas 

sutiles. Este viejo me resulta maravilloso, a ustedes les resultará „un caso‟ . . . estúdienlo 

ustedes en sus laboratorios; por mi parte, yo seguiré conmovido” (321). The blurred 

photograph of the child is in fact the equivalent of the old man‟s sequential photographs. 

The camera cannot capture the self of neither the child nor the old man: the child is in 

constant, convulsive movement; the old man finds himself different in every shot.  

The old man gives Sebastián an example of determination to pose in the terms of 

one‟s choice, as an act of self-affirmation that brings compensation after a life of poverty 

and servitude. The old man‟s interest in looking at his photographs also entails that the 

one posing is in a unique position of interpreting his/her own self, just as s/he creates this 

self through the repeated act of posing. The old man can therefore take pleasure in 

finding differences between his portraits that are only visible to him, “que sólo yo soy 

capaz de apreciar” (320).  

Both Anderson and Rita Molinero stress the differences between Sebastián and 

his literary hero, Giacomo Casanova, lying in the former‟s lack of interest in women, his 
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cowardliness, and the visible mediocrity of his existence. Sebastián himself comments 

regarding his readings, full of men of action just as Casanova:  

me la pasé. . . leyendo esas cosas que yo jamás haré, páginas que hablan 

de capitanes intrépidos, de audaces aventureros, de políticos de altura, de 

galanes irresistibles, de salvadores de almas . . . Aquí mi bajeza se 

empareja con su altura: no los tomo como modelo, sencillamente los 

contrapongo. (155)    

In spite of the contraposition established by Sebastián between himself and Casanova, the 

underlying similarity between them remains to be emphasized. In his Adepts in Self-

Portraiture, published in both German and English in 1928, Stefan Zweig writes 

regarding Casanova an appreciation which is a perfect description of Sebastián:  

Like other outlaws, he ignores the conventions of society, disregards 

social regulations, has no respect for the unwritten laws of [. . .] morality. 

What other men regard as sacred or important, is to him not worth a doit . . 

. He . . . has never had a sleeping place of his own, and has lived at the 

sport of chance; he laughs at patriotism. . . he scoffs at the Roman 

Catholicism in which he was brought up. (34) 

According to Zweig, Casanova “has no character at all;” he lacks “spiritual substance” 

(43); “[c]hameleon-like he takes his colour from circumstances, changing as the 

background varies” (42). Sebastián also compares himself with a color-changing lizard:  

si cada uno tiene derecho a seleccionar su animal, yo ahora mismo escojo 

el lagarto . . . el lagarto tiene probabilidad de escapar. Me fascina este 
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animalejo que se confunde con las hojas, que cambia de color, que se 

arrastra, que duerme mucho . . . Él se confunde con las hojas y yo me 

confundo con los bobos. (147)   

In spite of his constant fear, towards the end of the novel Sebastián declares himself 

passionate about life: “me encanta la vida, ya lo he declarado; me encanta, me espanta, 

me imanta y me amamanta” (337). As I mentioned earlier, this is precisely the aspect of 

his protagonist that Piñera stresses in his 1963 interview in Bohemia. Zweig quotes a 

passage in which Casanova similarly declares his passion for life: “Life, be it happy or 

unhappy, fortunate or unfortunate, is the only good man possesses” (39). We have seen 

that Sebastián ultimately refers to the “soul” inside quotation marks, and he clearly 

disregards the soul‟s salvation promised by religious confession. Similarly, Casanova 

declares, as quoted by Zweig, “[p]robably there is no life after death; but if there were, 

we shall find out in due course” (35). Finally, just as Casanova, Sebastián sometimes 

takes advantage of other people‟s gullibility.  

 In spite of his remorse over abandoning Teresa, Sebastián is not as “limpio” in his 

relationship with her as she believes even after his desertion (216). Sebastián lies to 

Teresa when he affirms that he was an accountant for Elisa‟s husband, when in fact he 

was his servant. He therefore can be deceitful, and his abandonment of Teresa is not so 

unlike Casanova‟s innumerable betrayals. The chapter of the engagement comprises 

sections of dialogue between the lovers interspersed with Teresa‟s a posteriori 

reflections. Both the sections of dialogue and of narration are more than passionate; they 

are openly kitschy or “cursi.”“¡Cuánto hemos jugado en estos días!¡ Me asombra tanta 
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voluntad de juego!,” Teresa observes at one point. In fact, their playing constitutes the 

theatrical representation of heterosexual passion. This representation includes Sebastián‟s 

embracement of the stereotype of the responsible and solvent man: 

-Mira—y [Sebastián] saca un papel—Mi contrato de trabajo. Un puesto de 

contador. Empiezo a trabajar dentro de quince días. 

- ¡Amor mío! Soy tan feliz. Deja que te bese. (218) 

Teresa‟s narration and her dialogues with Sebastián unmistakably echo the language of 

“radionovelas” and romance novels. The lovers‟ exaggeration reaches profane extremes 

(they compare each other to God, affirm to be in Heaven, etc.). Even after Sebastián‟s 

abandonment, Teresa continues to see herself in religious terms, as a martyr of sorts—in 

which she resembles other abjectly passionate women such as Ana Romaguera and Rosa 

Cagí, figures which I discuss in the previous chapter. The religious overtones of amorous 

passion are of course not foreign to the Spanish and Latin American melodramas evoked 

in Piñera‟s writings, as I argue in Chapter 2.   

Before Sebastián‟s theatrical transformation into a passionate lover, there is a 

moment when Teresa kneels before him (indeed, just as both the “genuflexa” Rosa Cagí 

and Ana Romaguera kneel before their men). Teresa recognizes this act as humiliating, 

and calls herself “pecadora de amor” (215). This phrase probably belongs to a song with 

music by Colombian composer Carlos Vieco and lyrics by the poet Tartarín Moreira. The 

song includes the verses: 

Señor: pongo a tus pies mis oraciones, óyeme por piedad, quiero ser                   
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buena, 

yo vengo cual llorosa Magdalena a implorar, ¡oh Señor!, que me perdones. 

[ . . .] 

Quiero volver a comenzar mi vida y ten piedad de mi profunda pena, 

perdóname que soy cual Magdalena, pecadora de amor arrepentida. 

This likely reference to popular music is not the only one in the novel. Later on, a maid 

comments on Sebastián‟s anguish using a song: “La realidad es nacer y morir” (277)—

the line belongs to a bolero by the famous Cuban composer Arsenio Rodríguez.
131

 

In Pequeñas maniobras, we find once again the theme of the dummies present in 

“El muñeco.” Before the engagement between Sebastián and Teresa, there is a moment 

when he sadly thinks that he cannot fulfill her dreams of marriage and maternity. Just at 

this point he looks at the window of a store and sees two mannequins, a man and a 

woman, elegantly dressed for a ball. Sebastián imagines that he exchanges clothes with 

the male mannequin and takes his place in the shop‟s window. He also fantasizes about 

having sex with the female mannequin. These mannequins clearly render Sebastián‟s 

perception of the high-class, heterosexual couple. The artificiality of these figures 

corresponds to that of the melodramatic mass culture parodied in relation to Sebastián 

and Teresa‟s engagement. Indeed, just as in “El muñeco” the dummy of the President 
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 The stanza of the song goes as follows:  

La vida es un sueño 

y todo se va 

la realidad es nacer y morir 

por que llenarnos de tanta ansiedad 

todo no es mas que un eterno sufrir 

el mundo esta hecho 

sin felicidad. 

(http://elcubanocafe.blogspot.com/2008/02/las-frustaciones.html- 8-23-09) 

 

http://elcubanocafe.blogspot.com/2008/02/las-frustaciones.html-%208-23-09
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constitutes a parallel or illustration of the process of literary parody, these mannequins 

constitute a symbolic, synthetic expression of the “stylistic mask” which constitutes the 

engagement chapter in its entirety.
132

    

 Towards the end of the novel, ten years have passed since Sebastián broke his 

engagement. He has found a job as the keeper of a spiritist center. Not for a minute does 

he believe in spirits, and in a sense he feels quite superior to the naive people surrounding 

him—again, just like Casanova. The spiritists are mostly low-class people, “gente del 

pueblo, sencilla, amable, todos con una edad mental que no sobrepasa la de un niño de 

diez años” (329). Sebastián particularly likes Amanda, the main “potencia” or medium of 

the society “Paz y concordia.” She is the mother of eight and her hands are roughened by 

domestic work, yet she is so proud of her supernatural powers that she behaves like 

royalty (329). Sebastián is thrilled by “el acento de sinceridad” that Amanda brings to her 

representation (or incarnation) of the spirits (331). 

 Sebastián narrates a scene in which Amanda is “possessed” by the spirit of the 

recently deceased Orlando, whose sister Elisa wants to communicate with. Although 

Amanda ignores it, this representation constitutes a form of revenge on Orlando—

brought about by chance or destiny. Sebastián had previously referred to the many 

women abused and perhaps even killed by Orlando (“mujeres enfermas, muertas, 

navajeadas”—177) as ghosts (“fantasmas”—182). Orlando had given these ghosts a 

                                                 
132

 Frederic Jameson defines pastiche as a variation of parody: “Pastiche is, like parody, the imitation of a 

peculiar or unique style, the wearing of a stylistic mask” (Butler, “From Interiority” 365). Butler argues, 

against Jameson‟s definition of pastiche, that this often has a sense of humor, just as parody. The humor of 

pastiche emerges “when „the normal,‟ „the original‟ is revealed to be a copy, and an inevitably failed one, 

an ideal that no one can embody” (365).  
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literary representation in his Memorias, thus symbolically remaining the one who 

controls them. Now, instead, the rich Orlando is performed (as a ghost) by a low-class 

woman. The spiritual possessions thus constitute empowering theatrical representations. 

Sebastián, accordingly, finds the spirits very moving, “conmovedores” (331). 

“Conmovedor” is precisely the same adjective that Sebastián had previously used to 

describe the old man, whose daily posing was a form of compensation for his life of 

servitude and submission. 

 “Hay superchería y al mismo tiempo no la hay” (331) affirms Sebastián regarding 

the mediums‟ work. This line entails that the performances that take place at the spiritist 

center are not unlike other social performances previously seen in the novel—such as the 

one of the engaged couple. The spiritists believe that spirits can occupy the body, which 

is like a vessel that can be emptied. What Sebastián sees in these possessions, instead, is 

the notion of interiority (in this case, linked to the idea of soul or spirit) revealed as an 

effect of performance. This constitutes the equivalent of the revelation of the imitative 

nature of gender through drag, as Butler argues: “In imitating gender, drag implicitly 

reveals the imitative structure of gender itself—as well as its contingency” (“From 

Interiority” 364). Amanda‟s possession by the spirit of a man (who does not have the 

name of Woolf‟s transformative character in vain) makes gender as an effect of 

performance particularly visible. 

 The spiritists are concerned in listening to the revelations of the dead, not the 

living. In this sense their activity resembles that of Sebastián as a reader of historical 

novels. Even though throughout the novel he has repeatedly stressed the difference 
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between himself and his heroes (Hollywood gangsters and other men of action, such as 

Casanova) at the end he compares himself to an outlaw who has found refuge in a church: 

“Yo, al igual que los grandes delincuentes de épocas pretéritas, me he acogido „a 

sagrado‟”(337). In “Paz y Concordia” Sebastián concludes the narration of his life, a 

narration that stresses his differences in relation to several fictional figures (Hollywood 

gangsters, criminals, adventurers, and above all Giacomo Casanova) while also revealing 

that both his narrative and life are shaped by the imitation of those figures. Sebastián 

imagines himself holding a machine gun (like the “pistolero Warren,” a gangster that he 

describes earlier) in order to defend his right to stay in “Paz y Concordia.”  Sebastián—

just like his hero Casanova—makes his self-portrait on his own terms, avoiding 

confession and, with it, the pinning down of his chameleon-like self to a stable interiority.  
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Chapter 4. Smiling at the Bird: Posing Sexuality and Mortality in 

Piñera’s Poetry, from Oscar Wilde to the Beatles 

Pájaro- Homosexual. 

 

 Diccionario mayor de cubanismos 

 

Pájaro- Afeminado. 

Pajarito-  ¡Mira un pajarito!, fr. que hace reír a las personas que van a ser fotografiadas. 

  

Diccionario de cubanismos 

 

Yet it is not (it seems to me) by Painting that Photography touches art, but by Theatre . . . but if 

Photography seems to me closer to the Theatre, it is by way of a singular intermediary (and perhaps I am 

the only one who sees it): by way of Death. 

 

Roland Barthes 
 

 

 

The importance of light in Piñera‟s writings as a metaphor for the many cruel aspects of 

the Cuban social and geographical reality has been compellingly delineated by Reinaldo 

Arenas in his essay “La isla en peso con todas sus cucarachas.” Without directly 

addressing the instances in which light is represented by the bright explosion of the 

photographic flash, Arenas relates light and photography when he writes “la luz . . . es lo 

que nos retrata y refleja, paraliza y a la vez nos proyecta, convirtiéndonos en el rebelde, 

es decir, el aborrecido de los dioses establecidos, el maldito” (32). He also refers to light 

in Piñera‟s writings as “la duplicadora implacable” (31)
 
.
133
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 In the introduction to Antes de que anochezca, his 1992 autobiography, Arenas pays a tribute to Piñera‟s 

memory in a passage that replicates his friend‟s penchant for the literary use of photographs. In this passage 

Arenas narrates how, terminally ill with AIDS, he addresses a portrait of Piñera asking of the dead author 

the gift of precious time to complete his work: 

Cuando yo llegué del hospital a mi apartamento, me arrastré hasta una foto que tengo en 

la pared de Virgilio Piñera, muerto en 1979, y le hablé de este modo: “Óyeme lo que te 

voy a decir, necesito tres años más de vida para terminar mi obra, que es mi venganza 
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 Arenas discusses the terrifying quality of light in Piñera‟s writings in relation to  

“la manifiesta condición homosexual de Piñera en una sociedad eminentemente machista 

en la que los prejuicios son leyes amparadas además por la tradición católica y hebrea” 

(33). Light embodies social power and represents the deeply engrained sexual prejudices 

which both before and after the Cuban Revolution lead Piñera‟s characters to seek hiding 

and disguise, as cockroaches. According to Arenas, “la cucaracha . . . [s]abe que la luz . . 

. es el símbolo de la muerte” (32).  As a symbol of death, light concedes only an instant 

(the final one) to the deviant subject which it exposes.     

 In poems that Piñera wrote within a span of a couple of decades, but mostly 

during the first ten years of the Cuban Revolution, the experience of photography brings 

the intensity of a last moment to the characters. But if photography represents death, it 

also offers the opportunity to display and fix a silent gesture of insubordination. 

      This chapter explores the two aspects, brought together by both photography 

and performance, of the experience of death and the exhibition of a pose that connotes 

sexual transgression. As Richard Dellamora asserts in his introduction to Apocalyptic 

Overtures: Sexual Politics and the Sense of an Ending “the association of sex between 

men with end times is embedded in the political unconscious of Christian societies” (3).  

In the following selection of Piñera‟s poetry, the transgressive behavior displayed in a 

photographic pose constitutes a daring act that almost invariably results in judgment, 

condemnation and death. In the following texts, the end of individual life reflects 

apocalyptic narratives of the end of times.      

                                                                                                                                                 
contra casi todo el género humano.” Creo que el rostro de Piñera se ensombreció como si 

yo le hubiera pedido algo desmedido. (16) 
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A great number of Piñera‟s poems partake in a long tradition in which individual 

experience mirrors apocalyptic narratives. Frank Kermode asserts that such tradition 

began around the fifth century, with Augustine. By then, Christians already saw “the End 

[as] a figure for their own deaths” (7). However, close analysis reveals current historical 

circumstances underlying Piñera‟s framing of individual judgment and condemnation as 

the reflection of a biblical and supposedly universal narrative. Chilean narrator Roberto 

Bolaño has remarked in recent years that “la tradición aventurera . . . [y] . . . la tradición 

apocalíptica . . . son las únicas tradiciones que permanecen vivas en nuestro continente, 

tal vez porque son las únicas que nos acercan al abismo que nos rodea” (215).  Indeed, 

the apocalyptic experience in Piñera‟s poems responds to discourses of modernity in 

Latin America, and particularly to the Cuban Revolution‟s promise of a radically new era 

of social justice and the redemption of man.    

The poems that I discuss in this chapter conjure up two conceptions of decadence: 

that of the turn of the century (epitomized by the figure of Oscar Wilde), and the socialist 

conception of capitalist decay. Matei Calinescu emphasizes the similarity between 

Marxist ideology and the religious belief in a golden age that antecedes the Final 

Judgment and the end of times: 

The vitality of a modern, secularized millennialism is apparent in diverse 

revolutionary and utopian doctrines, among them Marxism, with its  

eschatological vision of communism as the end of human alienation (it is 

not fortuitous that the idea of decadence—of the advanced putrefaction of 
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modern-day capitalism, and of its dying culture—is so important in 

Marxism). (153) 

Piñera‟s poems of the sixties reflect the eschatological view pervasive in Cuban early 

revolutionary discourses.
134

 In direct response to such discourses, these texts also enact a 

subversive recovery of old and new visions of decadence. Indeed, decadence has often 

been connected to sexual transgression through the ideas of artificiality and posing. 

According to Molloy, in traditional interpretations of Latin American culture 

“[d]ecadence was, above all, a question of pose” (“Politics ” 141), and  

all turn-of-the-century posing does refer equivocally to the homosexual, 

for it refers to a theatricality, a dissipation, and a manner (the 

uncontrollable gesturing of excess) traditionally associated with the 

nonmasculine or, at the very least, with an increasingly problematic 

masculinity (147).  

Piñera exploits the transgressive potential of posing, from its turn-of-the century 

associations to the mass culture of the sixties. Indeed, in some of these poems Piñera‟s 

aesthetics partake in the notion of Camp, as Susan Sontag describes it:  “Camp . . . is the 

love of the exaggerated, the „off,‟ of things-being-what-they-are-not . . . It is the farthest 

extension, in sensibility, of the metaphor of life as theatre” (280-81). In the scene of 

posing in Piñera‟s poems the pleasure found in continuous personal transformation yields 

a view of death as photographic fixity.  

                                                 
134

 As Derrida explains, “[t]he eschatological tells the eskhaton, the end, or rather the extreme, the limit, the 

term, the last, what comes in extremis to close a history, a genealogy, or very simply a countable series” 

(68). 
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4.1  “Treno por la muerte del príncipe Fuminaro Konoye”  

Piñera‟s interest in incorporating elements from the mass media into his poetry 

begins in 1946, when he wrote this long poem inspired by news reports. “Treno por la 

muerte del príncipe Fuminaro Konoye” is written as a theatrical representation which 

simultaneously constitutes a trial. The historical Konoe Fumimaro
135

 (1891-1945), three 

times Prime Minister of Japan, was to be prosecuted by an American tribunal for war 

crimes after Japan‟s surrender at the end of World War II.  The trial, however, did not 

take place.  Konoe had orders to present himself to American authorities on December 

16th of 1945, but poisoned himself the previous night at his home to avoid the dishonor.  

Piñera encountered the news of Konoe‟s suicide onCuban radio and in 

newspapers. The spelling that he uses, Fuminaro Konoye, is the same one that we find in 

the Cuban Press. Diario de la Marina, one of the newspapers with the widest circulation 

in Cuba, presented the news of Konoe‟s suicide on the front page of its December 16
th

 

edition under the following headlines: “Se envenenó Konoye para no entregarse a los 

jefes aliados.” It further informs: “En los momentos en que lo esperaban en la prisión de 

Sugamo, se supo que durante la madrugada se había matado.” A caricature of Konoe 

accompanies the news in the paper, adding to the lack of sympathy with which he is 

treated by the press. In the margin of the caricature the name “Konoye” is drawn 

vertically with characters that imitate Japanese writing.   

                                                 
135

 Following the English translation of Oka Yoshitaka‟s biography of Konoe, I use the spelling “Konoe 

Fumimaro” in contraposition to Piñera‟s “Fuminaro Konoye.”   
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The poem makes reference to two historical facts in Konoe‟s life which evidently 

moved Piñera: Konoe‟s fervent reading of Oscar Wilde during his youth, and that some 

time before his death he had underlined a passage of Wilde‟s De Profundis, discussed 

below. As a young student at Kyoto Imperial University, Konoe translated into Japanese 

Wilde‟s “Soul of Man Under Socialism.” The translation was published in a Japanese 

magazine in 1914. Konoe‟s underlining of a passage of De Profundis was discovered 

some time after his suicide.
136

 Emphasizing the historical connection of Konoe to the 

Irish author, Piñera merges in Konoe‟s trial the memory of Wilde‟s prosecutions. The 

connection between Fuminaro and Wilde becomes apparent from the beginning of the 

poem‟s third stanza: 

 Fuii, fuii, fuii . . .  

 Se acerca, entorchado, un enano norteamericano. 

 Príncipe: ¿tiene algo que declarar? 

 El príncipe, rayadamente como una cebra, contesta: 

 Ustedes no podrán comprar mi muerte. (80-81)
137

  

The American midget holding a torch, a clear parody of the Statue of Liberty, asks a 

question that alludes to Wilde‟s legendary answer to customs officers in New York, in 

January of 1882: “I have nothing to declare except my genius” (Ellmann 160). It is 

important to notice here that twelve years after writing this poem, Piñera uses again 

Wilde‟s famous phrase to endorse the recently triumphant Cuban Revolution: “[e]legí la 

                                                 
136

 The news that appeared on the 16
th

 in Diario de la Marina does not mention any details concerning 

Wilde. Indeed, the incident involving De Profundis could not have been reported until later.  
137

 Unless otherwise indicated, I quote from the 1969 compilation La vida entera. 
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Revolución por ser ella mi estado natural. Siempre he estado en Revolución permanente. 

Yo, como miles de cubanos, no tenía lo que unos pocos. Se imponía la nivelación, „I have 

nothing to declare except Revolution‟” (Espinosa Domínguez 217). In the last stanza of 

the poem, Piñera picks up again Wilde‟s phrase adding the reference to De Profundis. It 

is worth quoting this stanza in its entirety: 

Pues en este momento de caer hacia arriba,  

  el príncipe Fuminaro Konoye 

  se encuentra herméticamente encerrado en su cámara 

  leyendo atentamente el De Profundis de Oscar Wilde 

  No hay que confundirse si el príncipe en esta hora suprema 

 subraya con lápiz rojo ciertos pasajes,  

 no hay que asombrarse si Fuminaro en la calle,  

 si Konoye en la cámara,  

 si el príncipe entre el Ser y la Nada,  

 persigue un poco lo espectacular de Occidente 

 con unos subrayados del De Profundis,  

 no hay que asombrarse si el príncipe exclama: 

 “I have nothing to declare except my death,”  

 mi muerte en las calles de Nagasaki absurda y atomizada. 

 Estoy entre el Ser y la Nada,  

 estoy entre el veneno y mis antepasados. 

 Nada tengo que declarar, excepto mi Muerte. 
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 Nada tengo que declarar en la calle,  

 con Konoye volatilizado y Fuminaro atomizado,  

 en esta cámara que se cae hacia arriba,  

 yo, Fuminaro Konoye,  

 girando plateadamente sin desesperación en la Nada. (90-91) 

Since Piñera was aware of the news of Konoe‟s underlining De Profundis, it is more than 

likely that he also knew what the underlined passage was. In his biography of Konoe, 

Oka Yoshitaka narrates the incident concerning De Profundis and indicates the marked 

passage: 

Konoe spent New Year‟s Day, 1945, in Atami [ . . . ]at that time Konoe 

asked to borrow Kase‟s copy of Oscar Wilde‟s prison memoirs, De 

profundis. After Konoe‟s death, it was discovered that he had underlined 

the following passage: “People used to say of me that I was too 

individualistic . . . Indeed, my ruin came not from too great individualism 

of life, but from too little.” (238) 

Individualism, the subject of the underlined passage, is a concept that Wilde had earlier 

developed in “Soul of Man Under Socialism,”—precisely the essay that Konoe had 

translated when he was a university student. Piñera appears aware of that information as 

well, as we see in the poem‟s reference to Fuminaro Konoye‟s youth, “cuando el príncipe 

leía en Oxford a Wilde.” Konoe actually studied in Kyoto and not in Oxford, but 

evidently Piñera wants to fuse the figures of Wilde and the Japanese prince.  
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The explicit reference to De Profundis and the tacit one to “Soul of Man” 

underscore Piñera‟s expression of personal and artistic convictions in “Treno.” Indeed, 

the poem echoes “Soul of Man,” where Wilde relates individualism to movement and 

opposes it to social stereotypes, stasis, and death: “[w]hen this tendency [individualism] 

is not expressed, it is a case of artificially arrested growth, of disease, of death” (1101). 

The poem also resonates with Wilde‟s praise of change in De Profundis in contraposition 

to stasis. In that text, Wilde writes abundantly on the figure of Christ, contrasting it with 

that of the philistines, on whom he projects many negative traits of his contemporaries. 

According to Wilde, Christ “felt that life was changeful, fluid, active, and that to allow it 

to be stereotyped into any form was death” (931).
138

 Piñera follows Wilde in attributing 

moral import to the notions of movement and paralysis.  

“Treno” describes Fuminaro Konoye‟s theatrical metamorphoses, constantly 

flowing until the moment when he is sentenced to death: “„Ipso facto’ el teatro se viene 

abajo” (89). Then follow the references to the atomic explosions in Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki that accompany the Prince‟s own “falling upwards” inside his exploding 

theatre. The idea of “caer hacia arriba” connotes the atomic explosion, as it is clear in the 

verses:  

  . . . los japoneses desploman su teatro 

  lo desploman alzándolo hacia las nubes,  

  una interpretación muy asiática de la bomba atómica 

                                                 
138

 Shortly after the above quoted passage Wilde quotes words from Christ: “Take not thought for the 

morrow; is not the soul more than meat? Is not the body more than raiment?” (931). The contrasting 

pictures of Christ and the philistines as drawn by Wilde are more than likely important sources of 

inspiration for Piñera‟s 1952 novel La carne de René.   
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  mirada por el ojo supremo del arte. (90)  

The arrest in the prince‟s transformations comes as the result of the sentence pronounced 

in the name of a character whose reverence for paralysis is turned into a symbol of the 

American political system. Piñera alludes to Franklin D. Roosevelt, who suffered from 

polio, and to his successor beginning in April of 1945, Harry S. Truman: 

  Nos, en representación del Presidente norteamericano, 

  del presidente que espera ser por la poliomielitis visitado 

  a fin de erigir un Hospital Pro Poliomielíticos mayor que el erigido 

  por el otro presidente por la poliomielitis visitado,  

  decretamos:  (88) 

The paralytic condition of the American system in Piñera‟s poem expresses an anti-

capitalist stance present also in Wilde‟s “Soul of Man.” In that essay, Wilde makes the 

abolition of private property a condition for the development of individualism. A critique 

to the American judges‟ mercantilism is apparent in the answer of Konoye/Wilde at the 

beginning of the poem: “Ustedes no podrán comprar mi muerte.” The poem also mocks 

the American ideal of democracy.
139

 This happens when Konoye is said to be “de la 

                                                 
139

 As a young man, Konoe Fumimaro wrote an article criticizing the fakeness of the Anglo-American 

ideals of humanitarianism and democracy. The article was received coldly in Japan, and caused angry 

responses in China and the U.S. “Reject the Anglo-American-Centered Peace” appeared at the end of 

World War I, on December 15
th

 of 1918. Piñera‟s mockery of American democracy through his Fuminaro 

does echo some of the early views of the historical Konoe, but it is uncertain whether the Cuban author 

knew Konoe‟s old article. Oka Yoshitake paraphrases Konoe‟s assertion there that “the democracy and 

humanitarianism put forward by the Anglo-American spokesmen provide a mask for their own self-

interest” (11). Konoe also seems to justify Germany‟s expansionism: “At an early stage Britain and France 

colonized the „less civilized‟ regions of the world, and monopolized their exploitation . . .  One could 

sympathize with Germany, which has justifiably tried to redress the wrongs in this unfair situation” (11, 

12).     
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democracia metido en sus mallas” (83) and later, when he accepts the accusations of his 

prosecutors:   

Les doy toda la razón,  

les concedo  que afirmen que soy príncipe,  

y príncipe del Mikado, 

    . . .  

que atenté contra la Democracia y contra el estado de Ojaio, 

   que no tuve el privilegio de padecer la poliomielitis, (84) 

I agree with Enrique Saínz when he writes that “Treno” “puede considerarse entre los 

mayores poemas políticos de la literatura cubana” (113). Saínz emphasizes the poem‟s 

attention to the absurd of the trial of a war criminal by “un genocida mayor,” guilty of 

thousands of deaths in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. He justly calls attention to “el sarcasmo 

con el que Piñera satiriza la propaganda de la prensa occidental, y sobre todo la de Cuba, 

a favor de la democracia triunfante, representada por el presidente Roosevelt” (112). 

Saínz, unfortunately, misses the poem‟s strongest political implications by declining to 

analyze Piñera‟s juxtaposing of the figures of Konoe and Wilde.
140

  

                                                 
140

 In the introduction to his book on Piñera, Saínz surprisingly dismisses the topic of sexuality as irrelevant 

to his understanding of the author‟s texts. His dismissal seems anxious to avoid sexual and ideological 

meanings in the texts by posing a dubious distinction between the author‟s life and his writings: 

La poesía de Piñera no me interesa porque su autor . . .  sea homosexual o se sienta 

fascinado ante viejitas extravagantes . . . Leo a Piñera y a los otros que he mencionado 

por lo que sus textos son capaces de comunicarme. No me interesa, pues, en última 

instancia, cómo piensan ni cómo vivieron. (11) 

[Piñera‟s poetry does not interest me because his author [ . . . ] is a homosexual or feels 

fascination for extravagant old ladies [ . . . ] I read Piñera and the other authors I have 

mentioned because of what their texts are able to communicate to me. I am not interested, 

in ultimate instance, by how the authors think or how they lived]     
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 As we have seen, “Treno” illustrates Wilde‟s view on the deadly character of 

stasis. Indeed, the theatrical performance and trial of Fuminaro Konoye displays an 

opposition between two radically different ideas about the self that also informs Wilde‟s 

aesthetics.
141

 Rather than deep, static and immutable, Fuminaro‟s self is superficial, fluid, 

and mutable. Throughout his performance, Fuminaro becomes different objects: a box of 

matches (on which a match is lit), a theatre curtain (“telón de boca”), a sabre, poison, an 

ancestor, and a horse. Under the many shapes that he takes, Konoye is asked by his 

prosecutors to represent his surrender: as a box he must be scratched, as a curtain he must 

be lifted, as a sabre he will be sent “como trofeo de guerra al Presidente 

norteamericano,”(87) and, paradoxically, he will be sliced. Each new form assumed by 

Konoye is a subterfuge to avoid his conviction. Thus, for example, Konoye says at one 

point:  

 . . . míreme, soy una caja. 

Nadie podría juzgarme. 

Mis jueces concluirían: 

Imposible que el Príncipe Fuminaro Konoye, Criminal de Guerra, pueda 

ser 

juzgado bajo la forma de una caja. (82) 

                                                 
141

 In his book on sexual dissidence, Jonathan Dollimore describes Oscar Wilde‟s “transgressive aesthetics” 

as the inversion that re-signifies culturally dominant characteristics in order to make them “signify those 

binary exclusions . . . by which the dominant culture knows itself” (15). Using paradoxes, Wilde contest the 

supposed inferiority of character traits such as superficiality and insincerity in the face of their opposites. In 

this way, Dollimore argues, Wilde upsets the hegemonic binary logic. 
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To Konoye‟s objections, unanimous and “apocalyptic” laughter (82, 84, 87) invariably 

answers that Konoye does not appear “bajo la forma de” X, but that “en sí mismo” (82, 

85, 87, 89) he is that thing. The fundamental opposition between change and stasis in 

recurs in “Treno”: the judges seek to pin down, immobilize, what Konoye‟s deep and 

essential self truly is, in order to indict him. The poem, however, as I will argue below, 

culminates in an instance of paradoxical assimilation and abolition of opposites 

condensed in an image “that will never be photographed” (85).      

“Treno” combines the expression of contempt for the bombings of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki with the protest against murdering hatred against a group demarcated by 

sexuality rather than race.
142

 Indeed, Fuminaro‟s trial replays the implications of Wilde‟s 

trials for Latin American sexual politics. As Molloy asserts, those trials were “closely 

followed in Latin America” and they transformed “the semantic texture of the word 

posing” in this continent (145). In 1895, at the beginning of Wilde‟s legal battles, we find 

the Marquis of Queensberry‟s note “For Oscar Wilde, posing Somdomite” 
143

 (Ellmann 

438). According to Molloy, homosexuality was construed throughout Wilde‟s trials as “a 

demeanor principally summed up in bodily attitudes and conforming and all too visible 

pose” (145). Consequently, “the pose opened a space in which the male homosexual was 

seen; he became a subject and was represented and named” (146). Through his 

continuous metamorphoses, Piñera‟s Fuminaro Konoye tries to escape a sentence that is 

not only “criminal de guerra,” but also the sexual deviant which this trial makes almost 

                                                 
142

 For a discussion on the role of racism in the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki see Miguel Palencia 

Roth‟s wonderful essay “Narrrativized Ethics: Homer, Aeschylus, and Hiroshima.” 
143

 “Somdomite” was the Marquess of Queensberry‟s “aristocratic misspelling” of sodomite, as Ellmann 

points out (438).    
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possible to name. But in fact, as we will see throughout this chapter, Piñera‟s references 

to sexuality are carefully coded and practically mute.
144

  

 Despite the fact that homosexuality is a tacit and unnamed referent for Konoye‟s 

judges, we find a passage in the poem that links sodomy to an apocalyptic end 

represented by nuclear explosions—an instance of what Dellamora poses as an 

association “embedded in the political unconscious of Christian societies”(3). In this 

passage, during his trial/performance, Konoye is asked (presumably by his prosecutors) 

to let them blow into his anus, so that his body inflates, explodes, and falls pulverized 

over Nagasaki:   

Déjate, en la hora extrema, soplarte en los pulmones,  

 soplarte en la boca, soplarte en el ano. 

 Hínchate, abombate, hazte bufido,  

 pompa de jabón, cadáver hinchado 

  . . .  

 

déjate alzar más allá del techo del teatro,  

Príncipe telón de Boca, estalla,  

deja caer tus melancólicas partículas sobre Nagazaki absurda y atomizada. 

 (86) 

Reading the last stanza of the poem, quoted earlier in this section, we see that the end of 

the poem conveys total nullification: Fuminaro Konoye has only nothingness to declare. 

                                                 
144

 As Ana García-Chichester points out, “[a]t a time when the subject of sexuality in literature was a taboo, 

it should not be surprising that its treatment in Piñera‟s writing is mostly symbolic, clandestinely embedded 

in carefully constructed images” (299).  
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However, the apocalyptic setting of the poem allows for an affirmation of concordance in 

a fixed image. According to Frank Kermode‟s argument in Sense of an Ending, the urge 

to make sense of human experience, to apprehend the world‟s concordance, manifests 

itself in the agreement of literary texts‟ beginnings and ends. Kermode refers to the idea 

of the physician Alkmeon “that men die because they cannot join the beginning and the 

end” (4). In “Treno,” Piñera poses the poetic realization of concordance in terms very 

similar to the ones used by Alkmeon: a union of man‟s beginning and end. That union 

occurs when Konoye metamorphoses into a theatre curtain that opens and closes the 

theatrical scene:  

  es ahora que el príncipe Telón de Boca enseña sus faisanes pintados 

  en infinitos campos de arroz que jamás serán fotografiados. 

  Es curioso, pero no imposible, que él mismo sea la escena que 

  acaba su vida y la escena que va a comenzarla. 

  Ello es el resultado previsible de la infinita astucia  

  de un pueblo que no ha perdido sus manos. 

  He ahí el magnífico resultado: 

  abrir y cerrar la escena con la escena 

  que articula y desarticula su vida,  

  que cae como un faisán llameante 

  en medio del incontrolable movimiento de sus labios. (85) 

The object/image that represents concordance, the theatre curtain, is a scene which veils 

and unveils another scene, simultaneously a vision and a veil. This fundamentally 
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artificial image is also the frame of representation. The many shapes adopted by Konoye 

find concordance in an image that does not constitute a deep self, but rather the most 

superficial one, the curtain. The painting in the curtain represents a poetic image, and 

thus it falls amidst the “uncontrollable movement” of Konoye‟s lips (85).  In Piñera‟s 

conception, the poetic word brings together movement and arrest, words and image, in a 

paradoxical conjunction.
145

 

 The painting on the curtain depicting pheasants in endless fields of rice clearly 

evokes a Japanese landscape. According to Ellen Handy, by 1900 in the United States 

and Europe there was “a mass cultural consumption of japoniste images and objects” 

which both resulted in and was inspired by “the production of inexpensive objects such as 

postcards” (93). Japoniste imagery imitated Japanese styles and subjects while remaining 

for the most part an expression of Western sensibility. Handy compares the popularity of 

the japoniste postcards produced in the U.S. in the early 1900s to that of the late 

Victorian satire The Mikado, by Gilbert and Sullivan, first performed in London in 1885. 

Both postcards and operetta “belong to the Western, middlebrow enthusiasm for all 

things Japanese” (98). As with The Mikado, most of these postcards de-contextualize 

Japanese costumes and subjects.
146

 The references in “Treno” to The Mikado and to turn-

of-the-century Japanese postcards link the post-World War II present of the poem to the 

aesthetics shared by Oscar Wilde, French Symbolism and Latin American Modernism.   

                                                 
145

 Regarding Piñera‟s notion of literature as an artifact to produce images, Rita Martin rightly remarks that 

this conception corresponds in the author to the idea of “una cámara fotográfica (y a veces . . . una pintura) 

que congela el movimiento en imágenes fijas pero también dinámicas” (155).       
146

 Ellen Handy describes The Mikado as a satire that “depicts a hieratic, authoritarian society dominated 

by slightly eccentric aristocrats and sycophants . . . Like all Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, it parodies 

contemporary British society” (97). 
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In Piñera‟s poem Japan is an artificial country that spectacularly presents itself 

through mass culture images, colored post-cards for tourists. In the same spirit of popular 

Japanisme, Fuminaro Konoye admits to his judges to be a Prince of The Mikado: “Les 

doy toda la razón, /les concedo que afirmen que soy príncipe, /y príncipe del Mikado” 

(84). When Konoye turns into a box and is set on fire “[a]rden entonces en mil pavesas/ 

todas las postales de colores/ del sagrado Fujiyama” (83).
147

 As superficial and artificial 

as them, Fuminaro‟s body appears magically connected to the colored post-cards.   

 Unlike the postcards of the “sagrado Fujiyama,” which have a photographic 

source, Konoye-as-a-theatre-curtain depicts endless fields of rice “que jamás serán 

fotografiados”. The curtain is a painting, the product of “la infinita astucia/ de un pueblo 

que no ha perdido sus manos”. Here we seem to face a radical contraposition of types of 

images: the photographic mass produced versus the painted and singular. But the 

distinction is not easily maintained: the pheasants on fields of rice on a theatre curtain 

belong to japoniste imagery, a massively produced style. The painted theatre curtain 

represents Konoye as much as the photographic and innumerable reproductions of the 

Fujiyama, which all burn at the same time as he does. Rather, the fields of rice “shall 

never be photographed” because they are about to be exposed to the more definitive light 

of the nuclear explosion. 

 Piñera contrasts the light of the photographic camera with the blinding explosion 

of the nuclear bomb. Konoye‟s theatrical, mutable, and sexually subversive self is 

                                                 
147

 According to Handy, japoniste post-cards were produced from photographic prints. Inside Japan, those 

prints were painted by hand, whereas outside they were colored through mechanical techniques, or left 

without color (92). 
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destroyed by actions (the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) which are presented as a 

form of absurd and paralyzing theatricality. The poem thus re-signifies both posing and 

theatricality, redirecting the accusations from the sexually deviant subject towards his 

imaginary judges, the depositaries of hegemonic power in the world.                    

  

4.2 The Cuban Revolution, the End of Times, and “Un bamboleo frenético”    

The poems that I discuss in the following sections of this chapter were published in 

Havana in 1969 as part of the volume called La vida entera, under the subtitle “Un 

bamboleo frenético.”  “Un bamboleo” comprises twenty-six poems written in the sixties, 

the first decade of the Cuban Revolution, after Piñera‟s final return to Cuba from 

Argentina. In the following pages I discuss a selection of poems that deal with 

photography and posing. Two of the poems that I discuss reflect Piñera‟s interest in pop 

music: “Yo estoy aquí . . . ,” which alludes to the song “Yo soy aquél,” interpreted by the 

Spanish singer Raphael, and “Pin, pan, pun,” a brief text written in 1969 but published 

posthumously only in the 2000 edition of La isla en peso. I propose that “Pin, pan, pun” 

is inspired by The Beatles‟ hit “Happiness is a Warm Gun.”        

 The poems of “Un bamboleo frenético” were written in the midst of the 

enthusiasm and the rapid transformations of the first decade of the Cuban Revolution, 

beginning in 1959. I mentioned earlier that Piñera shared the popular enthusiasm with the 

movement that had overthrown the dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista and that he wrote, 

paraphrasing Oscar Wilde: “I have nothing to declare except Revolution” (Espinosa 
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Domínguez 217).
 148

 Ironically, by the beginning of the seventies Piñera was considered 

an enemy of the Revolution and was no longer allowed to publish in or outside of Cuba. 

Piñera‟s open identification as a homosexual played an important part in bringing about 

his civil death, since homosexuality came to be seen as incompatible with the moral of 

the revolutionary. Unfortunately, the revolutionary “new man” would be progressively 

defined as a paradigm of traditional virility.   

Piñera‟s use of posing and photography becomes far more frequent and relevant 

in “Un bamboleo frenético” than in his earlier poetic production. The writer‟s response to 

the tensions lived in Cuba while homophobic policies were being implemented explains 

in part this trend. These poems also reflect the fascination that photographs and mass 

media images of the triumphant Cuban Revolution provoked both in Cuba and the world. 

Carlos Franqui, director of the newspaper Revolución, for which Piñera was a regular 

collaborator until it was closed in 1961, writes of the early moments of the Revolution: 

“[s]e vivía de televisión. De palabras y de esperanzas” (27). Describing the newspaper 

Revolución, Franqui emphasizes its visual appeal: “[h]acíamos un periódico de grandes 

fotos [. . .] Fotos tremendas: Jesse Fernández, que abandonó Life por Revolución, 

Corrales, Korda, Salas, Mayito” (130). Undoubtedly, the mass media, and especially 

                                                 
148

 Indeed, Piñera‟s “Se imponía la nivelación. „I have nothing to declare except Revolution‟” is close in 

meaning to the ideal of “Libertad con pan,” which Carlos Franqui recalls as one of the most popular 

slogans of the early revolutionary times among the group of intellectuals around the newspaper Revolución. 

Franqui contrasts the position of those intellectuals with the most unforgiving one of the communists in 

Raúl Castro‟s group:  

Se oía cada vez más el grito de „unidad, unidad‟ y sacudir la mata hasta las raíces, y la no 

menos amenazante: „Paredón, paredón, paredón.‟ 

„Revolución. 26. Pan sin terror. Libertad con pan,‟ replicaban los nuestros, secundados 

por el pueblo” (97)     
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photography, played a fundamental role in establishing and disseminating the 

significance of the revolutionary movement.
149

 

Enrico Mario Santí has correctly remarked that in Piñera‟s falling out of favor 

with the revolutionary system “no todo se reduce a la homofobia del régimen” (83). 

Indeed, just as Piñera did not embody the virile “hombre nuevo,” his writings did not 

comply with the optimistic affirmation of the Revolution that became the model for 

revolutionary writing.
150

 In his address to the Cuban intellectuals in June of 1961, Fidel 

Castro depicts the revolutionary as an unflinching optimist: “Creo que sin ser optimistas 

no se puede ser revolucionario, porque las dificultades que una Revolución tiene que 

vencer son  muy serias y hay que ser optimistas. Un pesimista nunca podría ser 

revolucionario” (Palabras a los intelectuales 17). The idea that the revolutionary is an 

optimist by necessity inflects readings of Piñera even today. In that vein the critic 

Virgilio López Lemus emphasizes the decrease in Piñera‟s pessimism in poems from the 

sixties compared to his pre-Revolutionary production:   

                                                 
149

 One of Alberto Korda‟s photographs, taken in the United States, is particularly revelatory of the great 

appeal of Cuba‟s Revolution and his main leader for the mass media.  The photograph shows a street poster 

that advertises a documentary. The ad reads: “Now Playing: Man of Action- In action! The Rebel Castro: 

From Outlaw to Prime Minister!!” (Loviny 69).  
150

 This optimistic and uncritical model is Socialist Realism. As Rita Martin explains in her dissertation on 

Piñera‟s poetics, in the early sixties the ideology of socialist realism began to be implemented in Cuba, 

creating a great deal of internal contradictions. According to Martin:  

A pesar de que la Revolución socialista rusa es diferente de la Revolución democrática-

burguesa cubana, se discute un método político y literario que surge, desde el poder, con 

la primera. Así, por un lado, se elige una estética que corresponde a la Revolución 

socialista rusa; por el otro, los teóricos del momento intentan que esta se corresponda con 

un sistema democrático burgués y con la variedad de formas artística del occidente. (103-

104)       
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Las situaciones en estos textos de “Un bamboleo frenético”
 151

 no son 

angustiosas; a veces conservan miradas existenciales, pero a medida que 

avanza la década de 1960, se aleja del pesimismo y de la mirada triste al 

entorno; en la poesía de Piñera desaparece la expresión de las situaciones 

sin salida, fatales, y hasta el tema de la muerte, acentuándose la propia, 

está presidido por la sonrisa de una ironía que en modo alguno quiere 

convertirse en sarcasmo. Piñera se ha transformado, ¿él mismo era 

consciente de ello?  . . .Ya no siente la isla en peso sobre los hombros . . .  

Él se dio perfecta cuenta de los nuevos tiempos, escribió de ellos y sobre 

ellos, y concluyó diciendo „Ahora ya me posé. Que entren los 

fotógrafos.‟” (156) 

According to López Lemus‟ reading, Piñera becomes increasingly optimistic throughout 

the sixties, only to plunge into mandatory silence in the early seventies (157).
152

 López 

Lemus rightly stresses the “elementos apocalípticos” in Piñera‟s pre-Revolutionary 

poems, and the presence of “un lenguaje cuasi explosivo de fin del mundo” (142). He 

does not acknowledge, however, Piñera‟s apocalyptic overtones when writing about, in 

López Lemus‟ words, “el tema de la muerte, acentuándose la propia.” Indeed, in 20
th

 

century conceptions, the end of times is often mirrored at other levels, including the 

personal one: “it is not merely the remnant of time that has eschatological import; the 

                                                 
151

 López Lemus refers specifically to the poems that he considers the most accomplished of the collection: 

“Los muertos de la patria,” “El jardín,” “Juegos infantiles” and “Las siete en punto.” 
152

 I differ from López Lemus‟ interpretation of this collection of poems as less pessimistic or existentialist 

than earlier poems. The change in Piñera‟s poetic expression, which includes the more pronounced use of 

the media, does not affect the continuity of his most important topics. Writing about his own judgment and 

death, Piñera continues developing what López Lemus, in reference to the author‟s earlier poetry, calls 

“apocalyptic elements.”    
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whole of history, and the individual life, have it also” (Kermonde 25). In “Un bamboleo 

frenético,” Piñera replays the topic of judgment and death that he had developed earlier in 

“Treno por la muerte del Príncipe Fuminaro Konoye.” In the poems of the sixties, 

“apocalyptic laughter” (as Piñera calls it in “Treno”) has become less audible, as if 

indeed the judges were now almost invisible, but their presence is unmistakable and their 

sentences, capital.     

Marina Warner quotes a witty remark by the theologian Tina Pippin, according to 

whom “the Apocalypse is not a safe place for women” (Phantasmagoria 341)—nor for 

gays, we could certainly add. Piñera‟s poetic personae never appear on the safe side. 

Warner remarks that in apocalyptic narratives “[t]he language of intolerance . . . amounts 

to this: a spell of exclusion” (341). The apocalyptic elements of judgment, condemnation 

and death undoubtedly reveal Piñera‟s experience of belonging to a persecuted minority. 

He sums up that experience clearly in his 1945 essay “Tres elegidos,” where he affirms 

that Jews, artists, and homosexuals are equally “execrados, perseguidos, apedreados” 

because “[l]a masa no tolera pueblos elegidos, sexos elegidos ni mentes elegidas” (275). 

Piñera‟s irony in his representation of unfair final judgments and absurd end of times is 

indeed complicated by the encounter, in the figure of the sexually deviant individual, of 

the figures of the damned and the elect. This union of opposites is best represented in his 

1948 play “Jesús.”  

In the play “Jesús,” a barber of that name, who is compared to “un pajarito” (“a 

bird,” Cuban slang for effeminate homosexual), acquires the gratuitous reputation of 

being the “nuevo Mesías.” Jesús denies it, but people are desperate to believe it and begin 
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following and harassing Jesús, who finally accepts his followers as long as they agree to 

adore him as “no-Jesús.” Always persevering in his denial, the “no-Jesús” becomes an 

obvious parallel of the biblical Jesús. Because he is inconvenient for the Church and the 

government, Jesús is finally killed by a hired killer, who exclaims: “Lindo trabajo: cayó 

como un pajarito” (Teatro completo 134). In the essay “Tres elegidos,” written three 

years before the play, Piñera uses the same word “pajarito” to describe the homosexual:  

El homosexual es, entre estos elegidos [judíos, artistas y homosexuales], el 

más masivo, el que más podría asimilarse a la masa. Una capa de erotismo 

lo protege y en algo lo comunica con la masa, sexual y erótica ante  

todo . . . Se dice que la masa heterosexual y las prostitutas adoran a los 

homosexuales de ese lado de la ribera. Recuerden siempre que un pajarito 

acompaña al caimán o al rinoceronte. Pero no olviden que ese pajarito 

puede ser aplastado. (275) 

Piñera‟s descriptions in the forties of the homosexual as a chosen person, or as a 

paradoxical version of Jesus Christ, become particularly relevant in the sixties, when the 

figure of Fidel Castro assumes an unmistakably messianic aura both in Cuba and 

abroad.
153

 A remarkable illustration of the mass media presentation of Fidel Castro as the 

                                                 
153

 Carlos Franqui has written humorous and ironic portraits of Fidel Castro regarded as Moses and Jesus 

Christ by the Cuban people:    

La llegada de Fidel a La Habana fue apoteósica.  

Desde el balcón del Palacio pidió a la descomunal multitud: 

-Abran un camino; el pueblo es mi escolta. 

Y como Moisés separando las aguas, atravesó el mar de gente de avenida de las Misiones 

a la bahía. (25) 

  . . .  

“Los Doce”: El número mítico bien contado en conversaciones televisivas, tiene algo de 

la épica del oeste norteamericano y de la antigua Biblia. 
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Savior is the famous photograph by Francisco Altuna that captures the moment when 

white doves surrounded Castro, one of them standing on his shoulder, as he spoke in 

Havana on January 8
th

 of 1959 (Álvarez 40). The highly publicized incident contributed 

to give Castro a sacred aura, the white dove being a well known symbol for the Holy 

Ghost.     

In the prologue entitled “Piñera teatral” to his Teatro completo, published in 

December of 1960, Piñera draws a provoking analogy between Jesus Christ and Fidel 

Castro in a commentary to his play “Jesús”:           

¿Qué representa el personaje Jesús en mi obra? Pues el anti-Fidel . . . si no 

se avisora en el cielo de la Patria la venida de nuestro Mesías político . . .  

entonces, a tono con la circunstancia histórica en que vivimos, sólo nos 

queda el poder de la sinceridad, de reconocernos como negación, como 

nostalgia, como frustración. (Teatro completo 17) 

Piñera‟s equation of Fidel Castro with Jesus Christ (performed through a game of 

inversions: Fidel is the anti-no-Jesús) substitutes the solemn awe of representations such 

as the white dove photograph for irreverent humor. It is apparent from the opening of the 

prologue that Piñera refuses to refer to the revolutionary leader with solemn fervor. 

Indeed, he equates Fidel Castro‟s status as a man of action with his being theatrical, 

capable of executing “coups de théâtre,” “salidas teatrales.” These “salidas teatrales” are 

moments in which performers are capable of committing especially provoking actions: 

                                                                                                                                                 
Doce hombres y un Cristo-Fidel, subiendo a la montaña, nos habían librado de la tiranía. 

(26) 
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“la comisión de esos actos en donde uno es el eje, el punto de mira; para esos actos en los 

que la multitud lo mismo puede aclamarnos que lapidarnos” (7). 

 Piñera compares Castro‟s theatricality with that of quite unlikely characters: 

“Envidio al hombre que salió desnudo por la calle, envidio a ese otro que asombró a La 

Habana con sus bigotes de gato, envidio al que se hizo el muerto para burlar al 

sacerdote,
154

 y por supuesto, a Fidel Castro entrando en La Habana.” While affirming that 

Castro is Cuba‟s Messiah, Piñera also addresses the figure of the revolutionary leader 

without the slightest solemnity. Indeed, in the author‟s view, Cuba‟s Messiah requires to 

be a theatrical, transgressive figure, comparable to Havana‟s most notorious jesters and 

madmen. Two negative signs do not amount to a positive one: the “anti-no-Jesús” is still 

a negation of the traditional Jesus, a further development of the Barber Jesús. 

Piñera‟s comic treatment of Fidel Castro in his prologue allows opposite 

interpretations: either the playwright is paying a tribute to the revolutionary leader (as 

Montes Huidobro suggests in his book on Cuban theatre) or he is ridiculing him. I believe 

that, having still plenty of hopes for the new Revolution, Piñera is indeed paying homage 

to the leader while at the same time fighting the uncritical reverence of many of Castro‟s 

followers. Later in Piñera‟s writings, however, the figure of the revolutionary hero 

necessarily clashes with that of the persecuted homosexual. Against what Piñera surely 

hoped (“I have nothing to declare except Revolution”), the Cuban Revolution was not 

bound to become a sexual revolution. As is well known, in October of 1961 Piñera was 
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 In his compelling analysis of Piñera‟s prologue in his “Fleshing Out Virgilio Piñera from the Cuban 

closet,” José Quiroga argues that Piñera (who “does not pursue the image of himself as a modern- day 

Sade”) actually substitutes “sadism for envy”- that is, envy of, as well as homoerotic desire for, Fidel 

Castro (175).  According to Quiroga‟s interpretation “envy undoes the dichotomy between passive (writer) 

and active (hero), it mobilizes the scene of writing as sadistic perversion” (175). 
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imprisoned during a massive police operation called “3Ps.” One of those persecuted “Ps” 

was for “pájaro,” homosexual. According to Antón Arrufat‟s testimony, the “Ps” in the 

name of that operation referred to “las prostitutas, los proxenetas y los pájaros, que es 

como entonces se llamaba a los homosexuales” (Espinosa Domínguez 230). As Thomas 

Anderson explains: 

Through the intervention of Franqui and other friends, Piñera was released 

quickly, but the experience crushed his spirits and filled him with intense 

fear. Upon returning to his beach house, he found that it had been searched 

and locked by the authorities. Though he was eventually given permission 

to return, his fear of living alone and of being arrested again moved him to 

abandon the house. (105) 

A year after the operation “3Ps,” Cuba became the most important location of the Cold 

War. The missile crisis of October of 1962 brought the world close to the edge of nuclear 

disaster. Between John Kennedy‟s imposition of a military blockade to the island on 

October 22, and Nikita Khrushchev‟s withdrawal of the Soviet nuclear missiles at the end 

of that month, Cubans lived in permanent fear of an American invasion. 

 Awareness of the danger of massive nuclear death further connects the poetic 

personae of many of Piñera‟s poems of the sixties with the figure of the Japanese prince 

Fuminaro Konoye, symbolically destroyed by the bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

The absurdity of atomic extermination may seem foreign to the original apocalyptic 

narrative, which confers meaning to human existence and brings justice to the world. 

Kermode, however, rightly establishes the continuity between apocalyptic narratives and 
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20
th

 century visions of an absurd End: “It remains to affirm the continuity of apocalyptic 

postures. In a world otherwise seen as lacking the form that an end implies, this may 

seem absurd; indeed it is called so, and highly valued for being so. Apocalypse is a part 

of the modern Absurd” (124). Even when death is an individual experience, Piñera‟s 

characters often die striking their final pose in the face of an explosion.    

 

4.3 Deadly Portraits, Muffled Echoes 

“Un hombre as así,” the first poem of the section “Un bamboleo frenético,” 

comprises only two pages. “Entre la espada y la pared” is even briefer, with 28 verses. 

They both resemble the much larger “Treno por la muerte del príncipe Fuminaro 

Konoye” in important ways. First of all, they evoke a theatrical scene. “Un hombre” does 

so through the idea of the mask, which in the poem corresponds to the photographic 

portrait. In “Entre la espada y la pared,” the wall is compared to a theatre curtain, which 

closes to end the performance of the protagonist. As in “Treno,” the main characters in 

both poems are dead or near death at the end. As “Treno,” these two poems involve the 

idea of trial: a “universal” athletic competition in “Un hombre;” a self weighing on a 

scale in “Entre la espada y la pared.” Finally, as “Treno,” both poems in this section 

allude to Oscar Wilde, this time through a thematic connection to Portrait of Dorian Gray. 

 The grammar in these texts facilitates the poetic creation of a theatrical space. The 

use in both poems of the first and second grammatical persons makes the “tú” the 

character on-stage, while the first person observes and describes the person performing. 

This use of subject pronouns inverts the position of the reader as spectator, inviting her to 
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identify with the performing “tú.” Both poems are written in the present tense, which 

emphasizes the ongoing quality of the action, and also suggests the abstract and general 

character of the event.  

From its title, “Un hombre es así” promises the theatrical demonstration of a 

certain form of male identity. As it turns out, what is staged is the utter impossibility to 

represent that identity. The main character of this poem (“tú”) appears as a dismembered, 

contorted body, very much like Fuminaro‟s. A series of photographic portraits, as masks, 

cover his face and need to be constantly broken in an attempt to “dar la cara,” a Spanish 

expression which means to respond for one‟s actions. Piñera‟s equation of photographic 

portrait and mask to connote social normalization indeed agrees with Barthes views on 

the matter: “Photography cannot signify (aim at generality) except by assuming a mask. It 

is this word which Calvino correctly uses to designate what makes a face into the product 

of society and of its history” (34). I quote the middle verses in the poem, in which the 

portrait covers the face:
155

  

  La cara es el espejo de la cara 

  cara con cara hasta caer en la cara. 

No por cuidar lo improbable se hace el día,  

  los pies se te enredan en la cara 

  y golpes de cara entre los ojos 

  se encaminan, tumultuosos,  

  a la gran carrera del premio universal. 

                                                 
155

 Unless otherwise indicated, I quote from the 1968 compilation La vida entera.  
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  Siempre, en esta tarde sangrienta, tiembla y cae, 

tu retrato se aproxima a pasos agigantados 

  hasta meter por la nariz tu cara indescifrable. 

Golpea y raja. 

  dale en la cara 

  -sin un tajo no sería perfecta. 

La muerte no puede ajusticiar lo que la vida no paga.  

  Por los brazos y hasta por los oídos se ejecuta 

  entre gritos y maldiciones que la cara desata. 

  Da la cara entre tantas caras estrujadas,  

  pon la luna de tu cara en el sol de tu cara,  

  los muertos en sus tumbas sin caras ennegrecen,  

aproxímate con lentos pasos del universal delirio. (95-96) 

 “Un hombre es así” reformulates ideas from Piñera‟s 1952 novel La carne de René. As 

happens with the students of the School of Pain in La carne, we find in the poem a 

dislocation between the character‟s body and face. In La carne, the professors at the 

School of Pain force each student to contemplate a plaster statue of himself in the pose of 

a crucified Christ. In those statues, smiling faces offer a sharp contrast to the suffering 

bodies. That contrast is meant to represent modernity, and constitutes a key element in 

the philosophy of the school. Cochón, the priest at the School of Pain, conceives the 

modernity of his interpretation of the crucifixion as follows: 
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el Cristo, tal y como venía representándose desde hace siglos, era una 

rémora en una época tan ajena a la piedad como la presente. Esa faz 

angustiada, esa cabeza caída sobre el hombro, esas lágrimas y ese sudor de 

muerte resultaban ridículos a nuestro espíritu deportivo. Nuestra época 

huía a todo tren de la piedad. Si la Iglesia hubiera seguido su consejo (por 

ello fue excomulgado) millones de fieles inundarían sus naves para 

contemplar la moderna cara de Jesús. 

Pero ahora la escuela de Mármolo [i.e. the School of Pain] le 

brindaba su concurso [a René] y todos sus alumnos serían otros tantos 

Cristos modernizados. (103) 

In La carne, the spirit of modernity entails massive production: smiling Christs are 

produced in a series.  The dislocation between laughter and pain, face and body, 

represented by the crucified images, is also found in the peculiar decoration of the 

School‟s church, called “la iglesia del cuerpo.” This church “era una catedral disfrazada 

de music-hall. De sus paredes colgaban los famosos tapices del tesoro de la escuela . . .  

hechos con asuntos de torturas célebres y con la técnica de los dibujos animados. Tan 

cómicos resultaban que, como decía Cochón, curaban toda suerte de males” (133-34).  

According to Warner, the dislocation between materiality and feeling—the 

proliferation of images of tortured bodies and the spectators‟ lack of emotion—is 

characteristic of contemporary mass media culture. The novel‟s reference to animated 

cartoons frames the mixture of fascination for and disregard of bodily pain as a problem 

of the modern age of mass media. Warner addresses the numbness of audiences in the 
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present day and deems it the result of the fact that “we now inhabit forms of 

disembodiment all the time, from the family album to the CCTV monitor” (336). She 

further argues that: 

[t]he spectral self of contemporary mass media belongs in the same 

current as the popular rise of apocalypse, through the uses of imagery that 

evoke both, and the attendant disregard for the reality of flesh, mortality, 

and pain. This is a crucial development in representation, deeply affecting 

audiences‟ emotional intelligence. (337)         

Both Piñera‟s novel La carne de René and the poem “Un hombre es así” have clearly 

apocalyptic settings, deeply related to the drastic disconnection that they depict between 

social normalization (represented by the face) and the body.
156

 In “Un hombre es así,” the 

photographic face overtakes the body: “tu retrato se aproxima a pasos agigantados/ hasta 

meter por la nariz tu cara indescifrable” (95). This photographic face in the poem 

participates in what is called in La carne the modern “espíritu deportivo.” It propels the 

body as it races forward: “y golpes de cara entre los ojos/ se encaminan tumultuosos, /a la 

gran carrera del premio universal” (95). In La carne, we find exactly the same image of a 

face that propels the body in the passage where René describes the most advanced 

students at the School: “Contradictoriamente con el resto de sus cuerpos, las caras 

reflejaban tan intensa vivacidad que parecían adelantarse al resto del cuerpo y marchar 

con autonomía propia. Esas caras eran las caras de los dobles, y eran así mismo las caras 
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 The production of a series of smiling faces is a way of destroying individual identity, as Pablo Gasparini 

observes describing the goal of pedagogy in La carne: “fijar en el rostro una expresión colectiva o genérica, 

y que desvirtúa o extraña—al igual que los numerosos dobles de la novela—cualquier marca de 

autenticidad en la identidad” (293). 
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de atletas que han triunfado rotundamente en la carrera” (73). Regarding the face of his 

crucified plaster double, René observes: “Hasta podría decirse que esa cara acababa de oír 

un chiste y no podía evitar la risa, o también, por qué no, la cara de plenitud de un atleta 

que ha recorrido triunfalmente la pista” (67). The parallel between the race of dislocated 

bodies in the poem and novel is unmistakable. 

The athletic race that Piñera depicts in 1952 and again in 1961 in “Un hombre” 

mocks an eschatological vision: the idea that human history is destined to a supreme end 

that will bring a given form of redemption. Although the idea of the supreme end may 

coexist in the texts with doubts and deferral, it nonetheless kindles all kinds of struggles 

and provides moral justification for a number of cruel deeds. The modern “espíritu 

deportivo” in Piñera‟s texts indeed refers to political discourses of the end.
157

 In the 

novel, a political movement (whose goal of defending chocolate is clearly absurd) 

perpetuates a conflict between the persecuted members of the movement and their 

persecutors.
158

 The futility represented in the novel is akin to the note of despair at the 

end of the poem: 

    Ahora mira tu cara en la perfección del retrato,  

  móralo dando la nota aguda de tu malentendido,  

  pero no apoyes la cara en la mitad de tu alma.  

                                                 
157

 Jacques Derrida has famously pointed out at the pervasiveness of discourses of the end in Western 

thought: 

the West has been dominated by a powerful program that was also an untransgressible 

contract among discourses of the end . . . To be sure there are obvious differences 

between Hegelian eschatology, that Marxist eschatology . . . , Nietzschean eschatology 

(between the last man, the higher man, and the overman), and so many other more recent 

varieties. But aren‟t these differences measured as gaps or deviations in relation to the 

fundamental tonality of this Stimmung audible across so many thematic variations. (80)     
158

 “La causa” is depicted as an infinite race: “La causa no puede dejar de correr un solo instante” and  “[l]a 

persecución nunca se detendrá, es infinita.” (35) 
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  pásala a ojo, pínchala y descárala. 

Así estarás perfecto en la gran desolación,  

  con gestos de caras, con caras estiradas, 

  con muecas de recuerdos, con caras acopladas en lo atroz 

  con las caras cayendo entre una lluvia de gritos 

  que llevan por delante tu cara retratada. (96) 

“La gran carrera del premio universal” culminates in “la gran desolación,” with faces 

falling down amidst a rain of screams. The character‟s attempts to unmask himself fail, as 

his screams are covered, or masked, by the photographs.
159

 The photographic mask in the 

poem thus evokes the erasing of individuality at the School of Pain in its seeking to 

suppress individual expression. Indeed, the motto of the School of Pain is “sufrir en 

silencio.”  “[S]i el silencio no se produce espontáneamente, entonces lo fabricamos”—

asserts Mármolo, the director of the School of Pain (63).  

Although we can see that “Un hombre es así” is linked to earlier ideas and 

concerns in Piñera‟s work, the poem‟s staging of the impossibility to achieve free 

expression also connects to current national events. In June of 1961, concerns among the 

intellectual community regarding freedom of expression under the Revolution led to a 

series of meetings with Fidel Castro. As a response to the banning of the documentary 

P.M. by the authorities, on June 11
th

 Piñera and other intellectuals published a 

“Manifiesto de los intelectuales y artistas” in Lunes de Revolución, pledging their 

                                                 
159 Piñera‟s poem “El grito mudo,” one of his first published poems, is an earlier formulation of the theme of a silenced 

scream that we find in “Un hombre es así.” In the former poem, the first person of the text asks a specter: “Dame la 

sangre de tu grito,” and urges it: “Corre al cementerio/ y pide al muerto/un grito, dos,/ mil gritos”  (211-12). The 

ghostly screamer of “El grito mudo” seems to evoke Edvard Munch‟s famous 1893 painting.  
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support to the Revolutionary cause but demanding unrestricted freedom of artistic 

expression (Anderson 101). In the last one of the three meetings between artists and 

authorities that followed the publication of the “Manifesto,” Castro issued the famous 

speech known as “Palabras a los intelectuales.”                

 According to Carlos Franqui‟s version of the first one of these meetings, Castro 

opened the first session with the request: “Que hable el que tenga más miedo” (263). 

Virgilio Piñera then took the floor: “Doctor Castro, y usted no se ha preguntado, ¿por qué 

un escritor debe tener miedo a su Revolución? Y porque parece que soy yo el que tiene 

más miedo, digo, ¿por qué la Revolución debe tener miedo de sus escritores” (264) . 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante and Matías Montes Huidobro offer similar versions of 

Piñera‟s intervention (Anderson 102). Anderson rightly suggests that in the light of these 

testimonies we can read parts of Castro‟s speech as a direct response to Piñera‟s famous 

intervention (103). Castro sums up the concerns of the intellectuals as follows: 

Había ciertos miedos en el ambiente y algunos compañeros han expresado 

esos temores. 

Al escucharlos teníamos la impresión de que estábamos soñando un poco. 

. . . ¿Cuál debe ser hoy la preocupación de todo ciudadano? ¿La 

preocupación de que la Revolución vaya a desbordar sus medidas, de que 

la Revolución vaya a asfixiar el arte, de que la Revolución vaya a asfixiar 

el genio creador de sus ciudadanos, o la preocupación de todos no ha de 

ser la Revolución misma? (Palabras a los intelectuales 7) 
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Anderson remarks that the ideal of the revolutionary man, the “hombre nuevo,” was 

already taking shape in “Palabras a los intelectuales” (104). Indeed, it is important to 

notice that in that speech, Castro uses unequivocally religious language when he 

describes the “ends and goals” of the revolutionary in terms of redemption: “Para el 

revolucionario esos fines y objetivos . . . se dirigen hacia la redención del hombre” (8). 

The revolutionary‟s sole concern must be the people: “esa gran masa explotada a la que 

se desea redimir” (8). In Castro‟s view, the revolutionary (and thus the revolutionary 

artist) is ready to sacrifice his life: “¿Y quién que tenga sensibilidad artística no tiene la 

disposición del combatiente que muere en una batalla, sabiendo que él muere, que él deja 

de existir físicamente para abonar con su sangre el camino del triunfo de sus semejantes, 

de su pueblo?” (19). In Castro‟s speech, the revolutionary man emerges as a modern day 

version of Jesus Christ.  

“Un hombre es así” brings to the fore the question of the social shaping of male 

subjectivities at a moment when the issue was of the greatest importance in Cuba. As we 

saw earlier, in the 1960 prologue to his Teatro, Piñera had jokingly called Fidel Castro a 

“political Messiah,” the antithesis of his character the barber Jesús (who represents a “no-

Jesús” in the play). The poem establishes a clear connection with the “Cristos 

modernizados” of the School of Pain. Piñera‟s joke in his prologue connects with the 

more somber reflection of the poem, and points out at Piñera‟s perception of a serious 

weakness in the revolutionary ideal: the self-sacrificing service of universal redemption 

may lead to the annihilation of individuality.     
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 “Un hombre es así,” the first poem in “Un bamboleo,” also introduces images 

that link death and violence to situations of social marginality across several poems in the 

collection. These new marginal positions pertain to the Revolutionary context and closely 

relate to its sexual politics. In the first stanza of “Un hombre,” the photographic camera 

appears as an instrument that overtakes the body and seems to fragment it. Later, in the 

second stanza, the camera‟s operation is tacitly compared to an “execution”:    

   Por los brazos, y también por las piernas 

  y, si no, por la cabeza,  

  la cámara capta el momento. (95) 

  . . .  

Por los brazos y hasta por los oídos se ejecuta 

  entre gritos y maldiciones que la cara desata. (96)  

The meaning of “se ejecuta” in the poem is suggestively ambiguous. It can refer to “tu 

retrato” being taken (shot). It can also refer to the execution of the death penalty. Indeed, 

the force of the expression lies in an ambiguity that is at the roots of our perception of 

photography, since as Susan Sontag argues, “[j]ust as the camera is a sublimation of the 

gun, to photograph someone is a sublimated murder—a soft murder, appropriate to a sad, 

frightened time” (On Photography 14-15). Another verse equates the lack of a face, that 

is, the lack of a portrait-mask, to death: “los muertos en sus tumbas sin caras ennegrecen” 

(96). The camera executes as it photographs but, paradoxically, there is no (social) life 

possible without a portrait-mask.  
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Piñera‟s expression “ennegrecen” to describe the situation of the dead in “Un 

hombre” becomes more meaningful as we continue to read into the poetry collection. 

Indeed, this unusual expression recurs in relation to the portrait in “Entre la espada y la 

pared.” Evolving as a live object, just as the picture of Dorian Grey, which becomes ever 

uglier and older, the portrait of the protagonist of “Entre la espada” (“tú”) becomes 

progressively darker (“se oscurece”): 

  Entre la espada y la pared 

  a nadie le gusta situarse; 

  cuando se está en ese trance 

  la vida sabe a vinagre; 

  . . .  

  Estás vivo y estás muerto,  

  estás despierto y soñando,  

  tiras para el lado vivo, 

  y el lado muerto te arrastra; 

  miras a tu antagonista 

  —que es el fiel de tu balanza—, 

  clamas por que no te pese,  

  pero él te pone en el plato. 

  Ya tu corazón es polvo 

  y tus entrañas espanto,  

  y mientras el cielo brilla 
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  se oscurece tu retrato. (108) 

The portrait in the poem “Entre la espada y la pared” is uncannily animated. Indeed, 

photographic paper shares with human skin the property to darken with light. The main 

character in the poem shares the dubious in/animated state of the portrait: “[e]stás vivo y 

estás muerto.” The character‟s “dead side” weighs his own “living side” in a scale that 

represents justice. If in “Un hombre” death seemed a matter of being outside the 

socialized reach of the portrait-mask, here death or life results from a judicial sanction. 

The gleaming sky as the condemnation is about to be given is one more instance of the 

fearful light in Piñera that Arenas discusses. Here it evokes the photographic camera as a 

weapon. The character of the first grammatical person in the poem finishes watching the 

tragic performance of “tú” and seeks oblivion in a drink: “Después la pared se cierra/ 

como un  telón de teatro./ Ya tu acto se acabó./ Me voy a tomar un trago” (108-109). The 

strange trial of the poem‟s character culminates with his being enclosed by the wall, 

buried alive.       

 The poems in the collection “Un bamboleo frenético” share variations of 

recurring images and expressions. It is in fact as if the visual duplications of photography 

found an acoustic parallel in a series of muffled echoes. Both the images of the faceless 

dead that blacken in “Un hombre,” and of the portrait that becomes dark in “Entre la 

espada y la pared” resonate
160

 with two other poems written in the same year of 1962: 

“Palma negra” and “Los muertos de la patria.” 

                                                 
160

 The connections that exists between these poems, established through the overlapping elements of 

darkness, death and birds, resembles certain modernist narrative techniques. In his discussion of Virginia 

Woolf‟s 1925 Mrs. Dalloway, Paul Ricoeur calls attention to the connection established between the 

temporalities of different figural minds through the coincidence of physical elements. He writes regarding  
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 “Palma negra” alludes to the nascent mass organizations entrusted with the 

defense of the Revolution. In the fall of 1959 the government formed a civilian militia, 

and in September of 1960 it created the Committees for the Defense of the Revolution 

(CDRs), which grouped neighbors by blocks “for the purpose of combating internal 

subversion and sabotage” (Pérez 330). In Castro‟s 1972 speech to commemorate the 12
th

 

anniversary of the CDRs it is apparent that the existence of this organization transformed 

the status of “minority” into a dangerous one. In Castro‟s speech, the idea of “minority” 

was meant on purely political grounds, but indeed, the sexual realm had become highly 

political. Castro states in that speech: “Los que constituyen una minúscula minoría no son 

los que vigilan sino los vigilados. Que como cada vez son menos, y cada vez son más los 

comités, cada vez toca a más ciudadanos por „gusano‟” (Discursos 1:25). Worm, 

“gusano,” came to designate the political dissident.      

Piñera‟s poem depicts a landscape where all the palm trees are green except for 

the one black palm that the dead inhabit: “Es preciso que de una vez por todas/ 

descubramos la palma/ que tiene negros su penachos. [sic.] /  Nuestros muertos en su 

cimera/ esperan ser enterrados” (105). The black palm is hunted as an animal or a 

criminal by neighbors dressed in green: “Iremos vestidos de verde/ a la cacería de la 

palma: / la señora de la esquina, / el zapatero del barrio” (105).
161

 Green, the pervasive 

                                                                                                                                                 
this technique, which he calls “effet de resonance”: “l‟effet de resonance . . . compense l‟effet de rupture 

créé par le saut d‟un flux de conscience dans l‟autre . . . Un arrêt dans le même lieu, une pause dans le 

même laps de temps forment une passerelle entre deux temporalities étrangères l‟une à l‟autre.” (157) 

      
161

 There are some changes in the 2000 edition of the poem, which reads: “Es preciso que de una vez/ 

descubramos la palma/ que tiene negro el penacho. /  Nuestros muertos en su cimera/ esperan ser 

enterrados” (105). And also: “A la cacería de esa palma/ la señora de la esquina, / el zapatero del barrio, / 

irán vestidos de verde” (105). 
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color in the human and natural landscape in the poem, appears as a theatrical decoration: 

“si el telón de fondo verde/ encabrita los caballos, / ¿cómo dar caza a la palma?” (106). 

The poem‟s representation of the dead on top of the palm tree as hunted by neighbors in 

uniforms indicates a form of internal marginalization. 

 The title of the 1962 poem “Los muertos de la patria” seems to indicate a tribute 

to national martyrs or heroes. In fact, the dead in the poem are the antithesis of the 

glorified founding fathers. As in “Palma negra,” these dead are surprisingly described as 

birds perching on top of a tree, in the verse that I underline below: 

 Vamos a ver los muertos de la Patria. 

 

 Verlos con nuestros ojos dilatados por la vida. 

 Hay que tocarlos con nuestras manos. 

 Están como aves posadas en el árbol terrible,  

 donde el viento no suena,  

 y en donde la noche misma 

 se aleja vencida por la Nada. (103) 

The dead in this poem appear as yet unburied corpses, as those waiting to be buried in 

“Palma negra.” One of them can be found “tirado en esa zanja,/con un zapato como casco 

guerrero en tu cabeza”;  another one, displaying a smile, “un asomo/ de sonrisa 

indestructible” (104).  The first person of the text addresses the latter: “¿Cómo se muere 

en el momento/ en que la bala se funde con la risa?” (104). The emphasis is on the last 
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position and expression of these bodies, which brings us back to the idea of photography, 

and specifically to the photographic camera that kills as it fixates: “ejecuta.”   

The verb “posar” in “Los muertos de la Patria” (“están como aves posadas en el 

árbol terrible”) refers univocally to the birds‟ action of perching on the tree; as we see 

below in the last section of this chapter, the double meaning of that Spanish verb will 

allow Piñera in “Las siete en punto” to assimilate the idea of posing for a photograph to 

the action of a bird that stands—with the consequent implication of homosexuality given 

by the Cuban use of the word “pájaro” superimposed to the historical sexual connotations 

of  the act of  posing.  

Tracing the echoes that relate death to darkening across “Un bamboleo” allows us 

to see a secret dimension subtly connected to sexual identity through the figure of the 

bird. Darkening connects the portrait in “Entre la espada y la pared” to other dead. Both 

the dead standing on a palm tree and the dead birds in “Los muertos de la Patria” 

prefigure the deadly posing of the homosexual as “pájaro” in “Las siete en punto.” At the 

beginning of the collection, “Un hombre es así” already relates death, darkening and the 

lack of a portrait-mask: “los muertos en sus tumbas sin caras ennegrecen.” 
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4.4 More Performances: “María Viván” (1965),  “Yo estoy aquí, aquí . . . ” 

(1967), “Pin, pan, pun” (1969)   

We have seen that in “Un hombre es así” and “Entre la espada y la pared,” Piñera 

resorts to photographic portraits to engage the questions of the imposition of social 

models of manhood and the dangers of escaping them. In the three poems discussed in 

this section, the emphasis shifts from the portrait to the act of posing—in these cases, 

voluntarily imitating a model.      

In “María Viván,” a consumptive character from the early 1900s dresses up as the 

young and vital person whose last name, “Viván,” falsely indicates. In the other two 

poems, the poetic voice paraphrases lines from popular songs, impersonating 

contemporary pop icons. “Yo estoy aquí, aquí .  . .” mimics the lyrics of Raphael‟s 1963 

hit “Yo soy aquél.” The reference was inescapable for Piñera‟s readers in the sixties, 

since the song and Raphael‟s interpretation in the Eurovisión show of 1963 were widely 

popular throughout the Spanish-speaking world. “Pin, pan, pun,” published 

posthumously, is a brief reflection upon the cycle of human cruelty. What is striking in 

this short poem is its final line “Todos afirmamos que la felicidad es una bala,” in which 

Piñera paraphrases a Beatles song. Piñera‟s homage to decadentism in “María Viván” and 

his engagement with mass capitalist culture in “Yo estoy aquí, aquí . . .” and “Pin, pan, 

pun” have important connotations for current sexual and cultural politics in Cuba.   

In the second half of the sixties, when these poems were written, there was a great 

deal of tension in Cuba around conceptions of revolutionary art. The distinction between 

revolutionary form and content is present in many of the intellectual discussions of the 
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time, such as the “Llamamiento a los escritores de America Latina,” which appeared in 

the magazine Bohemia in January of 1967 issued by the “Consejo de Colaboración” of 

the literary journal Casa de Las Américas. The “Call” is signed, among other preeminent 

Cuban and Latin American intellectuals, by Julio Cortázar and Vargas Llosa.          

Más que nunca es el momento de decir hasta qué punto estamos 

convencidos de que la más irrestricta libertad creadora es atributo de la 

revolución a que aspiramos. . . Creemos que el más alto rigor y la más 

extrema labor intelectual y artística son siempre revolucionarios. . . Todo 

arte genuino sirve a esa causa y debe ser estimulado y defendido, 

independientemente muchas veces de los propósitos de su autor. Pero al 

mismo tiempo postulamos la necesidad, igualmente imperiosa, de que el 

autor asuma su responsabilidad social y participe con su obra, o con lo que 

las circunstancias puedan señalarle, en la lucha por la liberación de los 

pueblos latinoamericanos. (62)                      

The “Call” makes no attempt to solve (or even openly acknowledge) the contradiction 

between absolute creative freedom, “even in spite of the artist‟s goals,” and the imperious 

necessity to participate in the struggle for Latin America‟s liberation. In his “Notas sobre 

el teatro cubano actual,” appearing a few months after the “Call,” in June of 1967, Piñera 

suggests that the appropriate art for the Cuban Revolution is one that is revolutionary 

within the realm of art. In this way, he attempts to displace political considerations 

outside the sphere of artistic creation.  He also separates political from dramatic 

language:       
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tenemos que hacer un teatro en donde al mismo tiempo que nos afirmamos 

políticamente no se pueda decir que nos desafirmamos dramáticamente. 

Tenemos que hacer un teatro que partiendo de la Revolución política la 

muestre en todos sus aspectos y al mismo tiempo rechace el panfleto. Sólo 

así nuestras obras serán verdaderamente revolucionarias en el terreno del 

arte. (142)        

In the same article, Piñera emphasizes the importance of being modern. High-quality 

Cuban theatre can be made within either realistic or non-realistic tradition, but “[o]tra 

cosa es el anacronismo. Mala suerte para el que resulte anacrónico. . . No se olvide que 

hay que empezar por ser modernos para llegar a ser clásicos” (142). At the end of this 

article Piñera warns authors not to forget or ignore “el lenguaje teatral que hoy hablamos” 

(142). Reformulating the position stated earlier in Bohemia, Piñera‟s emphasis subtly 

shifts from political to artistic revolution. The question should also be asked: is his 

reference to the “theatric language that we speak today” a witty hint to the reality of 

censorship in the revolutionary mass media? I believe it is quite possible.      

 Piñera‟s reflections about theatre in 1967 show his resistance to the “total 

politicization of literary criteria” which, as Matei Calinescu remarks, “will mark both the 

theory and the practice of socialist realism” (201). Calinescu rightly stresses the link 

between socialist realism and an idea of the decadence of bourgeois society and arts: 

“The link between the two is so strong that if we dismiss the idea of decadence (as 
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Plekhanov and, then, the cultural stalinists convceived of it),
 162

 the label social realism 

becomes meaningless” (202). Calinescu quotes the following excerpt on “Decadence” 

from the 1975 edition of the Great Soviet Encyclopedia to illustrate the link between 

Soviet conceptions of socialist realism and decadence: 

Many motif of the decadent frame of mind have become the property of 

various modernist artistic currents. Progressive realist art, and above all 

the art of socialist realism, develops in a constant struggle against them. In 

criticizing various manifestations in art and literature of attitudes of decay 

and decline, Marxist-Leninist aesthetics proceeds from the principles of 

high ideological content, identification with the people, and party-

mindedness in art. (202) 

The Soviet theory of cultural decadence arbitrarily equated “decadentism, modernism, 

and the avant-garde,” and yet, “[i]n spite of its elementary and hopelessly mechanistic 

(reductionist) character . . . [this theory] went unchallenged between the 1930s and the 

1960s not only in the Soviet Union but also in orthodox Marxist circles throughout the 

Western world” (Calinescu, 202).  In Cuba, the Soviet view of cultural decadence helped 

shape an idea of revolutionary art as opposed to capitalist decadence. The poem of the 

consumptive María Viván posing for a photograph as a woman full of life has to be read 

in relation to the complex sociopolitical implications of the idea of decadence in the 

Cuban context.  

                                                 
162

 The Russian G.V. Plekhanov was “the first Marxist to propose a fully articulated theory of artistic 

decadence” (Calinescu, 198). Plekhanov‟s views are condensed in his 1912 article “Art and Social Life.” 
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 Piñera‟s placing of María‟s death in 1915 makes her a contemporary of Latin 

America‟s decadent literary movement, Modernismo. “María Viván” also establishes a 

dialogue with Modernismo through the acts of dressing up and posing. In “The Politics of 

Posing,” Molloy points to the belief that in Latin America, “[d]ecadence was, above all, a 

question of pose.” According to Molloy, “decadent Latin American literature” has been 

read for many years “as frivolous, and therefore reprehensible, posturing” (142). It is 

precisely on the issue of posing that “María Viván” shows a remarkable parallel with the 

poem “Kakemono,” by the Cuban modernista Julián del Casal. In Casal‟s japoniste 

poem, the first grammatical person describes the transformation of a character into a 

Japanese lady using a second person address. Casal‟s poem relishes in every detail of 

dress, hair, and makeup.
163

  

Molloy writes about Casal‟s “Kakemono” that it offers “[o]ne of the most striking 

scenes of posing (in that it gives rich new meaning, precisely, to the notion of „dressing 

up‟)” (147). She emphasizes “[t]he near religious character imparted to the ceremony, in 

which every detail of dress signifies and every gesture constitutes a pose; the drastic 

erasure of „nature‟ and „self‟ that the transformation presupposes (so reminiscent, in fact, 

of the drag queen‟s routine)” (148). As “Kakemono,” “María Viván” offers a ceremony 

                                                 
163

 Thus for example in the following verses: 

  Ornada tu belleza primitiva 

  por diestra mano, con extraños dones,  

  sumergiste tus miembros en el traje 

  de seda japonesa. Era de corte 

  imperial. Ostentaba ante los ojos 

el azul de graciosas gradaciones  

que tiene el cielo de la hermosa Yedo, (165) 
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of transformation in which every detail of dress has symbolic meaning. Thus in the 

second stanza: 

En esta foto,  

hecha pocos días antes de su muerte,  

María Viván adoptó la pose  

de la mujer llena de vida; 

se puso un traje floreado,  

un sombrero con nomeolvides,  

un broche de siemprevivas,  

desplegó una sonrisa 

encantadoramente cursi 

y miró con élan vital.  (124) 

The flowers that María uses to adorn her hat and hair are of course those whose names 

convey her desire to inscribe herself permanently in her lover‟s memory. Clearly, María 

dresses up for eternity, or at least for fixity—the latter being “an attribute of the lethal,” 

as Severo Sarduy rightly remarks (Written on a Body 97). Sarduy‟s observations on 

transvestism apply to María‟s dressing up: “La ceremonia del travestismo, pública o 

secreta pero siempre fotografiada—como para afirmar, más allá de toda sospecha, que la 

imagen ha existido, ha poseído la realidad—, no festeja, no consigna más que la crónica 
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de un instante . . .” (La simulación 65).
164

 María‟s intention to remain “para siempre” in 

the memory of her boyfriend is expressed in the first stanza: 

  María Viván,  

  cuyo deceso a resultas  

  de una tisis galopante 

  ocurrió el diez de abril  

  de mil novecientos quince,  

  había dejado a su novio 

  su foto con esta dedicatoria: 

  Tuya para siempre. (124) 

“María Viván” emphasizes the two qualities of the photographic referent that Barthes 

stresses in his designation “Spectrum”: “this word [Spectrum] retains, through its root, a 

relation to “spectacle” and adds to it that rather terrible thing which is there in every 

photograph: the return of the dead” (9). María‟s photograph (as the portrait of the man 

sentenced to death in “Entre la espada y la pared”) is an uncanny object that produces an 

effect of indeterminacy between the animate and the inanimate. That indeterminacy is 

remarkably inscribed in the picture at the very moment when it is taken, in the verse that I 

italicize below. I quote the remaining and final verses of the poem:   

  [María] Hizo colorear la foto,  

  y dejó caer una gota de sangre 

                                                 
164

 Jesús Jambrina rightly remarks that “María Viván” displays “un registro abiertamente travesti,” as 

several other poems by Piñera (“Solicitud de canonización de Rosa Cagí,” “Reversibilidad,” “Ma maitresse 

a moi,” “La gran puta”) (“„La gran puta‟: pobre, loca y artista.” 314). Jambrina observes that in those 

poems “el sujeto . . . se elije a sí mismo como espacio de representación literaria y, a diferencia de la 

mayoría de los poemas del autor, el género se deja ver sin oclusiones degradantes” (314).    
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  al pie de la dedicatoria. 

  Le puso luego la fecha,  

  y en una de esas tardes 

  a la medida de los amantes,  

  María Viván se la dio a su novio 

  en el jardín donde el fotógrafo 

  la mortalizó para siempre. 

 

  María Viván 

  fue una tísica fotogénica. (124-125)   

What must be an error in the 2000 edition of the poem in the volume La isla en peso 

changes Piñera‟s neologism “la mortalizó” for “la inmortalizó,”
 
a common expression for 

the photograph‟s effect on its subjects.
165

 In fact, on the term “mortalizó” hinges the 

poem‟s expression of photography‟s power to perform the illusion of María‟s 

resurrection: an already dead woman continues to appear mortal, that is, alive. 

Photography has something to do with resurrection,” Barthes observes (129). 

If María‟s photograph may enact a form of resurrection for the one who will contemplate 

it in the future, her posing has a sacrificial character underscored by the drop of blood 

accompanying the dedicatory—doubtlessly as “cursi” as her charming smile. As in 

previously discussed poems, here the camera constitutes a mortal weapon.   

                                                 
165

 The tape recordings of Piñera reading this and some others of his poems would clarify this question. 

Unfortunately, the necessary support recordings had not yet been made at the Firestone library in Princeton 

University at the time of the writing of this dissertation, and thus I was not allowed to listen to the original 

tapes.    
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 The hand-coloring of the photograph constitutes another kitschy touch in the 

poem. This action conveys María‟s desire to remain alive. As Warner remarks regarding 

early photography, “absence of colour is linked to the absence of the subject who was 

there in colour before one‟s eyes when the image was made,” thus “black and white are 

the symbolic colours of loss” (163). Hand coloring reveals the artificiality of María‟s 

lively presence.    

 Contrasting “Kakemono” and “María Viván,” the great distance from Casal‟s 

attitude of admiration to the ironic tone of Piñera becomes apparent. María‟s smile is 

“encantadoramente cursi.” Even in the condescending “María Viván/ fue una tísica 

fotogénica,” however, there is empathy for María. Sontag has remarked that “Camp is a 

tender feeling” (“Notes ” 292). Indeed, Piñera‟s recovery of the kitsch, “cursi,” in this 

and other texts can be described as a Camp, dandyism “in the age of mass culture,” in 

Sontag‟s phrase (“Notes” 290).  “Un bamboleo” includes other deeply tender poems that 

speak from and about the solitude of objects as partially animated as María‟s photograph. 

Notable among them are  “Solo de piano” and “El banco que murió de amor.”
166

 All of 

these poems make apparent a characteristic of Camp inherited from Wilde, since as 

Sontag remarks: 

It was Wilde who formulated an important element in Camp sensibility— 

the equivalence of all objects—when he announced his intention of „living 

up‟ to his blue-and-white china, or declared that a door knob could be as 

                                                 
166

 As does “María Viván” with Casal, “El banco que murió de amor” dialogues with the poetry of 

Modernismo  by mimicking José Martí‟s “La niña de Guatemala.” La “niña de Guatemala” in Martí‟s poem 

“murió de amor.”  
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admirable as a painting. When he proclaimed the importance of the 

necktie, the boutonniere, the chair, Wilde was anticipating the democratic 

spirit of Camp. (“Notes” 290) 

The “cursi”
 167

 or kitsch element in “María Viván” is also present in “Yo estoy aquí, aquí. 

. . ”, a poem that engages mass culture and, as Sontang writes regarding Camp sensibility, 

“transcends the nausea of replica” (“Notes ” 290). As the following excerpt from his 

1968 play “Una caja de zapatos vacía” reveals, Piñera was quite familiar with the notion 

of Camp: 

CARLOS. Vives tan en las nubes . . . Bueno, tú sola no, casi todo el 

mundo vive en las nubes: la pintura Pop, la literatura Camp, la música 

concreta, y, por supuesto, los Beatles. 

BERTA.  A ti te gusta todo eso. . . Por cierto, no estoy muy  

segura de que oír a los Beatles sea estar en las nubes. Por ahí dicen que  

ellos reflejan la época. (134)      

Sontag remarks that Camp allows us to “find the success in certain passionate failures” 

(“Notes” 293). The poetry in the songs of pop singer Raphael may be considered a failure 

from the perspective of “high” art, and from that of socialist realism. From the 

perspective of capitalist mass culture, however, Raphael at age 21 singing his hit “Yo soy 

aquél” at the 1966 “Eurovisión” festival embodies the highly sexualized image of 

success. The “exaggeration of . . . personality mannerisms” that Sontag describes as 

characteristic of Camp icons is extremely noticeable in the Spanish singer (Notes 281). 

                                                 
167

 Calinescu rightly indicates that the Spanish “cursi” “is the only single word that suggests both the 

deceptive and the self-deceptive aspects of bad taste that are implied in kitsch” (233).   
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Raphael is particularly emphatic with his hands as he stresses his presence “right here” in 

the verses: “Yo estoy aquí, aquí, para decirte/ que estoy aquí, aquí, para quererte/ que 

estoy aquí, aquí, para adorarte,” etc.  

The poem mimics the intensity of feeling in Raphael‟s song. Just as in Raphael‟s 

performance, the first person of Piñera‟s text takes the floor of a virtual stage (“right 

here”) in order to proclaim his love. Piñera‟s character, however, brings the intensity of 

the singer into the realm of the grotesque. He is “there”: “Mordiendo, arañando,/ gritando 

y aullando,/ pateando, rugiendo,/ buscando y encontrando” (130). 

Piñera reformulates in the negative form the verses from Raphael‟s song “[n]o 

estoy aquí para decirte/ que estoy aquí para adorarte,” and continues: 

  estoy aquí para decirte 

  que yo soy tú alucinado.
168

 

  No estoy aquí para adorarte  

—para adorarte no te amara—  

  estoy aquí para nacerte,  

  para morirte y resucitarte. (131) 

In spite of the lightness that it borrows from the pop song, “Yo estoy aquí” combines 

homoeroticism and apocalypse. Mimicking the position of the biblical God, the 

grammatical first person announces that he will create his lover “after his own image and 

likeness.” To the idea of divine creation, Piñera adds that of divine resurrection. Both 

                                                 
168

 As in “María Viván,” what seems to be an error in the 2000 edition of “Yo estoy aquí” in La isla en peso 

changes the meaning of an important line, from “yo soy tú alucinado” (as in the 1969 edition of La vida 

entera) to “yo soy tu alucinado.” The verse with the accent (I am you hallucinating) best expresses the 

mirror relationship between the two lovers in the poem. Incidentally, the accented version is the one that 

Gustavo Pérez-Firmat uses as an epigram to his book Cuban Condition. 
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Origin and End here appear as acts of furious physical love, the homoerotic character of 

which is given by the mirror-similarity of the lovers, as well as from the evoked sexual 

appeal of Raphael himself:       

  Estoy aquí para hacerte 

  a mi imagen y semejanza,  

  de tal modo que ya no sepas 

  de cuál de los dos es la imagen.  

 

  Y si no puedo nacerte,  

  y si  no puedo resucitarte, 

  haré entonces que tú me mueras 

  para después resucitarnos. (131) 

In this poem, the fury of the character that bites and scratches seeks to abolish the 

distance between the image (a mirror reflection, or perhaps rather a television image) and 

his own physical body. As do their images, the two bodies become fused in an expression 

that again alludes to death and resurrection: “Para tatuarte como una llaga/ sobre mi piel 

que es tu sudario.” In connection with the idea of resurrection, the main character‟s 

wounded body evokes the figure of Christ. Unlike the racing and dislocated “modern 

Christs” in “Un hombre es así,” in this poem sacrifice, death, and resurrection do not 

serve the demands of history and society, but are exclusively bound to the erotic.  

In 1966, Raphael‟s hairstyle clearly imitated that of the early Beatles. Long hair in 

men had become a worldwide symbol of youthful rebelliousness, and the Cuban 
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authorities had become highly suspicious of it. Eliseo Alberto Diego muses on the 

paradoxical character of their mistrust:  

La melena de Ernesto Che Guvera, imitada por la juventud, era cortada en 

la isla por las tijeras de los funcionarios que llegaron a considerar el pelo 

largo una inmoralidad del capitalismo, a pesar de que muchos de ellos 

habían bajado de la Sierra Maestra con rabos de mula y greñas hasta los 

hombros. (74)            

Alberto Diego also offers his testimony on how the young people in Havana were 

harassed for following fashions that were considered the expression of “una mariconería 

y una putería extranjerizantes” (75). Revolutionary authorities were completely opposed 

to the subversion of sexual and gender mores that the cultural movement of the sixties 

implied. It is within the clash between the young generation and the increasingly 

inflexible Cuban authorities that Piñera‟s engagement with the Beatles becomes 

significant. In the 1969 short poem “Pin, pan, pun,” Piñera describes a child growing up 

“to cruelty:” 

  El niño me mató con su fusil de palo. Muerto empecé a verlo 

en su lento crecimiento hacia la crueldad. 

En estos días me gusta escuchar los disparos. Se tiñe 

de sangre el horizonte. Todos afirmamos que la felicidad 

es una bala. (Isla 304)
169

 

                                                 
169

 Antón Arrufat included this poem, with other previously unpublished texts, in the 2000 compilation La 

isla en peso. 
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The final sentence in the poem reformulates Lennon and McCartney‟s famous line and 

song title “Happiness is a warm gun”—which appeared a year earlier on “The White 

Album.” This short poem comfirms Berta‟s line in “Una caja de zapatos vacía”: “Los 

Beatles . . . reflejan la época” (134). The expression “we all affirm” seems indeed a 

commentary on the popularity of the song, which everybody sings. 

During an international congress held in Havana in October of 1996 on the 

“Trascendencia de la Obra de los Beatles,” several intellectuals recalled their experiences 

during those times of unwritten prohibition. According to Pedro R. Cruz, who was a 

producer for “Radio Rebelde” in 1971: 

En aquella época. . . oír a Los Beatles era una verdadera odisea, y eso que 

la radio superaba ampliamente a la televisión en difusión musical, pero en 

el ambiente lo que primaba era la mucha reticencia porque „esos peludos 

cantaban en americano‟. . . Las cosas tenían que hacerse, como diría 

Martí, „en silencio y como indirectamente.‟ (119) 

Given the reticence to broadcasting them in the national radio, Cuban fans would resort 

to short-wave programs from abroad, such as “las emisiones para América Latina de la 

BBC de Londres cada sábado” (Vilar 113). Most records, posters, and photographs 

entered the country with travelers and were shared in private homes (Vilar 113). By 1969 

Piñera must have had many opportunities to listen to “Happiness is a warm gun,” either at 

a friend‟s house, in short-wave, or in a rare transmission of a national radio station.         

 One of the most repeated objections raised in Cuba to the Beatles was that they 

were “maricones” or gays. Ernesto Juan Castellanos, who compiled Los Beatles en Cuba, 
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recounts: “Uno de mis entrevistados, un importante e influyente crítico y periodista, 

cierta vez recibió la tajante reprobación de un superior por escribir artículos sobre el 

maldito cuarteto, porque, según su opinión,  „Los Beatles eran maricones‟ (¡¿?!)” (148). 

According to another testimony: “Sobre la „leyenda negra‟ de Los Beatles podría hablarse 

durante horas [. . .] Que eran homosexuales. Contrarrevolucionarios. Burgueses. Una 

maniobra del enemigo para distraer a los jóvenes de sus tareas urgentes en la producción 

y la defensa” (Yoss 133). 

Just as happened in both Europe and Latin America with dandyism at the turn of the 

century, what the socialist ideology posed as capitalist decadence came to imply sexual 

transgression—and indeed, justifiably so. Throughout the world the generation of the 

sixties was subverting many traditional views of gender and sexuality. Unfortunately, 

sexual subversion would not prosper easily under the Cuban Revolution.     

 

4.5  Piñera’s “salida teatral”: “Las siete en punto”  

By 1968 Piñera‟s political situation had considerably deteriorated with the 

publication in 1967 of his novel Presiones y diamantes. In that fantastic narrative, Piñera 

had given the name “Delphi” to a diamond which suddenly is seen as having lost all 

value, is flushed down the toilet, and compared to an “emperador enmierdado” (69). All 

copies of the book were rapidly removed from bookstores and libraries when the rumor 
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began that “Delphi” was a coded name for Fidel (Anderson 243)—which is indeed more 

than likely, and quite in agreement with Piñera‟s taste for games of inversion.
170

 

  After the 1971 “Primer Congreso Nacional de Educación y Cultura,” Piñera and 

many other intellectuals were barred from publishing. In the closing speech for that 

Congress, on April 30
th

 of 1971, Fidel expressed dramatically his vision of the decadence 

of capitalist Europe and its intellectuals (some of whose kin could presumably be found 

nationally): “Europa deace. . . como barco que se hunde. . . Y con los barcos. . . se 

hundirán también sus ratas intelectuales” (Discursos 1:151). Interestingly, in that speech 

Castro also describes certain false supporters of the Revolution as “pájaros,” birds: 

“aquellos que hasta trataron de presentarse como simpatizantes de la Revolución, ¡entre 

los cuáles había cada pájaros de cuentas! (Risas)” (147). The sexual implication in 

Castro‟s speech is clearly understood by the laughing audience.      

In Castro‟s expression “cada pájaros de cuentas!” the extravagance and 

inadequacy that he attributes to the “pájaros” is quite patent. It should be clear for his 

audience that a “pájaro” is incompatible with a true revolutionary. Three years before this 

speech, in “Las siete en punto,” Piñera plays around the semantically charged word 

without mentioning it: he rather uses the verb “posar” to suggest the scandalous display 

                                                 
170

 In Nazi Literature in the Americas, Roberto Bolaño creates a fictional character who is an “atypical 

member of the group that formed around the magazine Orígenes,” by the name of Ernesto Pérez Masón 

(54). This fascist fictional character challenges José Lezama Lima to duel in three occasions. He loses 

Virgilio Piñera‟s favor when he declares “his hatred of homosexuals, Jews and blacks” (57). In Bolaño‟s 

fiction, Piñera is said to nevertheless find redeeming qualities in a novel in which Pérez Masón insults 

Castro‟s regime through numerous acrostics formed with the first twenty five letters of each chapter. 

Censors plunge into a frenzied scrutiny of the text. More than likely, Bolaño‟s joke is inspired in Piñera‟s 

hidden insult to Castro in the “Delphi.”         
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of the Cuban “pájaro.” If the sexual connotation of the images of birds in previous poems 

of “Un bamboleo” is not immediately apparent, here it becomes striking and central.  

The verse “Ahora ya me posé. Que entren los fotógrafos” (145) that closes the 

poem constitutes what Piñera calls in the prologue to Teatro completo a “salida teatral.” 

Paradoxically, the author defines “salida teatral” as an astounding action that belongs to 

real life, not to the stage. Examples of “salidas teatrales” are a man walking naked in the 

street and “Fidel Castro entrando en La Habana” (8). “Salidas teatrales” constitute “esos 

actos en los que la multitud lo mismo puede aclamarnos que lapidarnos” (7). Because 

they result in dramatic glory or death, these “exits” have an apocalyptic nature.  

“Las siete en punto” recounts the passing of time beginning at 3:30 pm. As the 

hours go by, the protagonist of the poem (“yo”) wakes up from a nap, drinks coffee, 

showers, dresses, and prepares to leave. The confusion between sleep and vigil that 

follows the nap extends to one between the character and inanimate objects, as in: “Así, 

medio dormido y resoñando,/ si el teléfono suena,/ yo sería el teléfono,/ y él, como si 

fuera yo, diciendo: ¡Oigo!” (142). The perception of the character‟s own self as different 

objects leads him to the idea that he may be a ghost of sorts, an invisible presence 

animating things around him: “y me siento, los cuadros miro, las paredes toco:/¿Te 

imaginas tú mismo mirando lo que has sido,/ sentado en algo que no sienta a nadie?” 

(142-43).  

 The lapse of three and a half hours swiftly summarized in the three pages of the 

poem has a parallel in the glimpses that the character has of his past life. Past moments 

are presented with such vividness that the character seems distended in time as his life 
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stretches towards the imminent end. Piñera‟s presentation of his poetic persona‟s self 

shows a Proustian inspiration. In his book on Proust, Samuel Beckett quotes a passage 

where the French novelist asserts: 

were I granted time to accomplish my work . . . I would describe men, 

even at the risk of giving them the appearance of monstrous beings, as 

occupying in Time a much greater place than the so sparingly conceded to 

them in Space, a place indeed extended beyond measure, because, like 

giants plunged in the years, they touch at once those periods of their lives- 

separated by so many days-so far apart in time. (2)  

The monstrosity that Proust perceives in the stretching of the characters in time 

corresponds to the physical distortion of Piñera‟s character when he stands in front of the 

mirror. Here, the mirror-double and the self become a single creature:  

  Las cinco y veinte. Ahora la corbata. 

  Ante el espejo los dos iguales 

  mientras me hago el nudo: 

  los cuellos se distienden o contraen,  

  las cuatro manos ahorcan el presente,  

  las dos narices huelen el futuro,  

  las cuatro orejas oyen la sentencia,  

  y dos pares de ojos ven dos lenguas 

  salir como ratones de sus cuevas. (144) 
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The body‟s malleability in this scene has a parallel in that of Fuminaro Konoye‟s body 

during his trial. The voice pronouncing what must be a death sentence seems to come 

from outside the doubled creature, and from a future that can already be smelled. 

Strangling the present, the four hands engaged in fixing the tie anticipate the execution of 

the death sentence. The character is doubled by the mirror just as he is split between 

present and future. The other two instances where he appears temporally split have a 

symbolic connection to the mirror as reflections of the self: a piece of writing and a 

photograph. The first one is the humorous confession of a child, resembling a diary entry: 

“A mil novecientos veintiséis/ desde el baño lo veo, en un papel que dice/„Me salvé de ir 

a clases, /la maestra está enferma de los nervios . . .‟” (143). The photograph shows the 

protagonist standing near the ocean: 

  Encima de la cómoda hay una foto: 

  soy yo en el veintiocho en una playa. 

  ¿Cómo estás tú?- le digo al personaje- 

  ¿Fría el agua? Pero él no me responde, 

  entre el cielo y el mar se tiene ausente;           

  le digo que se acerca el postrer viaje,  

  que se vaya vistiendo, que es inútil 

  seguir en esa playa imaginaria. 

  Pero él se queda en la fotografía. (143-44) 

The photograph allows this character to simultaneously touch different points in time,   

like Proust‟s “giants plunged in the years.” As Warner observes regarding the history of 
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daguerreotypes and photography, there is a tradition according to which these images are 

seen as allowing “the transmission of the person through time” (164). Just like the mirror, 

the photograph makes apparent the character‟s abnormal distension in time. The sense of 

having a malleable body and of being stretched in different temporalities is heightened by 

the character‟s knowledge of his impending death: “le digo que se acerca el postrer 

viaje.” 

 Towards the end of the poem he asks himself, as an actor ready to walk into the 

stage: “Rápido: los pantalones, ahora el saco./ Las seis y media. ¿Por qué puerta salgo?” 

(144). As if executing again the sentence of his invisible judge, as earlier in front of the 

mirror, the character pulls his tie, falls, hits his rocking chair, and seems to choke on the 

ground: 

 me cojo la corbata, tiro de ella,  

 caigo de espaldas, me doy con el sillón.  

 Se mece solo ese sillón maldito.  

  La lengua se me preña y pare lengua 

  de idiota, toda envuelta en baba; 

  los ojos van a ser piedras preciosas,  

  pero antes de brillar se apagarán. 

  A mis oídos llegan las palabras 

  que antes nunca escuché: 

  son de un idioma intraducible, son palabras.  

Las siete en punto y ni una hora más. 
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Ahora ya me posé. Que entren los fotógrafos. (144-45) 

Comparing this poem to “Treno por la muerte de Fuminaro Konoye,” what is most 

striking is that the same structure of trial, sentence, and death here takes place with the 

complete invisibility of the judges and executioners. In “Treno,” the topic of 

homosexuality is treated obliquely through the superimposing of Konoye‟s and Wilde‟s 

trials. In “Las siete,” the existing homophobic policies made it impossible to frame the 

issue except through the subtlest allusion: “me posé”—as a butterfly or a bird after flying. 

To refer to the action of posing for a painting or a photograph, the Spanish verb is not 

used pronominally, as Piñera uses it here. But the meanings of “posarse” and “posar” are 

condensed in the image of the sexually transgressive, feminine pose stroke by the bird, 

“pájaro.”      

The mirror both conceals and reveals the judges when “cuatro orejas oyen la 

sentencia.” It allows the sentence to be heard and the future “smelled,” forecasting his 

death to the character.
171

 The doubling of the character in the mirror, however, makes his 

strangling hands appear simultaneously his and another‟s, thus concealing the exterior 

presence. Similarly, the figure of the executioners is superimposed to that of the 

photographers: the character represented by a malleable body that stretches in time is 

finally fixed and pinned to an instant by the cameras. The initial malleability and final 

photographic fixity of this character is very much like Fuminaro‟s.            

                                                 
171

 Warner remarks that  “before the mirror became a commonplace item of every household, reflections 

were a cause of deep, widespread alarm . . . A reflection, caught in a pool or a basin of water, could be fatal 

to the soul: as a premonition of impending disembodiment, and as a dispersal of bounded identity through a 

doubling of the self” (173). Piñera‟s poem captures the premonitory function of the mirror. 
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The rocking chair that continues to move by itself in the last stanza inaugurates 

the ghostly existence of the character, suggested earlier in the confusion between the 

character and inanimate objects, and in the verses “¿Te imaginas tú mismo mirando lo 

que has sido,/ sentado en algo que no sienta a nadie?” The assertion “los ojos van a ser 

piedras preciosas,/ pero antes de brillar se apagarán” alludes as well to the ghostly 

afterlife of a seemingly animated object. The photographs taken at the end represent of 

course the disquieting afterlife of his character that Piñera here seems to promise, as a 

subtle vengeance, to his judges.    
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Conclusion 

 

The analysis of a selection of works written by Piñera in the forties, fifties, and 

sixties, reveals the author‟s sustained interest in a variety of mass media products: 

photographs, movies, romance novels, and popular music, among others. From his 

earliest writings (the long poem “Treno por la muerte del príncipe Fuminaro Konoye,” 

the tragedy “Electra Garrigó”) until those dating from the late sixties (poems such as “Yo 

estoy aquí, aquí . . . ,” and “Las siete en punto”) we find that his literary representations 

of the mass media emphasize the act of performance. The pervasive popular appeal of 

mass media performances during these decades in Cuba invites Piñera‟s characters to 

reshape their selves after fictional media models. Performance is thus presented as a 

social activity that tends to blur the line between reality and fiction. The construction of 

selves through both monotonous and disruptive performances displayed in Piñera‟s texts 

undermines dominant patriarchal narratives based on ideas of purity, originality, and 

authenticity. 

Piñera‟s representations of mass media performances are very diverse. Some refer 

to specific “star” figures of the Cuban or international scenes. In such cases, Piñera‟s 

poetic voice or his characters mimic certain characteristic “celebrity” lines and styles. 

Such is the case with performers as different as the Cuban folksinger Joseíto Fernández, 

the blind Afro-Cuban bandleader Arsenio Rodríguez, the Spanish balladeer Raphael or 

The Beatles. The Chorus in “Electra Garrigó,” singing to Joseíto Fernández‟ 
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“Guantanamera,” or the maid who sings Arsenio Rodríguez‟ bolero in Pequeñas 

maniobras embody popular common sense. Popular tunes are presented in those and 

other works from the forties and fifties as the ideal means of expression for broadly 

shared knowledge. The amply broadcasted hits constitute elements that cement the 

national community. By contrast, the mimicking of Raphael and The Beatles in poems 

from the sixties has very different, indeed anti-nationalistic connotations. The new pop 

icons appealed specifically to the youth and not to Piñera‟s generation; they represented a 

fashion that was considered effeminate and decadent in socialist Cuba, and they did not 

belong into the national musical tradition. Piñera‟s references to international musical hits 

and pop icons thus become much more significant politically in the decade of the sixties. 

At that time, the revolutionary government was invested in the creation of a “new man” 

who was not to resemble the long haired foreigners—even if, paradoxically, the fashion 

of the sixties was in part inspired by the appealing images of Che Guevara and the young 

Cuban revolutionaries themselves.  

If Piñera‟s borrowings from mass culture acquire an especially intense political 

charge during the sixties, the author‟s discovery of the unsettling implications of 

performance predates that time. In the mid fifties, the story “El muñeco” examines 

theatricality as a most essential element of the national political process. The story 

challenges the notions that seriousness and authenticity are attributes of the dominant 

groups, and that performance should be confined to the work of actors. Piñera relishes in 

portraying Juan Perón as a movie star, with all the erotic implications of such stardom. A 

few years later, in the article “Piñera teatral” the author describes another national leader, 
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Fidel Castro, as an accomplished actor. Indeed, it is no accident that “Piñera teatral” has 

not been reprinted in Cuba. As with Perón, Piñera‟s representation of Castro in that 

article has clearly erotic overtones, as José Quiroga has pointed out.
172

 Piñera‟s depiction 

of Castro in these terms is obviously irreverent but it is not necessarily a negative one. 

The article emphasizes the notion (present throughout Piñera‟s writings) that performance 

can be an unsettling, rebellious, indeed, revolutionary strategy.  

 A great number of explorations of the power of media performance in Piñera‟s 

work focus on the imitation of types rather than on specific actors or singers. In these 

cases, we observe an emphasis on the media‟s shaping and reshaping of two dominant 

gender stereotypes: the aggressive male and the self-sacrificing female. In the 1941 play 

“Electra Garrigó,” “machismo” and “matriarcado” appear as the dominant and 

compulsory forms of gender in Cuba. Piñera‟s diagnosis is so incisive that even in the 

seventies such an intelligent critic as Matías Montes Huidobro considers that Piñera‟s 

attack on this system entails “la destrucción de los elementos tropicales de la cubanidad, 

[un] verdadero castramiento” (154). It follows for Montes Huidobro that Electra the play, 

as well as the character, is “anticubana” (154). As the present study shows, a variety of 

Piñera‟s writings address the issue of the violence resulting from the gender system 

depicted in “Electra Garrigó.”  

Piñera‟s representation of what he considers to be a characteristically Cuban 

gender system is, interestingly, markedly cosmopolitan. He uses the exotic and distant as 

a mask for the quotidian and immediate. In this way, his writings undermine essentialist 
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 See Quiroga‟s 1995 “Fleshing Out Virgilio Piñera from the Cuban closet.”  
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views of the Cuban nation, as Vitier indignantly observed in his commentary on “La isla 

en peso.”
173

 Models of aggressive males imitated by Piñera‟s characters include Indian 

thugs (modeled after radio adaptations of Eugène Sue or most likely after Hollywood 

stock characters), Cuban abakuás, and Hollywood gangsters and robbers. Models of self-

sacrificing motherhood come from the buoyant melodramatic Cuban radio industry, from 

the Spanish theatre and narrative disseminated by it, and from films. In the play “Aire 

frío,” James Whistler‟s iconic portrait of his mother also provides a model of patient 

motherhood.             

 In “Aire frío,” Ana Romaguera embodies both the self-sacrificing mother and 

wife. Yet the figure of the self-sacrificing lover often appears separately. Teresa, in 

Pequeñas maniobras, is a lover whose passionate speech clearly mimics romance novels 

(and even tangos) both before and after she is abandoned by Sebastián. In the poem 

“María Viván,” the protagonist hides her illness behind a lively pose. The poem thus 

wonderfully evokes and also disguises the image of a famous self-sacrificing lover, the 

consumptive Violeta from Alexandre Dumas‟ novel and Giuseppe Verdi‟s opera “La 

Traviata.” The protagonist of Piñera‟s famous poem “Rosa Cagí” also embodies the 

stereotype of the self-sacrificing lover, hyperbolizing it to the point of abjection. 

 The religious overtones of Piñera‟s representations of suffering women (and men) 

are quite transparent. Indeed, these suffering characters often evoke both mass media and 

religious representations. “Electra Garrigó” and “Aire frío,” for example, describe 
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 Vitier blames Piñera‟s “pupila analítica y desustanciadora” in “La isla en peso” of “convertir a Cuba, tan 

intensa y profundamente individualizada en sus misterios esenciales por generaciones de poetas, en una 

telúrica y atroz Antilla cualquiera, para festín de existencialistas” (“Lo cubano” 480).  
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imitations of the figure of the “Mater Dolorosa” performed through the imitation of a 

number of mass media fictions: films, “radionovelas,” and the plays by Jacinto 

Benavente. Fernando Valerio-Holguín stresses the importance of literature, painting, and 

sculpture in providing models (“modelizadores activos”) from the Christian tradition for 

what he calls the “aprendizaje masoquista en los textos de Piñera” (56).The evocation of 

Saint Sebastian in the figure of the protagonist of Pequeñas maniobras constitutes one 

such instance of masochist imitation, according to Valerio-Holguín. It is important to 

notice, however, that the profanation of religious icons in Piñera‟s texts occurs not only 

by their frequent use to connote sexual transgressions. The presentation of such religious 

“models” through their imitations and reproductions in mass culture destabilizes the 

boundaries between the sacred and the frivolous.
174

 The tendency to imitate these models, 

rightly stressed by Valerio-Holguín, in fact reflects the spectators‟ exposure to the 

pervasive and repetitive modern mass media. 

Male religious figures that suffer physical torment (Saint Sebastian, Christ) are 

often referred to in conjunction with mass-media-inspired performances of self-

sacrificing women. In “Aire frío,” Oscar‟s Christ-like sacrifice as an artist mimics his 

mother‟s self-sacrificing character (shaped after a variety of mass media models 

evocative of the “Mater Dolorosa”). In Pequeñas maniobras, Teresa‟s attitude towards 

Sebastián mirrors the latter‟s torments and humiliations. In the language of boleros, 

tangos, and “radionovelas,” Teresa tells the story of her love affair, using constant 
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 Other examples of such “banalization” of religion in Piñera‟s works include the decoration of Cochón‟s 

Church with scenes of tortures painted as cartoons (La carne de René), the comparison of the exhibition of 

the photo album to an Eucharistic ceremony (“El álbum”), and the inverted representation of Jesus Christ as 

a barber (“Jesús,” the play whose protagonist is a “no-Jesús”).  
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references to Heaven and Hell. Indeed, Piñera‟s expressed intention to “banalize” culture 

preeminently involves the banalization (and consequent profanation) of religion.  

The imitation of mass media figures by Piñera‟s characters reveals the author‟s 

view of performance as basic for the constitution of the self. The implications of such 

notion are particularly relevant when they refer to gender: there is no natural femininity 

or masculinity, but rather different styles of it, shaped and reshaped by art and fiction. 

Piñera‟s sustained engagement with the mass media reflects his view of the “teatral” as 

an aspect that permeates both social and political life. 

Self-fashioning performances in Piñera‟s texts often evoke polarized categories 

that they cut transversally, destabilizing them. Therefore, this study‟s framing of Piñera‟s 

mass media representations as expressions of queer aesthetics has proven to be an 

appropriate one. The consideration of the many similarities between Piñera‟s texts and 

camp literature in Spanish, as well as in other language traditions, opens up new 

possibilities of interpretation for the still very topical and innovative literature of this 

author.   
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